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INTRODUCTION 
This is an annual progress report of the West River Crops and Soils Research Projects, South 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. The equipment storage and processing facilities are 
located approximately 1 mile southwest of the town of Box Elder at 21 County Road 212. The 
office facilities are located on the Central States Fairgrounds at 801 San Francisco Street. 
Rapid City, SD 57701-3057. Telephone 605/394-2236. 
The Research Projects serve the western part of the state They are unique in that all 
experimental plots are cooperatively located with Farmers, Ranchers, or Crop Improvement 
Associations, through Extension Agents 
The research is conducted on farmers fields under their conditions. The research tests the 
adaptability of new crops, varieties and farming methods This report does not include results 
of work conducted by projects headquartered from the campus at Brookings, South Dakota. 
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This is an annual report, some trials are ongoing and will require additional testing before final 
conclusions can be made. 
225 copies printed at an estimated cost of $3 71 each January 1996 
South Dakota State University, South Dakota Counties. and U S Department of Agriculture Cooperating 
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WEATHER SUMMARY 
The data in the weather summaries presented in Tables 1 through 3 were obtained from the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration publication, Climatological Data • South Dakota: from Al Bender, State 
Climatologist at South Dakota State Univers«y; and from the South Dakota Crop-Weather Summary published 
by the South Dakota Statistical Reporting Service-USDA. 
Average air temperatures were near normal in August. 1994. September was 1·2 degrees warmer in Central 
and Southwestern South Dakota and 5 degrees warmer in the northwest. October and November were near 
normal at all locations. The mildness of the winter months is shown by temperatures in December, January 
and February that were 4-6 degrees above normal across Western South Dakota. The spring temperatures 
went the other direction with March normal to 3 degrees cooler than normal. April was 5-6 degrees cooler at all 
locations and May continued the trend being 4-6 degrees cooler than normal. June was 5 degrees cooler in 
the Southwest, 2 degrees cooler in the West Central and near normal in the Northwest. July was around 2 
degrees cooler than normal at most locations. 
August had normal precipitation at Wasta and Oelrichs and the other locations showed below normal 
precipitation. September was below normal at all locations. October was a wet month with all locations 
receiving 2-4.S inches above normal precipitation. December through March was near normal at all locations. 
April was wetter than nonnal in the the Central and Southwestern regions and near nonnal elsewhere. May 
was very wet with all locations receiving significantly above nonnal rainfall. June also had plentiful moisture 
with the Central and West Central locations receiving 1·3 inches above nonnal rainfall. July was near nonnal 
at all locations. 
Total useable moisture (Table 3) was plentiful at all locations. The August through July crop season amounts 
were between 10.5 Inches In the northwest to 22.6 inches at Ft. Meade. Sprtng season useable moisture was 
also plentiful ranging between 6.3 inches to 16.4 inches at Ft. Meade 
Overall the fall and winter was mild with adequate moisture. Spring was wet and very cool through the first 
part of June. The summer was more typical with warm temperatures in July and August with precipitation 
declining in August. 
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TABLE 1. Weather Data -Average Temperatures and Total Precipitation by Months, with I 
Deeartures from Normal. 
Average Departure Total Departure I Month & Year Temperature* from Normal** Precioitation* from Normal** 
Martin (Bennett County Reporting Station) 
I Aug. 1994 71.2 - .9 .29 - 1.80 Sept. 1994 63.3 1.1 45 • .81 
Oct. 1994 47.4 -3.3 2.50 2.25 
Nov. 1994 33.3 - 3.0 .13 -.25 I Dec. 1994 28.1 1.8 .62 .27 
Jan. 1995 24.4 3.0 .18 -.08 
Fab. 1995 30.0 3.6 .62 .20 I Mar. 1995 33.0 -.1 1.12 .19 
Apr. 1995 38.2 -7.5 5.22 4.26 
May 1995 49.8 -6.9 5.81 3.72 I June 1995 61.0 -5.6 4.28 .91 
July 1995 69.3 -4.5 2.91 .55 
Aug. 1995 72.5 .4 1.99 -.10 I Oelrichs (Fall River County Reporting Station) 
Aug. 1994 74.0 1.0 1.69 .10 
Sept. 1994 63.6 1.1 .44 • .82 I Oct. 1994 49.2 • 1.1 4.04 3.01 
Nov. 1994 35.5 .0 .18 
Dec. 1994 26.2 1.4 1.17 .70 I Jan. 1995 25.3 2.6 .63 .23 
Fab. 1995 33.1 4.9 .51 .03 
Mar. 1995 34.2 - 2.0 .32 -.72 I Apr. 1995 41.0 - 6.3 1.68 -.27 
May 1995 50.6 -6.6 3.98 1.00 
June 1995 62.1 -4.7 3.30 .39 I July 1995 71.9 -2.9 3.44 1.23 
Aug. 1995 75.0 2.0 .17 -1.42 
Ralph (Harding County Reporting Station) I Aug. 1994 69.6 1.0 .19 - 1.18 
Sept. 1994 62.5 5.6 1.19 -.13 
Oct. 1994 47.3 1.4 2.99 1.94 I Nov. 1994 30.4 .2 .45 .00 
Dec. 1994 23.6 5.3 .13 • .27 
Jan. 1995 22.2 6.8 .06 -.29 I Fab. 1995 27.8 6.8 .66 .37 
Mar. 1995 28.2 -2.5 .59 • .07 
Apr. 1995 38.0 -5.5 1.09 • .75 I May 1995 51.3 -3.2 5.01 2.10 
June 1995 62.4 .3 3.54 .31 
July 1995 69.0 -.6 1.37 - .47 I Aug. 1995 72.6 4.0 1.34 - .03 
• Average temperatures and precipitatlon Obtained from NOAA Cllmatotogleal Oat.a and from Al Bendel", s � Climatologist at 
�lfl Clilwti � U�. Wlllh(itdifl II �ft'nffl 1!111 � !lllliM .naamJl.11'11 � liln. 
I Tem�es are reported In degrtfl Fahrenheit and prectpi1atlon In Inches. ••Departure$ from normal are based on records for the period 1961·1990(30)ft) 
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TABLE 1. Weather Data -Average Temperatures and Total Precipitation by Months, with 
Deoartures from Nonna!. 
Average Departure Total Departure 
Month & Year TemQerature* from Normal** Precioitation• from Normal** 
Murdo (Jones County Reporting Station) 
Aug. 1994 71.0 -1.3 
Sept. 1994 63.9 2.3 
Oct. 1994 50.6 1.3 
Nov. 1994 35.0 1.7 
Dec. 1994 25.2 4.6 
Jan. 1995 20.4 3.0 
Fab. 1995 29.9 7.4 
Mar. 1995 32.1 .0 
Apr. 1995 39.5 • 6.1 
May 1995 53.1 • 4.4 
June 1995 65.7 • 2.3 
July 1995 73.2 -1.8 
Aug. 1995 75.9 3.6 
1.65 
_63 
3.10 
.71 
1.33 
.29 
.52 
1.9 
5.47 
4.49 
5.65 
1.83 
.97 
Bear Butte Valley (Ft. Meade-Meade County Reporting Station) 
Aug. 1994 72.8 1.1 .93 
Sept. 1994 64.2 3.2 .74 
Oct. 1994 49.9 • .3 5.91 
Nov. 1994 35.3 -.2 .91 
Dec. 1994 31.3 5.2 .28 
Jan. 1995 29.2 5.1 .08 
Fab. 1995 33.5 5.4 .79 
Mar. 1995 33.8 -1.1 88 
Apr. 1995 40.5 -5.8 2.53 
May 1995 51.6 • 4.9 8.50 
June 1995 63.9 -1.9 7.00 
July 1995 71.7 -1.3 2.96 
Aug. 1995 74.4 2.7 .50 
Rapid City WSO Airport(Pennington County Reporting Station) 
.01 
-.56 
1.83 
.13 
.78 
.60 
.10 
.39 
3.29 
1.70 
2.48 
-.67 
- .67 
-.65 
-.68 
4.56 
.oa 
-3.6 
-.40 
.12 
-.47 
-.14 
5.01 
3.21 
.77 
-1.08 
Aug. 1994 73.3 2.7 .92 -.75 
Sept. 1994 65.5 5.5 .27 -.96 
Oct. 1994 49.7 1.0 2.84 1.74 
Nov. 1994 35.5 .7 .66 .10 
Dec. 1994 30.3 6.1 .35 -.12 
Jan. 1995 29.2 6.9 .09 -.30 
Fab. 1995 31.9 5.2 .55 .03 
Mar. 1995 33.2 -.9 . 79 -.24 
Apr. 1995 40.3 • 4.8 2.57 .68 
May 1995 51.8 -3.4 4.03 1.35 
June 1995 62.9 • 5.4 4.50 1.44 
July 1995 70.6 -2.0 2.87 .82 
Aug. 1995 73.6 3.0 .40 -1.21 
• .l".timQii:�lillH ll'iCI �� fn:m KCAA Clfrldnmpa:l Da:.a � (tMJJiSol!BCllilr, � �II 
Sll!Jffl_  51G1 t.l�f. WIEIWuf.I11_ �� ft;;ir'n IN� 111:inlm  miett�l llliiL 
Tempenaturea ate reported In dilgree.s Fahrenheit and precipitation In Inches 
-o�-. rrwn normel are based on re(;Ords for the period 196M990(30yrs). 
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TABLE 1. Weather Data -Average Temperatures and Total Precipitation by Months, with I 
De_gartures from Normal. 
Average Departure Total Departure I Month & Year Temperature* from Normal** Precioitation* from Normal** 
Wasta (Pennington County Reporting Station) 
I Aug. 1994 73.9 .7 1.95 .34 Sept. 1994 63.9 2.0 missing missing 
Oct. 1994 50.2 .4 3.71 2.53 
Nov. 1994 35.3 .3 .6 .08 I Dec 1994 28.9 5.7 .11 - .28 
Jan. 1995 25.0 4.0 .33 .02 
Fab. 1995 31.7 5.1 .60 ,20 I Mar. 1995 32.3 - 3.2 1.18 .22 
Apr. 1995 40.8 -7.0 2. 22 .34 
May 1995 53.0 -5.3 5.38 2.77 I June 1995 65.0 -5.1 4 78 1.95 
July 1995 72.4 - 2.5 2.03 .07 
Aug. 1995 75.7 2.4 .40 -1.21 I Bison (Perkins County Reporting Station) 
Aug. 1994 70.6 - .2 .76 - .74 
I Sept. 1994 64.2 4.9 1.16 - .15 Oct. 1994 49.3 1.4 4.09 3.05 
Nov. 1994 32.1 .0 .64 .1 
Dec. 1994 25.7 5.9 .24 -.23 I Jan. 1995 22.3 5.8 .15 .67 
Fab. 1995 29.4 7.4 .50 .04 
Mar. 1995 29.3 - 1.7 .88 -.26 I Apr. 1995 39.0 -5.5 2.18 .04 
May 1995 53.2 - 2.4 5.31 2.51 
June 1995 64.3 - 1.5 3.10 .09 I July 1995 70.7 - 2.3 2.26 .16 
Aug. 1995 74.5 3.7 1.72 .22 
Kir1ey (Haakon County Reporting Station} I Aug. 1994 71.8 -1.7 .92 -.89 
Sept. 1994 64.8 2.7 .38 - 1.04 
I Oct. 1994 51.1 1_0 3 .21 2.09 Nov. 1994 34.8 .9 .62 .07 
Dec. 1994 24.2 3.7 .47 -.04 
I Jan. 1995 19.2 2.0 .53 .21 Fab. 1995 30.1 7.5 .46 - .05 
Mar. 1995 30.0 -3.0 1.28 .07 
Apr. 1995 39.7 - 7.4 3.02 1.22 I May 1995 53.5 - 4.7 5.37 2.50 
June 1995 65.7 - 1.4 5.24 2.24 
July 1995 73.5 -1.1 1.55 -.52 I Aug. 1995 76.6 3.1 .10 - 1.75 
• Average temperatures &!'Id precipitation obtained from NOAA Cllmatologlcal Oata and trom Al Sender, State Climatologlst at 
� � .Striti Ultiftl'llly, W..-aliaJI oal!ldd fnrm U. J'WJl!llW'IIJ ldlll.illllmntit hi� ... .._ 
I Tempel'lt\Jrea are reported in degrees Fahrenheit and preclpi\llicn In Inches "� � QClffill � t--�1 Ql'I � lotlbi Otn:ld l�� 
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I Table 2. Topsoil Moisture Conditions During 1995 Growing Season. 
{Crop and Livestock Reporting Service -USDA) 
I As of Friday, April 14, 1995 
I 
I � 
I�' ,� "hi����� 
I J �����1 
I Critic:alfy Short Short 
Short 
Adec:uare Sui plus 
Surplu• 
I As of Friday, August 11, 1995 
I 
I 
I 
I CJ 
I 
As of Friday, May 12, 1995 
-
As or Friday, July 14, 1995 
As of Friday, Sept. 15, 1995 
CJ -
Surplu11 
TABLE 3. Weather Data -Date of Critical Temperatures and Total Useable 
�phtfon 111 Counties wi1h Exoaimemal PJots [1994-!Ml 
Date of Temeerature* Total Useable Moisture-
Location Fall·Fitst 
Bennett County 
(Ma run) Oct. 23 (27°) 
Fall River County 
(Oelrichs) Oct. 23 (27°) 
Harding County 
(Ralph) Oct. 9 (27°) 
Jones County 
(Murdo) Oct. 24 (27°) 
Meade County 
(Ft. Meade) Oct. 23 (27°} 
Pennington County 
(Rapid City AP) Oct. 24 (26°) 
Pennington County 
{Wasta) Oct. 22 (26°) 
Perkins County 
(Bison) Oct. 23 (25°) 
Haakon County 
(Kirley) Oct. 24 (27°) 
&nmr;,.a st 
Apr. 27 (21°) 
Apr. 27 (23°) 
Apr. 29 (23°) 
Apr. 22 (28°) 
Apr. 27 (22°) 
Apr. 27 (23°) 
Apr. 27 (24°) 
Apr. 11 (28°) 
Apr. 28 (28°) 
Auy ffl:JuJy 94 
17.37 
13.11 
10.95 
18.39 
22.86 
12.71 
14.40 
10.35 
14.62 
Aprjl9�ut,v !1'4 
14.67 
8.16 
7.75 
13.22 
16.45 
9.84 
9.78 
6.30 
11.38 
•first 28 degree temperature in Fall or last 28 degree temperature in Spring, reported in 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
-sum of all precipitation where amounts were greater than 0.25 inch or totaled 0.25 
inches in two contiguous days. 
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WINTER WHEAT VARIETY TRIALS 
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental hard red winter wheat varieties for yield, 
agronomic characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota. 
Procedure: Plots were seeded at seven locations in September 1994 with a John Deere 610 
plot drill with ten inch spacing. All locations were fallow the previous year. A seeding rate of 
950,000 seeds per acre (60 Lb/A) was used and liquid starter fertilizer (10·34-0 at 6.3 gal/A) 
applied at 7.4·25-0 pounds per acre. Her bicides were applied either in the fall or spring and 
varied according to weeds present. Visual stand ratings were taken in October 1995 and April 
1995. The plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading The wheat was harvested in July and 
August with a Wintersteiger Nurserymaster Elite plot combine. Height, shatter and lodging 
notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein content was determined with a Near Infrared 
Spectrophotometer. 
Location Summaries 
Fall River County -Oelrichs 
This trial was seeded on September 24, 1994 into dry soil conditions. Plot stands were 
excellent and were sprayed with Glean (1/3 ozJA) on October 24. This locations was heavily 
infested with downy brome which would have caused large yield variations. Therefore it was 
decided not to harvest this location and it was mowed off on July 6th. 
Bennett County -Martin 
Martin was planted on September 26, 1994 into dry and cloddy soil conditions. Stands 
were fair in the fall, but improved in the spring. Glean {1/3 ozJA) was applied on October 24 to 
control weeds. It was harvested on August 2 with the results presented in Table 4. Good 
growing conditions and abundant moisture at Martin led to excellent yields averaging 70 Bu/A 
with a 62 Lb average test weight. Top yielders were Alliance, Niobrara, Jagger and Arapahoe. 
Alliance, Arapahoe, Quantum 549 and Dawn looked the best when averaged over the past 
three years. 
Pennington County · Wall 
Wall was planted on September 13 into good soil conditions. Stands were good to 
excellent. It was sprayed with Glean (1/3 ozJA) on October 21. The plot was harvested on 
July 28 with the results shown in Table 5. The wet and cool conditions through June allowed 
for good growth, but also led to a fair amount of leaf spotting diseases. The wheat exhibited 
quite a bit of lodging by harvest and this is part of the reason for the higher than expected 
variation (CV). Jagger which has excellent tan spot and septoria resistance topped the plot. 
Other varieties that did well were TAM 107, Alliance, and Vista. Varieties with good three 
year averages were Alliance, Arapahoe, Abilene, Quantum 549 and TAM 107. 
; 
I 
, Table 4. Hard Red Winter Wheat Varieti Trial - Bennett Coun� (Martin). 1 993-95. 
I 
Variety o/o Stand o/o Stand Height Shatter Lodging Protein Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Fall Spring Inches 1-5 • 1-5 •• Percent Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 I Abilene 70.0 78.8 31.3 1.0 1.0 11.4 63.2 68.9 56 
AP 7501 63.8 81.3 32.0 1.0 1.0 11.0 62.1 73.1 
Alliance 70.0 85.0 35.5 1.0 1.3 9.2 61.3 84.6 65 I Arapahoe 72.5 85.0 37.3 1.3 1.0 10.3 61.4 77.7 65 
Dawn 68.8 83.8 35.3 1.0 1 .0 10.5 62.8 72.2 62 
Jagger 72.5 78.8 31.3 1.0 1.0 11.1 62.6 78.0 I 
Jutes 70.0 81.3 35.0 1.0 1.0 9.7 60.7 71.8 
Kar1 92 67.5 81.3 31.8 1.0 1.0 11.3 62.0 74.1 I Quantum 549 71.3 82.5 34.8 1.0 1.0 10.0 61.7 76.8 65 
Quantum 566 70.0 83.8 38.3 1.3 1.0 10.9 61.4 77.4 
Redland 67.5 81.3 36.3 1.3 1.0 10.5 60.1 70.2 58 I 
Rose 80.0 90.0 40.0 1.3 1.0 11.3 63.6 70.0 60 
Roughrider 70.0 90.0 43.5 1.5 1.0 11.3 63.4 53.1 50 I Sage 80.0 90.0 41.0 1.3 1.8 1 1.2 62.9 64.3 54 Scout 66 67.5 83.8 42.3 1.0 3.5 1 1 .5 62.6 64.9 53 
Seward 68.8 82.5 44.3 1.3 1.0 10.4 61.2 62.3 58 I Siouxland 67.5 78.8 41.5 1.3 1.0 11.4 61.0 62.7 53 
TAM 107 71.3 86.3 32.0 1.0 1 .0 10.5 61.5 72.7 58 
Tomahawk 70.0 83.8 32.8 1.0 1.0 10.7 62.0 71.4 59 I Vista 65.0 80.0 32.5 1.0 1.0 11.6 61.8 70.3 60 
Akron 66.3 83.8 34.8 1.0 1.0 10.8 61.4 70.2 I Halt 70.0 88.8 33.3 1.0 1.0 10.3 60.2 76.8 
Nuwest 60.0 76.3 40.8 1.0 1.0 10.3 62.7 65.4 
Elkhom 57.5 71.3 45.5 1.0 1.0 10.8 61.0 50.6 I Nekota 63.8 77.5 34.5 1.3 1.0 10.8 62.4 71.6 60 
Pronghorn 63.8 85.0 41.3 2.0 1 .8 10.8 62.8 68.5 I Niobrara 72.5 90.0 37.0 1.3 1.3 9.5 61.6 79.1 
NE 90479 70.0 83.8 36.3 1.0 1 .3  1 1 .0 63.7 74.0 
NE 90524 67.5 78.8 41.5 1.3 1.0 10.8 62.1 68.8 I NE 90625 67.5 80.0 36.3 1.3 1.0 10.5 59.8 72.4 
$089119 72.5 86.3 38.0 1.0 1.0 10.4 62.9 67.7 57 I so 89153 68.8 86.3 40.8 1.0 1.0 11.6 64.4 71.5 so 89180 70.0 83.8 42.3 2.0 1.0 1 1 .3 63.0 69.7 
so 89186 75.0 90.0 40.5 2.0 1.3 1 1 .2 62.2 65.3 
I so 89205 71.3 85.0 38.8 1.8 1.0 11.2 63.0 72.7 
AVERAGE 69.1 83.3 37.4 1.2 1 . 1  10.8 62.1 70.3 58 
I LSD (.05) 8.0 9.0 2.0 0.4 0.4 NA 1.1 5.5 8 CV 8.0 7.0 3.6 24.9 23.3 NA 1.3 5.5 7 
• 1 = No shatter, 5 = Mostly shattered. •• 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
I Good growing conditions, summary on page 7. 
a I 
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I Table 5. Hard Red Winter Wheat Varie� Trial . Pennington Coun� (Wall), 1993·95. 
I 
Variety % Stand % Stand Height Lodging Protein Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Fall Spring Inches 1·5 * Percent Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
Abilene 87.5 87.5 35.0 1.5 10.3 64.3 67.9 48 
I 
AP 7501 83.8 85.0 33.5 1.0 9.1 62.0 62.2 
Alliance 80.0 78.8 38.0 2.3 9.2 62.3 70.1 50 
Arapahoe 88.8 90.0 38.8 2.8 9.7 61.6 59.4 48 
Dawn 86.3 87.5 40.3 3 8  8.9 62.0 56.2 47 
I Jagger 88.8 88.8 35.8 2.0 9.8 62.0 79.6 
Jules 87.5 90.0 38.8 2.0 1 0  0 61.7 68.4 
I Kar1 92 77.5 77.5 35.3 1.8 10.4 63 7 66.5 Quantum 549 87.5 90.0 39.0 2.3 9.0 61.1 59.7 55 
Quantum 566 88.8 88.8 42.3 3.0 1 1 .9 61.4 59.3 
I Redland 88.8 87.5 41.5 2.8 10.1 60.9 57.5 44 
Rose 88.8 90.0 42.5 2.0 9.5 65.3 46.8 46 
I Roughrider 90.0 90.0 41.3 3.3 10.8 63.5 30.0 39 Sage 90.0 90.0 42.8 4.0 10.8 62.7 46.8 44 
Scout 66 88.8 88.8 42.8 4.5 10.6 62.5 40.1 41 
I Seward 90.0 90.0 46.3 2.0 9.8 62.9 47.8 48 Siouxland 81.3 83.8 46.8 2.3 10.0 62.4 58.2 43 
I 
TAM 107 90.0 90.0 38.8 2.5 10.6 62.1 72.3 48 
Tomahawk 90.0 90.0 37.3 2.5 9.3 60.2 55.8 44 
Vista 87.5 87.5 37.8 3.3 11.0 61.8 68.9 49 
I Akron 90.0 90.0 39.0 2.3 9.9 61.3 66.6 Halt 90.0 90.0 37.8 3.0 9.8 60.1 70.1 
Nuwest 71.3 72.5 42.5 1.8 10.0 61.6 57.6 
I Elkhom 83.8 85.0 47.3 2.5 12.6 62.9 40.2 Nekota 83.8 86.3 39.8 3.0 10.4 63.9 61.0 47 
I Pronghom 88.8 90.0 44.8 3.5 10.9 61.7 52.8 Niobrara 90.0 90.0 41.8 3.5 8.2 60.7 65.5 
NE 90479 90.0 90.0 39.5 2.3 10.1 63.2 53.8 
I NE 90524 90.0 90.0 45.3 3.5 9.0 61.7 52.7 NE 90625 88.8 88.8 37.3 2.5 8.6 61.7 63.2 
I so 89119 90.0 90.0 43.0 3.5 9.9 63.6 63.7 51 SD 89153 90.0 90.0 44.8 2.0 10.2 65.3 47.5 
so 89180 90.0 90.0 44.3 3.5 10.2 64.1 58.5 
I SD 89186 88.8 90.0 43.0 4.0 10.3 62.2 46.3 SD 89205 88.8 90.0 45.0 3.8 10.1 63.2 52.0 
I AVERAGE 87.3 87.8 40.8 2.7 10.0 62.4 57.7 47 LSD (.05) 7.0 8.0 3.6 1.3 NA 1.2 12.8 NS 
CV 6.0 7.0 6.1 32.4 NA 1.3 15.3 16 
I 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. Trial suffered from lodging and moderate disease pressure, summary on page 7. 
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Stanley County -Hayes 
The winter wheat at Hayes was planted on September 14, 1995. Weeds were 
controlled with an application of Glean (1/3 oz/A) on October 20, 1995. This location had 
excellent stands and was the best looking plot into June. But continuos wet conditions led to 
crown rot and very strong tan spot and septoria leaf disease pressure. When the wheat was 
harvested on July 25, 1995 its average yield was 29.9 Bu/A with very poor test weights 
averaging only 51.2 Lb/Bu. Karl 92, Alliance, TAM 107 and Jagger yielded the best under 
these conditions. The best varieties over the past three years were Alliance, Vista and TAM 
107. Results are shown in Table 6. 
Meade County -Bear Butte 
Bear Butte was planted on September 19, 1994 and sprayed with Glean (1/3 oz/A) on 
October 20. The stands were good and favorable growing conditions allowed this location to 
average 59.8 Bu/A when harvested on July 26, 1995. There was moderate to heavy lodging 
with most varieties which made harvest difficult. Abilene, Agripro AP7501, and Jagger yielded 
well in 1995. Alliance, Abilene, TAM 107. Quantum 549 and Vista were top perfonners over 
the past three years. Results are presented in Table 7. 
Perkins County - Bison 
The winter wheat at Bison was planted on September 20, 1994 into fair soil moisture 
conditions. Weed control was accomplished with and application of Ally (1/10 oz/A) + 2.4-D 
(5.3 oz/A LV-6) on May 31, 1995. The winter was mild which tended to favor less winter hardy 
varieties. Plentiful moisture and favorable growing conditions through June led to excellent 
yields averaging 60.4 Bu/A and test weights averaging 63.5 Lb/Bu as shown in Table 8. The 
wheat was harvested on August 3, 1995 with Quantum 566, Alliance, and Karl 92 and two 
expertmentals SD 89205 and SD 89180 topping the plot. Alliance, Quantum 549, Rose and 
Seward were the varieties with good three year averages. 
Harding County -Ralph 
Ralph was planted on September 19, 1995 into good soil conditions. Soil tests indicated a 
need for an additional 60 Lb/A nitrogen and this was applied on March 23 (20 gal/A 28-0-0). 
Ally (1/10 oz/A) + 2.4-D (5.3 oz/A LV-6) + Holelon (40 oz/A for wild oat) was applied on May 
31 ,  1995 to control weeds. Harvest was accomplished on August 4, 1995 with the results 
presented in Table 9. Alliance, SD 89205, SD 89180, Nekota and Abilene looked the best in 
1995. There was not good previous years data to compare three year averages. 
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I Table 6. Hard Red Winter Wh.eat Variety Tnat - SsnJei Courm,: ��; 1993--95. 
I Variety % Stand % Stand Height Lodging Protein Test Wt. Yield 
Bu/A 
Fall Spring Inches 1-5 • Percent Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
Abilene 95.0 95.0 30.3 2.0 13.8 51.6 35.3 41 
I 
AP 7501 95.0 95.0 30.3 1.5 13.7 50 3 33.0 
Alliance 95.0 95.0 35.8 3.5 12.5 53.4 40.4 49 
Arapahoe 95.0 95.0 35.0 3.8 13.2 51.3 27.2 43 
I 
Dawn 95.0 95.0 32.5 3.5 13.3 50.7 28.2 42 
Jagger 95.0 95.0 32.5 2.5 13.8 51.2 39.7 
Jules 95.0 95.0 30.3 3.5 1 3.3 47.1 17.8 
I Kart 92 95.0 95.0 31.3 1.5 14.2 53.8 40.7 Quantum 549 95.0 95.0 32.3 1.8 13.7 48.8 29.5 
Quantum 566 95.0 95.0 36.3 2.3 13.0 50.8 31.4 
I Redland 95.0 95.0 35.3 2.8 1 1 .7 51.1 34.7 44 
Rose 95.0 95.0 38.5 1.0 14.7 49.0 25.7 39 
I Roughrider 95.0 95.0 37.8 1.8 16.7 50.0 1 1 .7 28 Sage 95.0 95.0 39.0 4.3 13.6 54.2 28.5 37 
Scout 66 95.0 95.0 43.0 5.0 12.9 55.5 33.0 39 
I Seward 95.0 95.0 35.5 2.8 13.7 46.8 20.8 39 
Siouxland 95.0 95.0 37.8 1.8 14.0 49.7 24.8 37 
I TAM 107 95.0 95.0 33.0 3.5 13.0 54.8 40.6 47 Tomahawk 95.0 95.0 31.5 2.8 13.6 51.0 35.8 
Vista 95.0 95.0 31.8 3.3 1 3.1 52.0 34.4 48 
I Akron 95.0 95.0 33.5 2.5 12.8 49.6 26.6 Halt 95.0 95.0 33.0 3.3 14.4 50.7 34.5 
I 
Nuwest 95.0 95.0 29.3 1.0 15.1 45.9 9.7 
Elkhorn 95.0 95.0 37.8 2.3 14.7 49.7 19.7 
Nekota 95.0 95.0 31.3 2.5 12.6 53.8 32.5 
I Pronghorn 95.0 95.0 39.0 4.5 1 3.7 53.1 33.1 Niobrara 95.0 95.0 34.5 3.8 12.4 51.7 34.7 
NE 90479 95.0 95.0 34.3 2.8 1 3.2 54.9 33.9 
I NE 90524 95.0 95.0 35.8 4.3 13.0 50.8 29.9 NE 90625 95.0 95.0 33.5 2.8 12.6 48.6 28.4 
I 50 891 1 9  95.0 95.0 36.8 2.5 14.1 54.8 36.6 SD 89153 95.0 95.0 37.0 1 .3  14.3 52.4 29.0 
SD 89180 95.0 95.0 36.5 3.0 13.4 51.7 30.0 
I SD 89186 95.0 95.0 36.0 3.8 13.1 49.3 27.0 SD 89205 95.0 95.0 35.5 2.8 13.5 51.5 29.3 
I AVERAGE 95.0 95.0 34.7 2.8 13.6 51.2 29.9 LSD (.05) NA NA 2.4 1.0 NA 1 .7 4.1 
CV NA NA 4.8 24.1 NA 2.3 9.5 
I • 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. Heavy leaf spotting disease pressure and lodging. summary on page 1 1 .  
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Table 7. Hard Red Winter Wheat Varie� Trial - Meade Count� (Bear Butte}, 1993-95. I 
Variety % Stand o/o Stand Height Lodging Protein Test Wt. Yield Su/A 
Fall Spring Inches 1-5 * Percent Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 I Abilene 90.0 90.0 32.3 1.8 10.7 63.0 73.1 55 
AP 7501 90.0 90.0 34.0 1.0 10.3 61.4 72.9 
Alliance 90.0 90.0 36.5 3.3 9.7 61.3 67.4 56 I Arapahoe 90.0 90.0 37.0 3.8 10.1 60.4 61.6 51 
Dawn 90.0 90.0 36.0 3.8 10.6 60.6 52.7 48 
Jagger 90.0 90.0 35.0 1.5 10.3 60.2 70.7 I 
Jules 90.0 90.0 34.5 2.5 10.4 60.0 56.0 
Kan 92 90.0 90.0 33.3 1.5 10.4 61.9 66.4 I Quantum 549 90.0 90.0 35.5 2.5 10.6 59.8 69.5 53 
Quantum 566 90.0 90.0 37.8 3.3 11.4 59.9 62.7 
Redland 90.0 90.0 36.8 1.8 10.0 60.2 63.1 51 I Rose 90.0 90.0 41.3 2.8 1 1 .4 62.6 54.5 46 
Roughrider 90.0 90.0 45.3 4.8 12.4 60.8 41.4 35 
I Sage 90.0 90.0 43.5 5.0 11.9 60.2 47.6 41 Scout86 90.0 90.0 42.8 4.3 12.1 61.2 49.5 40 
Seward 90.0 90.0 42.0 3.8 10.9 61.0 43.0 42 I Siouxland 87.5 87.5 43.0 2.5 10.8 61.2 63.2 51 
TAM 107 90.0 90.0 34.5 1.5 10.2 81.0 68.4 55 
Tomahawk 90.0 90.0 34.3 4.0 11.5 58.8 68.9 53 I Vista 90.0 90.0 36.5 3.0 10.5 61.2 62.0 54 
Akron 90.0 90.0 38.3 1.5 10.2 60.9 62.1 I Halt 90.0 90.0 34.0 2.0 11 .5 59.1 68.1 
Nuwest 81.3 81.3 38.0 1.0 10.5 61.0 60.7 
Elkhorn 82.5 82.5 43.5 3.3 12.5 60.5 46.1 I Nekota 90.0 90.0 36.5 2.3 12.1 62.3 63.5 52 
Pronghorn 90.0 90.0 43.0 5.0 11.6 59.5 54.2 I Niobrara 90.0 90.0 39.3 3.5 9.7 59.4 60.6 
NE 90479 90.0 90.0 37.5 2.8 11.5 61.4 59.8 
NE 90524 90.0 90.0 41.0 4.0 10.3 61.0 60.7 I NE 90625 90.0 90.0 36.8 2.0 9.6 59.3 64.5 
SD 89119 90.0 90.0 41.0 4.8 10.9 61.1 51.7 46 
I $0 89153 90.0 90.0 43.8 3.3 11.1 62.9 57.2 S0 89180 90.0 90.0 42.3 4.0 10.5 61.0 58.6 
SD 89186 90.0 90.0 42.8 4.5 11.5 59.6 52.3 
I SD 89205 90.0 90.0 39.3 4.3 10.3 61.1 56.9 
AVERAGE 89.5 89.5 36.5 3.0 10.9 60.8 59.8 49 
I LSD (.05) 1.0 1.0 3.4 1.4 NA 1.6 8.0 9 CV 1.0 1.0 6.0 32.0 NA 1.8 9.3 13 
• 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
I Good yields and heavy lodging, summary on page 11. 
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I Table 8. Hard Red Winter Wheat Varieti Trial . Perkins Coun� (Bison). 1 993-95. 
Variety % Stand % Stand Height Lodging Protein Test Wt. Yield �u!A 
I Fall Soring Inches 1-5 * Percent Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 Abilene 90.0 90.0 27.8 1.0 11.8 64.3 57.2 47 
AP 7501 90.0 90.0 28.3 1.0 12.0 63.7 60.0 
I A lliance 90.0 90.0 30.8 1.0 9.7 63.7 67.5 57 Arapahoe 90.0 90.0 33.0 1.0 12.4 63.6 58.5 48 
Dawn 90.0 90.0 31.3 1.0 12.4 64.9 62.8 47 
I Jagger 90.0 90.0 27.0 1.0 14.2 62.9 55.7 
Jules 90.0 90.0 29.8 1.0 10.2 62.6 64.1 
I Karl 92 90.0 90.0 30.0 1.0 12.0 63.2 64.5 Quantum 549 90.0 90.0 31.8 1.0 1 1 .8 63.1 60.7 55 
Quantum 566 90.0 90.0 34.8 1.0 1 1 .0 63.4 71.S 
I Redland 81.3 82.5 35.0 1.0 10.9 62.0 63.8 44 
Rose 90.0 90.0 36.8 1 .0 11.2 64.2 64.1 46 
I Roughrider 90.0 90.0 40.3 1.3 11.1 64.4 52.7 39 Sage 90.0 90.0 36.8 1.0 12.7 64.3 57.8 44 
Scout 66 90.0 90.0 39.0 2.0 12.0 63.1 61.7 41 
I Seward 90.0 90.0 38.3 1.0 10.6 63.7 59.2 48 Siouxland 78.8 78.8 36.8 1.0 1 1.5 63.2 57.2 43 
I 
TAM 107 90.0 90.0 29.3 1.0 1 1 .0 61.4 59.1 48 
Tomahawk 90.0 90.0 29.0 1.0 1 1 .9 63.2 52.9 44 
Vista 90.0 90.0 28.8 1.0 1 2.8 63.1 62.3 49 
I Akron 90.0 90.0 32.3 1.0 1 1 .7 63.6 59.5 Halt 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 1 1 .9 61.5 62.1 
Nuwest 81.3 81.3 35.0 1.0 1 1 .4 62.5 49.5 
I Elkhorn 81.3 81.3 38.3 1 .0 11.0 62.8 50.0 Nekola 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 12.4 64.2 62.9 51 
I Pronghorn 90.0 90.0 36.3 1.0 12.4 64.1 59.3 Niobrara 90.0 90.0 30.5 1.0 10.7 62.1 56.3 
NE 90479 90.0 90.0 29.5 1.0 12.7 64.5 55.4 
I NE 90524 90.0 90.0 34.0 1.0 10.6 64.0 56.0 NE 90625 90.0 90.0 32.8 1.0 1 0.8 63.3 60.5 
I so 891 1 9  90.0 90.0 35.3 1.0 1 1 .2 63.6 63.7 55 so 89153 90.0 90.0 35.5 1.0 1 1 .7 64.6 60.1 
so 89180 90.0 90.0 37.8 1.0 12.1 64.3 67.5 
I SD 89186 90.0 90.0 36.3 1.0 11.5 63.9 63.5 so 89205 90.3 90.0 38.3 1.0 12.3 64.6 74.7 
I AVERAGE 88.9 89.0 33.3 1.0 1 1 .6 63.5 60.4 51 LSD (.05) 2.0 2.0 3.8 0.2 NA 1.1 10.0 5 
CV 1.0 1.0 8.0 15.5 NA 1.2 16.6 14  
I • 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. Excellent trial, summary on page 11 .  
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Table 9. Hard Red Winter Wheat Varie� Trial - Hardins Coun� (Raloh). 1995. I 
Variety % Stand % Stand Height Shatter Protein Test Wt. Yield 
Fall Spring Inches 1-5 • Percent Lb/Bu Bu/A I Abilene 90.0 90.0 27.3 1 .0 12.6 65.1 45.8 
AP 7501 90.0 90.0 26.5 1 .0  11.5 64.2 42.5 
Alliance 90.0 90.0 30.5 1.0 9.7 62.8 51.1 I Arapahoe 90.0 90.0 31.3 1.0 1 1 .3 63.8 39.0 
Dawn 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 10.6 64 8 41.9 
Jagger 90.0 90.0 30.0 1.0 11.8 63.7 40.1 I 
Jules 90.0 90.0 29.3 1.0 10.4 62.6 40.6 
Karl 92 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 12.3 64.1 44.1 I Quantum 549 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 10.8 63.0 44.2 
Quantum 566 90.0 90.0 31.5 1.0 12.5 64.2 44.2 
Redland 90.0 90.0 29.8 1.0 11.0 63.7 40.7 I Rose 90.0 90.0 33.8 1.0 11.3 65.3 44.4 
Roughrider 90.0 90.0 37.0 1 .0  1 1.5 64.6 38.3 
I Sage 90.0 90.0 36.3 1.0 10  9 63.1 39.4 Scout 66 90.0 90.0 35.3 1.0 1 1 .2 64.3 42.8 
Seward 90.0 90.0 36.8 1.0 10.6 63.3 43.1 I Siouxland 81.3 81.3 34.8 1.0 12.7 64.2 41.6 
TAM 107 90.0 90.0 29.0 1.0 10.0 62.3 44.1 
Tomahawk 90.0 90.0 30.8 1.0 10.8 62.7 43.4 I Vista 90.0 90.0 27.5 1.0 11.8 63.1 39.1 
Akron 90.0 90.0 28.5 1.0 10.3 63.7 40.9 I Halt 90.0 90.0 28.8 1.0 12.4 61.1 44.3 
Nuwest 78.8 78.8 33.0 1.0 11.0 63.7 37.1 
Elkhorn 83.8 83.8 35.8 1.0 1 1 .3 64.0 38.0 I Nekola 90.0 90.0 30.8 1 .0 1 1 .1 64.4 46.8 
Pronghorn 90.0 90.0 34.0 1.0 1 1 .3 63.6 39.8 I Niobrara 90.0 90.0 31.5 1.0 10.1 63.6 40.9 
NE 90479 90.0 90.0 31.5 1.0 12.4 64.6 41.1 
NE 90524 90.0 90.0 28.5 2.0 10.1 64.0 43.0 I NE 90625 90.0 90.0 29.5 1.0 11.1 62.0 44.4 
so 89119 90.0 90.0 32.0 1.0 12.2 64.9 40.1 
I so 89153 90.0 90.0 33.5 1.3 10.8 64.8 43.3 so 89180 90.0 90.0 33.3 1.0 11.1 64.6 46.9 
so 89186 90.0 90.0 34.3 1.0 11.2 63.4 42.6 
I so 89205 90.0 90.0 34.3 1.0 11.1 64.0 48.3 
AVERAGE 89.3 89.3 31.6 1.0 11.2 63.8 42.5 
I LSD (.05) 1.0 0.7 3.0 0.5 NA 1.1 6.4 CV 1.0 0.8 8.0 33.4 NA 1.2 10.4 
• 1 = No shatter, 5 = Mostly shattered. 
I Good trial, summary on page 11. 
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Lyman County - Kennebec 
The winter wheat variety strips near Kennebec were planted in early September 1 994 
with a farm sized deep furrow drill. The varieties were seeded in five foot strips 400 feet long, 
with a check strip of the variety Nekota after every fourth entry. Good growing conditions and 
plentiful rainfall contributed to excellent yields. A 80 foot strip was harvested on July 27 with a 
small plot combine and the information is given in Table 10. This was a single rep trial so the 
information is not statistically analyzed. The yields from the Nekota check strips were fair1y 
consistent, indicating a uniform field. Therefore careful variety comparisons can be made. 
Table 10, Hard A.ad VVi:nter \NlirJ.at Varie� Stne - L�man County ,Kenne:becl1 1995. 
Variety Height Shatter Lodging Fall Test Wt Yield 
Inches 1-S • 1-5- Growth Lb/Bu Bu/A 
Scout 66 44 1 4 8 63.6 41.4 
Siouxland 45 1 1 7 62.7 63.1 
Nekota check 40 1 1 64.7 71.4 
·-·-·-9-"-· 
' 
Sage 45 1 3 64.6 53.0 
Dawn 42 1 1 • 61 2 53.9 
Arapahoe 42 1 3 e 62.7 59.9 
Red land 44 1 1 I 62.9 63.4 
�ekota check 41 1 1 65.4 68.6 
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ... u•-
Rose 46 1 1 7 65.0 61.0 
Lancer 48 1 2 8 62.5 47.5 
Kar1 92 40 , 1 8 65.7 71.1 
so 89119 44 1 1 8 65.1 64.6 
_t!�ta check 41 1 1 65.3 76.2 
Agate 34 1 1 9 . 64.7 47 1 
Weathermaster 140-A 40 1 1 8 62.3 63.9 
TAM 107 39 1 1 7 61.6 72.1 
Abliene 38 2 1 7 63.6 76.7 
Nekota check 39 1 1 64.7 80.5 
Alliance 40 1 1 7 62.7 75.9 
Vista 36 1 1 7 63.7 66.S 
Nekota 37 1 1 6 64.3 77.2 
Tomahawk 36 1 1 8 63.7 74.1 
Nekota check 40 1 1 64.4 77_ 5 
Quantum 549 38 1 1 7 63.2 71.1 
Quantum 566 42 1 1 8 60.8 62.6 
NE 90479 43 1 1 8 66.6 67.8 
Rown 44 1 1 8 64.7 65.1 
Nekola Check 41 1 1 65.0 ,_,78.0 ---..,.,......_...-
Roseland 44 1 , e 65.6 65.6 
SD 89119 46 1 ,1 8 64.9 63.6 
Seward 48 1 1 7 63.9 59.1 
Roughrider 48 1 2 8 65.7 45.6 
Nekota check 39 1 1 65.1 60.6 
Tgifpro-A°Pfs'<H ·-· 34' 1 1 8 62.9 � 80.1 
SD 89205 42 1 2 8 64.0 66.6 
Jagger 38 1 1 9 62.3 71.7 
Niobrara 42 1 1 8 62.7 67.1 
Nekota check 39 1 1 65.1 75.6 
tnrtrn-ir_. .. ....,. .. .....,.. ...... 
39 
.. _ ...... h ........... 
Jules 1 2 9 59.9 47.1 
Elkhom 49 1 1 5 64.4 43. 3 
Check Average 40.0 1.0 1.0 65.0 76.0 
Plot Averase 41.8 1.0 1.3 7.7 63.6 62.8 
*1=No shatter, 5=Mostly shattered; •• 1=No lodging, 5 = >80% lodged. 
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Mellette County -Nonis 
The winter wheat variety strips near Norris were planted in ear1y September 1994 with a 
farm sized deep furrow drill. The varieties were seeded in five foot strips 400 feet long. Good 
growing conditions and plentiful rainfall contributed to excellent yields. The plot was fairly 
weedy and some varieties lodged badly. A SO foot strip was harvested on August 2 with a 
small plot combine and the information is given in Table 11.  This was a single rep trial so the 
information is not statistically analyzed. Since this was a single rep trial without check strips 
and didn't appear very uniform, variety comparisons should be made very carefully. 
Table 10. Hard Red Winter Wheat VmiSX Strtp - Meiliitle CDUTii'.Yj!IJonis), 1 995. 
Variety Test Wt Yield 
Abilene 
Agripro AP7501 
Alliance 
Arapahoe 
Dawn 
Jules 
Kart 92 
Laredo 
Longhorn 
Nekota 
Niobrara 
Ogallala 
Quantum 549 
Quantum 566 
Redland 
Rose 
Roughrider 
Sage 
Scout 66 
Seward 
Siouxland 
TAM 107 
Thunderbird 
Tomahawk 
Vista 
Plot Average 
16 
Lb/Bu Bu/A 
61.3 60.7 
60.5 7 1 .0 
58.5 65.4 
60.2 66.5 
59.4 42.0 
59.6 55.4 
59.8 62.0 
60.5 81.1 
58.9 30.7 
61.8 67.5 
60.6 64.3 
60.9 65.7 
59.4 72.7 
58.1 70.1 
57.5 53.8 
59.2 18.0 
57.2 18.3 
56.4 18.9 
58.8 25.6 
58.2 25.0 
57.4 43.1 
61.1  61.6 
60.6 58.8 
59.2 62.3 
60.6 68.6 
59.5 53.7 
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WINTER WHEAT 
Recommended: 
Alliance ® 
Arapahoe ® 
Dawn 
Rose 
Seward 
Vista ® 
WHEAT VARIETY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1996 
Crop Adaptation Areas for South Dakota 
Variety Area 
3.4*,5,6 
1'\3,4 .. ,5,6,7 
4*,5,6 
1 *,2*,3t,4*,6, 7 
1 ·.2•,4•,s.1 
3,4*,S,6 
� �  
Recommended: 
Butte 86 
Prospect 
Sharp 
2375 ® #  
Russ 
Variety Area 
Statewide 
Statewide 
Statewide 
Statewide 
Satewide 
Acceptable/Promising: Variety Area 
Acceptable/Promising: Variety Area 
Abilene 
Nekota 
Quantum 566 ® 
Redland ® 
Roughrtder 
Sage 
Siouxland® 
TAM 107 ® 
1*,314•,5,6 
1*,3.4*,5,6,7• 
1*,3,4*,5,6,7* 
1*.3.4*,5,6,7• 
1*,2*,4,7 
4•,s.s 
3,4*,5,6 
4•,S,6 
Krona ® 
Kulm ® 
Nordic® 
Sonja® 
DURUM WHEAT 
Recommended: 
Fjord ® 
Monroe 
Renville 
Vic 
Ward All durum areas 
1;,4.;.6,7 
Statewide 
Statewide 
1;,4;,6,7 
Variety Area 
All durum areas 
All durum areas 
All durum areas 
All durum areas 
1-;p':$: Iii li[lfflljj '1'1ilil Mlli!H.lllaliallillii �� �� ......... "'"81111iJlit-iNl!uBI_. ui. n 11 mM  Ill' 
lhlOuell M � � MlSVRF and Sou1'I Dalco1a FOlllldalloft SNd ila!lil-af SO.SU 
t NortMm halfllcnp�-
* W.-m trdllll�·�-
So\ltc.. • Smlll OIWIS 18" V41ritty R�tlona. EC744 
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SPRING WHEAT VARIETY TR(ALS 
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental hard red spring wheat varieties for yield, 
agronomic characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota. 
Procedure: Plots were seeded into fallow ground at three locations in April and May 1995. 
Wall was planted with a John Deere 750 plot drill with ten inch spacing. Bison and Ralph were 
planted with a John Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. There were 30 varieties with 
four replications at each location. A seeding rate of 1,390,000 {90 Lb/A) seeds per acre was 
used and starter fertilizer (10-34-0 6.3 gal/A) applied at 7.4-25-0 pounds/acre. Herbicides were 
applied in early June and varied according to weeds present. Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' 
after heading. The wheat was harvested in August with a Wintersteiger Nurserymaster Elite 
plot combine. Height, shatter and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein 
content was determined using a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer. 
Location Summaries 
Pennington County -Wall 
The spring wheat trial near Wall was planted on April 6, 1995. The wheat was sprayed 
on June 2 with Ally (1/10 ozJA) + 2,4-D (5.3 ozJA LV-6) for weed control. The spring was wet 
and cold after planting which caused very slow emergence Conditions were less than 
favorable for spring grains with the plot averaging 32.9 Bu/A. The grain was harvested on July 
29 and the results are given in Table 12. Butte 86, Lars, Nordic, Krona and Verde did well in 
1995. The varieties with good three year averages are Butte 86, Krona, Nordic, and Russ. 
Krona and Nordic have typically had low percent proteins. 
Per1<ins County -Bison 
Bison was planted on May 25, 1995 into good moisture. It was sprayed with Ally (1/10 
ozJA) + 2,4·0 (5.3 ozJA LV-6) on June 27. The late planting date and moderate weed pressure 
limited yields at this location. The average yield was 25.7 Bu/A and test weights averaged only 
56 Lb/Bu. This location was harvested on August 24 with the varieties Hamer, Sonja, Gaurd, 
Dalen and Sharp yielding well. For the 1993-95 time period Krona, Sonja, Butte 86, Russ, 
Norm and Sharp yielded the best. Nordic has one of the lowest protein contents of all the 
varieties in this trial. The results are given in Table 13. 
Harding County -Ralph 
Ralph planting was delayed due to wet conditions till May 17, 1995. Soil tests indicated 
a need for additional nitrogen, so 40 Lb/A (13.4 gal/A 28-0-0) was broadcast on March 23. Ally 
(1/10 ozJA) + 2,4-D (5.3 ozJA LV-6) + Hoelon {40 ozJA for wild oat) were applied on June 27� 
Like Bison, yields were limited by late planting and weeds. Yields averaged 26.1 Bu/A with 
test weights averaging 61.4 Lb/Bu. Harvest took place on August 23 with results presented in 
Table 14. Krona, Norm, Lars, and Russ yielded well in 1995, with Nordic, Krona, Prospect, 
Norm and Butte 86 showing good yields the past three years_ Nordic and Krona have much 
lower protein contents than most other varieties in this trial. 
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Tac.le 12_ Hard Red Sen� vVhaat Vane� Trial � Pe.nnin9!0-n COunt( �afll, 1993-9-5. 
Variety Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1-5 • Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
Butte 86 90.0 30.0 1.0 63.3 37.9 45 
Chris 90.0 32.0 1.3 61.6 26.8 33 
Dalen 90.0 25.3 1.0 62.9 29.6 40 
Grandin 90.0 28.8 1.0 62.1 32.6 41 
Gau rd 90.0 25.5 1.0 61 .5 30.7 38 
Hamer 90.0 25.0 1.0 62.9 29.1 
Krona 90.0 27.0 1.0 60.7 37.1 45 
Lars 90.0 23.5 1. 0 62.2 37.7 
Nordic 90.0 28.5 1.0 63.3 37.2 43 
Norlander 90.0 25.5 1.0 63.4 32.9 
Norm 90.0 25.5 1.0 62.9 33.6 42 
Prospect 90.0 27.0 1.0 62.6 35.6 42 
Russ 90.0 30.5 1.0 62.7 31.2 43 
Sharp 90.0 28.8 1.0 64.5 32.9 42 
Stoa 90.0 31.5 1.0 61.3 32.6 41 
Sonja 90.0 22.5 1.0 61.5 31.8 41 
2371 90.0 25.8 1.0 61.7 36.2 40 
2375 90.0 21.5 1.3 62.4 24.8 39 
Verde 90.0 28.0 1.0 63.2 37.0 
Kulm 90.0 26.0 1.0 64.7 32.2 
Trenton 90.0 34.3 1.0 62.3 34.9 
SD 0010 90.0 26.8 1.0 63.2 36.9 45 
SD 3151 90.0 26.0 1.0 63.0 31.2 
50 3156 90.0 27.5 1.0 64.5 37 2 
SD 3164 90.0 25.0 1.0 64.1 28.2 
SD 3165 90.0 21.8 1.0 64.3 28.2 
SD 8088 90.0 31.0 1.0 62.2 35.2 
SD 8089 90.0 30.5 1.0 60.7 34.0 
SD 3161 90.0 27.5 1.0 63.7 29.5 
ND 678 90.0 35.3 1.0 62.3 32.9 
AVERAGE 90.0 27.5 1.0 62.7 32.9 41 
LSD (.05) NA 3.2 0.2 1.2 7.9 5 
CV NA 8.1 12.8 1.4 15.1  8 
* 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Cool wet Spring, summary on page 18. 
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Table 13. Hard Red senna Wheat Varie� Trial · Perkins Coun� (Bison), 1993·95. I Variety Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1·5 • Lb/Bu 1994 1 993.95 
Butte 86 90.0 34.3 1.0 58.9 26.3 38 I Chris 90 0 40.3 1.0 53.7 15.0 26 
Dalen 90.0 29.8 1.0 56.7 27.1 36 
Grandin 90.0 31.8 1.0 49.8 16.6 32 I Gau rd 90.0 32.0 1.0 56.9 27.9 33 
Hamer 90.0 31.5 1.0 56.6 32.5 I Krona 90.0 28.8 1.0 51.6 22.1 39 
Lars 90.0 28.0 1.0 52.6 27.0 
Nordic 90.0 33.8 1.0 56.4 26.6 40 I Norlander 90.0 30.5 1.0 56 9 22.9 
Norm 90.0 32.3 1.0 52.5 25.8 38 I Prospect 90.0 33.5 1.0 52.8 19.5 36 Russ 90.0 34.3 1.0 54.6 24.9 38 
Sharp 90.0 35.5 1.0 59.7 27.1 38 
I Stoa 90.0 38.5 1.0 55.6 21.5 29 
Sonja 90.0 28.3 1.0 52 8 28.0 41 
2371 90.0 29.5 1.0 53.8 23.1 37 I 2375 90.0 33.3 1.0 57.4 24.5 37 
Verde 90.0 30.8 1.0 54.9 25.3 
Kulm 90.0 37.3 1.0 59.5 26.8 36 I 
Trenton 90.0 38.0 1.3 53.7 20.5 
SD 0010 90.0 30.0 1.3 55.3 30.5 39 I SD 3151 90.0 32.3 1.0 59.4 31.5 
SD 3156 90.0 33.3 1.0 59.7 30.6 
SD 3164 90.0 33.3 1.0 59.7 24.4 I 
SD 3165 90.0 32.3 1 .0  60.3 31.2 
SD 8088 90.0 37.8 1.0 55.4 29.2 I SD 8089 90 0 36.5 1.0 55.2 25.1 
SD 3161 90.0 33.3 1.0 59.0 29.7 
ND 678 90.0 39.0 1.0 58.0 27.0 I 
AVERAGE 25.7 36 90.0 33.3 1.0 56.0 
LSD (.05) NA 2.5 0.2 1.9 5.7 6 I CV NA 5.3 12.5 2.4 15.4 11 
• 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Planted late and weedy, summary on page 18. I 
I 
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I Ta�a 14 Hard Red SE!ns \l\ltmat Vane:1Trial - Hardin.& CounJ ffl5'!P��993-95. Variety Stand Height Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
I 
Percent Inches Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
Butte 86 90.0 28.5 62.7 27.4 35 
Chris 90.0 31.3 59.5 20.5 27 
I 
Dalen 90.0 24.5 61.9 25.8 34 
Grandin 90.0 27.3 61.6 23.9 33 
Gau rd 90.0 24.8 61.9 26.8 33 
I Hamer 90.0 24.5 62.1 23.9 Krona 90.0 23.8 59.4 30.5 40 
Lars 90.0 22.3 59.4 29.4 
I Nordic 90.0 25.0 61.2 27.6 41 Nor1ander 90.0 26.8 61.5 27.7 
I Nonn 90.0 26.3 60.7 30.0 36 Prospect 90.0 26.5 61.8 25.3 37 
Russ 90.0 30.0 60.8 29.2 34 
I Sharp 90.0 30.3 63.6 27.6 32 Stoa 90.0 28.8 59.7 21.6 32 
I Sonja 90.0 23.3 59.2 24.9 35 2371 90.0 25.0 59.8 20.3 32 
2375 90.0 25.8 61.4 24.4 33 
I 
Verde 90.0 26.0 61.4 25.5 
Kulm 90.0 27.3 63.6 25.6 31 
I 
Trenton 90.0 30.8 61.4 24.5 
so 0010 90.0 24.5 61.4 26.5 32 
SD 3151 90.0 26.0 62.1 24.0 
I 
SD 3156 90.0 28.3 64.4 32.5 
SD 3164 90.0 26.3 62.3 24.8 
SD 3165 90.0 26.0 63.1 26.1 
I SD 8088 90.0 29.8 61.0 26.0 SD 8089 90.0 30.8 60.3 28.2 
SD 3161 90.0 26.3 62.4 27.4 
I ND 678 90.0 32.8 61.1 25.3 
AVERAGE 90.0 27.0 61.4 26.1 34 
I LSD (.05) NA 1.9 0.9 4.9 6 CV NA 4.8 1.0 12.9 11 
Planted late and somewhat weedy, Summary on page 18. 
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DURUM WHEAT VARIETY TRIALS 
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental durum wheat varieties for yield, agronomic 
Characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota. 
Procedure: Plots were seeded into fallow ground at three locations in April and May 1995. 
Wall was planted with a John Deere 750 plot drill with ten inch spacing. Bison and Ralph were 
planted with a John Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. There were 14 varieties {It 
should be noted that Admire is a hard red not a durum) with four replications at each location. 
A seeding rate of 1,390,000 (90 Lb/A) seeds per acre was used and starter fertilizer (10-34-0 
at 6.3 gal/A) applied at 7.4-25-0 pounds/acre. Herbicides were applied in early June and varied 
according to weeds present. Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading, The wheat was 
harvested August with a Wintersteiger Nurserymaster Elite plot combine. Height, shatter and 
lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein content was determined using a Near 
Infrared Spectrophotometer. 
Summary: Durum wheat and hard red spring wheat trials were at the same three locations in 
1995. Information on cultural practices and growing conditions can be found on page 19. The 
results are shown in Tables 15  through 17. The first six varieties are types that are grown in 
Arizona in the winter. These varities do not seem adapted to South Dakota as they yielded 
significantly less than the adapted varieties and most are very short. The rest of the varieties 
showed little difference in yield performance. The three year averages showed no significant 
difference between varieties tested over that period. 
Table 15. Durum Whest Vanety Trial - Pmmtnaron Counry (Wall). 1993-95. 
Variety 
Admire 
Bravadur 
Diavaloduro 
Durastar 
Ourfort 
Eddie 
Fjord 
Monroe 
Vic 
Ward 
Renville 
Voss 
Munich 
ND 087130 
AVERAGE 
LSD (.05) 
CV 
Stand Height Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches Lb/Bu 1994 1993--95 
90.0 19.5 59 2 25.2 
90.0 23.8 57.5 23.6 
90.0 26.3 56.9 24.6 
90.0 25.8 56.0 26.6 
90.0 24.3 58.5 25.8 
90.0 25.3 58.8 29.4 
90.0 36.5 63.1 34.5 
90.0 33.3 62.0 31.9 
90.0 35.8 61.9 27.6 
90.0 35.3 62.9 30.8 
90.0 35 8 62 6 33.7 
90.0 27.5 62.1 30.9 
90.0 31.0 61.3 28.4 
90.0 34.5 63.3 31.2 
90.0 29.6 60.4 28.9 
NA 2.3 1.5 3.8 
NA 5 3  1.7 9.1 
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Table 16. Durum Wheat Vari!fl:'. TrlaJ � Pef'lcirts Cou� (lai!i'Onl• 19i�91i 
Variety Stand Height Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
Admire 90.0 22.0 52.8 6.2 
Bravadur 90.0 21.8 54.0 11.2 
Diavaloduro 90.0 26.0 55.0 14.9 
Durastar 90.0 21.8 54.4 13.3 
Durfort 90.0 23.3 56.9 17.7 
Eddie 90.0 21.8 57.1 16.4 
Fjord 90.0 33.3 59.1 20.8 34 
Monroe 90.0 34.3 56.7 16.3 33 
Vic 90.0 33.3 56.6 15.0 31 
Ward 90.0 31.5 56 9 15.7 31 
Renville 90.0 33.0 56.6 17.5 35 
Voss 90.0 23.8 54.8 14.4 
Munich 90.0 26.8 55.4 13.5 
ND 087130 90.0 33.5 55.7 11.9 
AVERAGE 90.0 27.6 55.9 14.6 33 
LSD (.05) NA 4.1 2.5 3.5 NS 
CV NA 10.2 3.1 16.6 10 
Table 17. Durum Wheat Variety Trial . Harding County {Ralph), 1993-95. 
Variety Stand Height Shatter Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Admire 
Bravadur 
Diavaloduro 
Dura star 
Ourfort 
Eddie 
Fjord 
Monroe 
Vic 
Ward 
Renville 
Voss 
Munich 
ND 087130 
AVERAGE 
LSD (.05) 
CV 
Percent Inches 1-5 • Lb/Bu 1994 1993-95 
90.0 18.0 1.0 59.4 16.7 
90.0 18.5 1.0 58.8 14.3 
90.0 21.8 1.0 58.2 16.2 
90.0 20.8 1.0 57.8 14.2 
90.0 19.3 1.0 59.5 17.0 
90.0 20.5 1.0 59.4 16.4 
90.0 25.3 1.0 62.6 18.6 
90.0 26.3 1.0 60.6 17.6 
90.0 27.8 1.0 60.8 18.3 
90.0 27.0 1.0 60.8 18.3 
90.0 25.3 1.0 60.4 21.1 
90.0 21.0 1.8 60.6 20.0 
90.0 21.0 2.0 59.8 21.2 
90.0 20.5 1.8 61.8 20.2 
90.0 22.3 1.2 60.0 17.9 
NA 4.6 1.0 1.2 3.6 
NA 14.2 61.0 1.4 13.9 
31 
31 
31 
34 
36 
32 
NS 
8 
*1=No shatter. S=Mostly shattered 
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OAT AND BARLEY VARIETY RECOMMENOATlONS FOR 1996 
OATS 
Recommended: 
Don 
Jerry 
Troy 
Valley 
Acceptable/Promising: 
Newdak 
Settler 
Crop Adaptation Areas for South Dakota 
(Revised 1992) 
Variety Area 
1.4t,5,6,7 
Statewide 
1,2,4t,6,7 
1 ,2,4t 
Variety Area 
1 ,2,7 
Statewide 
SPRING BARLEY 
Recommended: 
Excel ® 
Robust ® 
Stander® 
Stark 
Acceptable/Promising: 
Bowman 
Foster 
Gallatin 
Logan 
Morex 
Variety Area 
1 ,2,4,6,7 
1 ,2,4,6,7 
Statewide 
Statewide 
Variety Area 
Statewide 
Statewide 
1 ,4t,6,7 
1 ,4t,6,7 
1 ,2,4,6,7 
Excel, Morex, Robust and Stander are approved 
American Malting Barley Association varieties. 
Foster is presently under evaluation for matting 
quality. 
1111.i. RMt'r.W,--��---c'; -Nl!lil'flMa ___ ,.....,_J!iWJllliiiiiiiiliiilillii 
t NoltMfn i.rdcrep� -
tW-.mNldcrep�-
� · Smllll Clnn  1M'i .... � EC744. 
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OAT VARIETY TRIALS 
Objective: To evaluate standard and expertmental oat varieties for yield, agronomic 
characteristics and adaptation to westem Scuth Dakota. 
Procedure. Plots we11& seeded into rallow groum.t at three Jccam,ns Jn April ai'Ui May 11 995. 
WaU was pl'al\tea wftn a John C� 750 p!m mill Will\ ten ittci'l spadn; BJsoncand Sear Bl.itta 
were planted with a John Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. There were 21 varieties 
wilh four 1MpUcattons at ea:cn toeauun A smfding rare cf, ,950.000 seeds PE!J! acr9 {� Lb.IA} 
was lJSed and starter fertilizer ti0..34,-0 at 6.3 gai/AJ applied at 7.�25-0 poundsre.em. 
Herb elcles were BPJ!tled in ea:rt, June and vartac eecordlng tc we-aos pre.:senL Ff.qi$ war I 
btm,ne.d to 5' x 25 after heading The grain was harvested En Jut'y-ancf A.u;ust wim s 
Wir'lit&rltE'lger Numaeymas-ter Elite: pJGt como1rta. 1-iafDht. shatter and. Lod;ing notes wBN. taken 
·at the 'lime 1of hmvest. 
Location Summaries 
Pennington County -Wall 
The oat trial was planted on April 6, 1995 into good soil moisture. Weeds were 
controjl:e<:f with Britmato (1i otiAJ applleo en JI.JJ'la 2- Cool and wet conditions slowed 
emergence, and e-arty gfDWth, plus hf;h wfrlds Just prfor to harw!t caused substantial lodging 
and ·mattiM: Harvest was accomplim@d on August 2. wfth t.na results shown in Table 18. The 
trial averaged 57 bushels per acre and test weights averaged 37.8 pounds per bushel. 
Newdak, Valley and Monida were best in 1995. Monida, Troy, Newdak, Valley and Settler did 
the best when averaged over the last three years. 
Meade County • Bear Butte 
This location was planted on April 25. 1995 into good soil conditions. Bronate (16 oz/A} was 
applied on June 16 to control weeds, Harvest took place on August 8 with the plot averaging 
79. 7 bushels per acre. There was a fair amount of variation at this location which is indicated 
by a high CV of 20.5. Because of this, variety caparisons are difficult to make. Results are 
shown in Table 19. 
Perkins County -Bison 
Bison was planted on May 25. 1 S95 into a good seedbed which produced excellent 
1tar11:!i. lmnate (16 oliAJ w.a�uipp11ad on JUJ18 'Z'l tec amtrel weeds. The plat wat hmv•ed 
on August 24 and a\Peragad 83 9 busliel  per acre. Btscn svffared from meuerate �d 
presaure ar;t! less fuan ldam � cornffim.n1L J;my, Don. 'Valley, Newdak snd Troy were 
the be:st in 1995. Over the 1992·94 time period, Monida, Newdak. Troy and Valley had the 
bes1t ylelds. Results are shown in Table 20. 
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Table 18. Oat Varie� Trial -Penniniton Coun� (Wall), 1992-94. I 
Variety Stand Height Shatter Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1-5 • 1-5 •• Lb/Su 1995 1993-95 I Bumett 90.0 37.5 3.0 1.8 38.3 29.3 58 
Dane 90.0 32.0 2.8 1.5 35.1 45.7 73 
Don 90.0 28.8 3.0 1.8 38.2 61.2 78 I Hazel 90.0 29.0 3.0 1.5 37.3 43.4 81 
Hytest 90.0 35.3 3.0 1.8 41.0 45.6 66 
Jerry 90.0 35.0 3.0 1.3 38.7 67.9 82 I 
Monida 90.0 36.5 2.8 1.5 35.8 71.8 100 
Newdak 90.0 33 8 2.5 1.3 35.6 81.3 94 
I Settler 90.0 35.5 3.0 1.8 38.1 64.7 86 Troy 90.0 37.3 3.0 1.8 39.0 65.1 85 
Valley 90.0 33.8 2.8 1.5 38.5 78.6 92 
I SD 91008 90.0 30.3 3.0 1.8 39.0 49.4 
SD 91228 90.0 35.3 2.8 1.8 39.4 52.5 
so 89210 90.0 36.5 3.0 2.3 38.0 42.2 I 50 89504 90.0 33.8 3.0 1.5 39.0 55.2 
SD TROY-59 90.0 33.0 3.0 1.8 38.8 64.3 
SD 92125 90.0 33.3 3.0 1.8 38.2 50.3 I 
MN 89127 90.0 34.0 3.0 1.3 38.2 52.4 
IL 86-1995 90.0 33.3 2.8 1.5 36.3 70.1 I IL 86-2004 90.0 30.3 2.8 1.8 35.7 57.6 
Belle 90.0 32.0 3.0 1.8 36.6 47.9 
AVERAGE 90.0 33.6 2.9 1.6 37.8 57.0 80 I 
LSD (.05) NA 3.4 0.4 0.7 1.0 3.5 15 
CV NA 7.0 9.3 29.4 1.8 7.9 10 I • 1 = No shatter, 5 = Mostly shattered . 
•• 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Cool wet early growing conditions, heavy lodging, summary on page 25. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I Table 19. Oat Varie� Trial · Meade Count� (Bear Butte), 1 992-94. 
Variety Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield 
I Percent Inches 1·5 • Lb/Bu Bu/A Bumett 90.0 33.3 1.0 34.9 41.2 
Dane 90.0 30.8 1.0 35.3 81.6 
I Don 90.0 29.0 1 .0 37.7 76.2 Hazel 90.0 29.5 1.0 36.7 73.3 
Hytest 90.0 36.0 1 .0 38.4 64.4 
I Jerry 90.0 33.3 1.0 37.3 1 00.6 
Monida 90.0 34.0 1 .0 31.9 94.7 
I Newdak 90.0 30.3 1 .0 34.2 98.0 Settler 90.0 32.8 1.5 37.5 75.8 
Troy 90.0 32.5 1 .0 37.0 98.3 
I Valley 90.0 29.8 1 .0 35.1 90.9 
SD 91008 90.0 30.0 1 .0 36.7 68.3 
I 
SD 91228 90.0 33.5 1.0 36.9 67.2 
SD 89210 90.0 33.3 1.5 36.4 66.9 
SD 89504 90.0 31.3 1.0 36.8 77.6 
I 
SD TROY·59 90.0 32.0 1.3 36.9 86.4 
so 92125 90.0 29.0 1.0 37.9 62.4 
MN 89127 90.0 30.5 1.0 35.1 79.0 
IL 86,.1995 90.0 30.3 1.0 35.3 96.4 
IL 86-2004 90.0 30.5 1 .0 35.5 97.5 
Belle 90.0 30.8 1 .0 36.3 77.1 
I AVERAGE 90.0 31.5 0.3 36.2 79.7 
LSD (.05) NA 3.4 19.4 1.7 23.7 
I CV NA 7.4 12.5 3.3 20.5 • 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
I 
Highly variable, summary on page 25. 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 20. Oat Vari� Trial -Perkins Coun� (Bison}. 1992-94. I 
Variety Stand Height Shatter Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1·5 • 1-5 •• Lb/Bu 1995 1993-95 I Bumett 90.0 37.3 1 .3 1 .3 36.3 29.2 57 
Dane 90.0 36.0 1.0 1.0 37.6 69.5 88 
Don 90.0 33.8 1.0 1.0 37.6 73.5 85 I Hazel 90.0 35.5 1.0 1.0 38.2 70.2 83 
Hytest 90.0 40.8 1.0 1.5 37.7 47.9 67 
Jerry 90.0 40.3 1 .0 1 .3 33.8 82.3 I 
Monida 90.0 37.8 1.0 1.5 30.6 59.1 102 
Newdak 90.0 39.3 1.0 1.5 36.2 72.1 102 
I Settler 90.0 37.3 1.0 1.8 36.8 63.8 87 Troy 90.0 38.5 1.0 1.8 34.4 70.8 97 
Valley 90.0 34.8 1.0 1.8 35.0 73.1 96 
I SD 91008 90.0 35.3 1.0 1.5 38.5 59.9 
so 91228 90.0 37.3 1.0 1.3 38.4 58.8 
so 89210 90.0 37.8 1.0 1.6 38�5 44.6 I so 89504 90.0 36.3 1 .0 1 .0 37.4 64.6 
SO TROY·59 90.0 36.3 1 .0 1 .5 37.6 72.3 
so 92125 90.0 32.0 1.0 1.0 37.9 46.8 I 
MN 89127 90.0 36.5 1.0 1.0 36.0 64.2 
IL SS.1995 90.0 35.8 1.0 1.0 33.6 81.4 I IL SS.2004 90.0 34.0 1.0 1.0 35.1 79.2 
Belle 90.0 36.8 1.0 1.0 36.6 58.3 
AVERAGE 90.0 36.6 1.0 1.3 36.4 63.9 85 I 
LSD (.05) NA 2.6 0.2 0.6 1 .9 11.2 18 
CV NA 4.9 10.8 33.4 3.5 12.2 1 1  I • 1 = No shatter, 5 = Mostly shattered . 
•• 1 = No lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Late planted, fair amount of weed pressure, summary on page 25. I 
I 
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SPRING BARLEY VARIETY TRIALS 
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental spring barley varieties for yield, agronomic 
characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota. 
Procedure: Plots were seeded into summer fallow at two locations in April and May 1995. Wall 
was planted with a John Deere 750 plot drill with ten inch spacing. Bison was planted with a 
John Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. There were 11 varieties with four replications 
at each location. Seeding rate was 1 ,210,000 seeds per acre ( 1 17  Lb/A for two-row. 83 Lb/A 
for six-row). Starter fertilizer (10-34-0 at 6.3 gal/A) was applied at 7.4-25·0 pounds/acre. 
Herbicides were applied in June and varied according to weeds present. Plots were trimmed 
to 5' x 25' after heading. The barley was harvested in August with a Wintersteiger 
Nurserymaster Elite plot combine. Height, shatter and lodging notes were taken at the time of 
harvest. Protein content was determined using a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer . 
Location Summaries 
Pennington County -Wall 
The Wall location was planted on April 6, 1995 and sprayed with A lly (1 /10 ozJA) + 
2,4·0 (5.3 oz/A LV-6) on June 2. Cool and wet conditions slowed emergence and delayed 
growth producing an average yield of 33.1 bushels per acre. The results from harvest on 
August 2 are presented in Table 21. Logan and Bowman were the best two-row barleys in 
1995 and Foster was best among the six-row barleys. There were no significant differences in 
yield between varieties with three year averages. The two-row varieties are generally superior 
as feed barfey. 
Perkins County -Bison 
Bison was planted on May 25, 1995 and sprayed on June 26 with Ally (1/10 oV,A) + 
2,4-D (5.3 oz/A LV-6). The grain was harvested on August 24 and averaged only 23.5 bushels 
per acre. Overall the six row types did much better this year than the two row types, probably 
related to the weather conditions and late planting date. M-66 and Foster were the top 
yielding six row types and Logan was the top yielding two row type. There were no significant 
yield differences for varieties at this location for the past three years. The varieties Bowman 
and Stark seemed to suffer from some sterility problems which reduced their yields from what 
they are normally. This may have been due to the late planting date which delayed critical 
seed development to hot and dry parts of the summer. Results are presented in Table 22. 
29 
Table 21. Spnns Banei Varie� Trial - Penninston Coun� (Wall). 1993-95. 
Variety Type Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1-5 * Lb/Bu 1995 1993-95 
Bowman 2 row 90.0 23.0 2.0 51.0 34.1 52 
Excel 6 row 90.0 23.8 2.0 47.3 34.4 56 
Gallatin 2 row 90.0 26.8 2.0 49.1 29.6 55 
Stander 6 row 90.0 20.5 2.0 48.4 29.1 48 
Morex 6 row 90.0 24.0 2.0 45.4 28.8 46 
Robust 6 row 90.0 26.0 2.0 48.0 28.4 49 
Stark 2 row 90.0 24.8 2.0 50.5 34.8 48 
M-66 6 row 90.0 22.S 2.0 48.2 37.4 
Foster 6 row 90.0 23.8 2.0 47.6 43.6 50 
Logan 2 row 90.0 24.8 2.0 50.8 31.4 
AVERAGE 90.0 24.0 2.0 48.6 33.1 51 
LSD (.05) NA 3.1 NA 1.1 4.9 NS 
CV NA 9.0 NA 1.6 12.9 9 
* 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Cool wet early growing conditions. moderate lodging, summary on page 29. 
Table 22. Spnn2 Banex Vari� Trial - Perkins Coun� iBison}1 1 993-95. 
Variety Type Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A 
Percent Inches 1-5 * Lb/Bu 1995 1 993-95 
Bowman 2 row 90.0 23.5 1.8 44.5 13.9 37 
Excel 6 row 90.0 27.5 1 .3  41.6 31.1 50 
Gallatin 2 row 90.0 28.0 1 .3  40.5 21.5 46 
Stander 6 row 90.0 25.0 1.0 42.6 19.0 43 
Morex 6 row 90.0 29.5 1.3 40.3 26.7 41 
Robust 6 row 90.0 27.0 1.0 42.8 27.4 47 
Stark 2 row 90.0 26.5 2.0 41.8 16.0 39 
M-66 6 row 90.0 27.5 1.3 42.9 38.4 
Foster 6 row 90.0 27.5 1.0 39.6 36.9 46 
Logan 2 row 90.0 25.8 1.5 42.7 19.4 
Merlin waxy 41.3 20.5 1.0 41.2 7.9 
AVERAGE 85.6 26.2 1.3 41.9 23.5 44 
LSD (.05) NA 2.1 0.4 2.1 4.7 NS 
CV NA 5.5 23.8 3.5 13.8 1 2  
* 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
Late planted, fair amount of weed pressure, summary on page 29. 
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SAFFLOWER VARIETY TRIAL 
Objective: To evaluate safflower varieties and hybrids for yield and adaptation to western 
South Dakota. 
Procedure: Two hybrids and twelve varieties were planted at 20 Lb/A in a randomized 
complete block experiment with four replications near Wall, Bear Butte and Oelrichs, South 
Dakota. The previous year was fallow. Treflan was incorporated at 1 Lb active ingredienVAcre 
before planting. The plots were planted the week of April 24 with a John Deere 610 drill set to 
20 inch row spacing. Wall and Bear Butte suffered severe crusting problems and were 
abandoned. The trial at Oelrichs was harvested on September 14, 1995 with a Wintersteiger 
small plot combine. The results are given in Table 23. 
Table 23. Safflower Variety Trial -Fall River County (Oelrichs} 1995. 
Variety Type Stand Oil Test Wt. Yield 
Percent Percent Lb/Bu Lb/A 
Centennial variety 90.0 41.3 39.8 1 192 
Finch variety 90.0 36.7 45.2 1378 
Mortin variety 90.0 37.5 39.6 1073 
Montola 2001 variety 90.0 39.4 40.6 1302 
$-208 variety 65.0 36.7 38.0 644 
S-541 variety 90.0 41.4 40 6 1194 
9082763 variety 90.0 37.5 40.6 884 
Mycogen H-3027 hybrid 90.0 34.0 43.3 1377 
Mycogen H-3037 hybrid 90.0 36.2 42.6 1530 
8358 (exp) variety 90.0 41.1 38.1 1198 
8440 (exp) variety 90.0 35.8 36.3 1048 
8579 (exp) variety 90.0 39.8 35 8 1050 
8466 (exp) variety 90.0 41 . 1  37.6 1263 
8508 (exp) variety 90.0 38.2 37.1 1476 
AVERAGE 90.0 38.3 39.7 1186 
LSD (.05) NA NA 1.4 313 
CV NA NA 2.5 18.0 
Discussion: This trial had a fairly high CV due to weed competition so yield comparisons are 
difficult to make. The hybrids yielded better than most of the varieties except Finch and 
Montola 2001. Finch and the Mycogen hybrids had the best test weights and the 
experimentals had the lowest. Even though the hybrids yield very well, they have lower oil 
content than many conventional varieties. Because of this, hybrids will probably not be 
commercially available at this time. 
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FIELD PEA/CHICKPEA VARIETY TRIALS 
Objective: To evaluate field pea and chickpea varieties for yield and adaptation to western 
South Dakota. 
Procedure: Four field pea and two chickpea varieties were planted in a randomized complete 
block experiment with four replications near Wall, Bear Butte and Ralph, South Dakota. The 
plots were planted in April and May 1995 into fallow ground. The field peas used a seeding 
rate of 300,000 seeds/acre and the chickpeas at 110,000 seeds/acre. Wall was planted with 
a John Deere 750 plot drill with ten inch spacing. Bear Butte and Ralph were planted with a 
John Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. The peas were harvested for grain in August 
with a Wintersteiger small plot combine. The results are given in Tables 24 -26. Table 27 
shows variety characteristics. 
Table 24 Field Pea Variety Trial · Pennington County (Wall) 1995. 
Variety 
Trapper 
Arvika 
Profi 
Radley 
AVERAGE 
LSD (.05) 
CV 
% Stand Test Wt. Lb/Bu Yield Bu/A 
90.0 63.0 18.6 
90.0 63.0 18.9 
90.0 62.5 24.4 
90.0 62.6 1 3.6 
90.0 
NA 
NA 
62.8 
1.2 
1.9 
18.9 
8.5 
45.0 
Planted: April 6 Harvested: August 2 
Herbicide: Pursuit (3 oz/A) on June 2 
Table 25. 
Variety 
Trapper 
Arvika 
Profi 
Radley 
AVERAGE 
LSD (.05) 
CV 
Field Pea Variety Trial · Meade County (Bear Butte) 1995. 
% Stand Test Wt. Lb/Bu Yield B u/A 
40.0 62.8 21.1 
71.3 63.5 37.4 
52.5 62.3 31 .5 
47.5 61.2 25.4 
52.8 
5.0 
9.0 
62.5 
1.8 
2.8 
28.8 
5.3 
18.2 
Planted: April 25 Harvested: August 8 
Herbicide: Treflan (1 Lb active ingredient per acre) PPI on April 25 
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Table 27. 
Varie� 
Arvika 
Trapper 
Profi 
Rad I el 
Table 26. Field Pea Variety Trail -Harding County (Ralph) 1995. 
Variety 
Trapper 
Arvika 
Profi 
Radley 
AVERAGE 
LSD (.OS) 
CV 
Planted: May 17 
Herbicide: None 
% Stand Test Wt. Lb/Bu Yield Bu/A 
82.5 62.0 22.2 
90.0 62.9 29.3 
90.0 59.4 23.0 
90.0 59.2 16.6 
88.1 60.8 22.8 
3.1 2.5 4.0 
3.4 4.2 17.5 
Harvested: August 23 
Field Pea Characteristics. 
Maturitl Leaf Txee Vine Length Seed Size 
Late Normal Tall Small 
Late Normal Tall Small 
Ear1y Semi-leafless Short Large 
Eani Semi-leafless Short Medium 
Seed T�ee 
Mottled (feed) 
Yellow 
Yellow 
Green 
Discussion: The two chrc'Jcpea veriuties D,veney and Sanford ]'tati very, pear etr1erg-eruier at all 
locations. Thts WM prob.ably dUEl to &imd qualuy problems and batau:se tho -Stied w,as not 
treated. Ohfdrpeas a:rie. very susceptlbla to Pythjum and many omer s..oE beme diseases which 
rnakGS alld treatment very lmpottm Because o lh� pm1r stsntii. dtlekpea varieties were 
n0-t �d for yield. Past t&S:eetd1 has: st1Gwn 1.hat ctiJckp&.as tan cw ve.ty well in the 
-w,estam 'purl of the state amf � -probably a.90ad �lM:I c,o-p -csnd1date. There are over 
1flftr dfffierent fie?d paa varieues en O,e market so just a sample of the different types that have 
done weJl tn Ntirih Oskota were les-te-d. The tong vine varieties tend to do better Tn drier 
eny;rcnrnents tnao lfle 5hart 58ffli·teafless types. The drawback is that the taller veneties were 
harder to harvest because they became more entangled. While the varieties Profi and Radtey 
t&nti�d to sta,4 rnO'ra up-rig:hl Th6 I\I!;!ll CV'a- fn lh� luills-wefe mostly due to dlffici.llty -of 
harvest as ·Plo!s Yr-ere planted too dose together and became unmngJe-d. Also to oornbm a r1SJ£1' 
peas effectively a pickup reel and vine lifters would be required. Overall these crops seem 
adapted to the area and will be investigated further next year. 
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Proso Millet Variety Trail 
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental proso millet varieties for yield, agronomic 
characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota. 
Procedure: This test was done in cooperation with Dr. David Baltensperger (millet breeder} 
and Glen Frickel from the University of Nebraska Fourteen varieties were planted in a 
randomized complete block experiment with four replications near Swett, South Dakota. The 
millet was planted into 5' x 25' plots on June 14, 1995 with a John Deere 610 plot drill with ten 
inch spacing. The ground was in millet the previous year and was sprayed with Roundup prior 
to planting. The plot was harvested by cutting and bundling the plots and taking them back to 
Nebraska for threshing. The results are presented in the table below. 
Table 28. 
Variety 
Abarr 
Cope 
Dawn 
Early bird 
Huntsman 
Minco 
Minsum 
NE 1 
Panhandle 
Rise 
Snowbird 
Sunrise 
Sunup 
860214 
AVERAGE 
LSD {.05} 
Proso Millet Variety Trial - Bennett County {Swett) 1995. 
Height Seed Size Test Wt. 
inches seeds/Sg Lb/Bu 
41 825 57.1 
41 817 56.0 
32 913 55.4 
33 805 55.5 
35 841 57.0 
37 851 57.1 
37 805 57.2 
33 909 56.6 
39 881 58.0 
36 861 56.6 
39 889 57.0 
36 819 56.2 
37 864 57.2 
34 875 56.6 
36 
3 
854 
46 
56.7 
0.7 
Yield 
Lb/A 
1000 
1038 
613 
1503 
1372 
1185 
987 
1585 
947 
1399 
996 
1683 
1304 
1174 
1199 
338 
Discussion: The cooperation between the two Universities made this plot possible. By SOSU 
personnel planting and University of Nebraska people harvesting resources could be better 
utilized. It gave us a chance to look at new varieties and the Nebraska millet breeder a trial in 
an area where lots of millet is grown. 
Top yielding varieties in this trial were Sunrise, NE 1, Earlybird, Huntsman and Rise. This is 
the first year of this trial, therefore no three year averages can be made. Plans are to continue 
this cooperative trial in 1996. 
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PHOSPHORUS STARTER FERTILIZER ON WINTER WHEAT 
Objective: Evaluate the effect of different levels of phosphorus (P20s) starter fertilizer on hard 
red winter wheat. 
Procedure: Plots were seeded at seven locations in September and October 1994 with a John 
Deere 610 plot drill with ten inch spacing. All locations were planted into summer fallow and 
plots were soil sampled in October. Four levels of phosphorus and one check without fertilizer 
were planted in a four replication experiment. The granular fertilizer treatments were applied 
directly with the seed. The variety Arapahoe was planted at rate of 60 pounds per acre. 
Herbicides were applied in the fall or spring and varied according to weeds present. Visual 
stand ratings were taken in May and plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading The wheat 
was harvested in July and August with a Wintersteiger Nurserymaster Elite plot combine. 
Height, shatter and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. 
Discussion: This experiment was planted beside the winter wheat variety trials at all CPT 
locations. Summaries of cultural practices and growing conditions can be found on pages 7 
and 1 1 .  It should be noted that Oelrichs was abandoned due to heavy weed pressure. 
Responses at most locations were non-significant in 1995. Martin did show a five to seven 
bushel advantage of the phosphorus over the check. At the other locations there seems to be 
a trend to a two to four bushel advantage with starter phosphorus. Soil test levels of 
phosphorus at most locations were very high and you would not expect yield increases with 
application of additional phosphorus Results are given in Tables 29 - 34. 
Table 29. Winter Wheat Phosphorus Stsrter-- Ban:neh Counl'Y {MstlJnl 1995. 
Treatment % Stand % Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield 
Lb/A PiOs Fall Sering Inches 1·5 * Lb/Bu Bu/A 
Check 90.0 90.0 33.5 1.0 61.3 64.8 
25 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.5 1 .0 61.1 71.4 
50 # P,Os 90.0 90.0 35.5 1 .0 61.1 72.3 
75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.0 1 .0 61.0 72.1 
100 # P2P-1 90.0 90.0 35.8 1.0 60.7 69.6 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 35.1 1.0 61.0 70.0 
LSD (.05) NA NA NS NA NS 4.7 
CV NA NA 2.9 NA 0.8 4.4 
Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 
Matter % Salts Lb/A Lb/A Lb/A 
O ·  s• 7.1 2.6 .50 21 52 2000 
6 - 24'" 83 
• 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
35 
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Table 30. Winter Wheat Phosphorus Starter . Stanley County (Hayes) 1 995. I 
Treatment % Staral % Stand H�Jg_nt Lodg1ng Te,-1 wt Yield 
I WA P.z0__1 FaU §irfng: lnthes 1..S lit Lb/Bu BULA Check lfl.C 9CLQ 33.5 �a S0.7 23.5 
25 # P20, 90.0 90.0 34.0 4.0 49.6 24.8 
I 50 # P20s 90.0 90.0 34.0 4.0 50.8 25.0 75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 34.3 4.0 50.1 25.5 
_1 00 # P20s 90.0 90.0 34.5 4.0 50 3 24.2 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 34.1 4.0 50.3 24.6 I 
LSD (.05) NA NA NS NA NS NS 
CV NA NA 2.2 NA 2.3 8.5 I Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 
Matter % Salts Lb/A Lb/A Lb/A 
0 • 6" 7.4 3.6 .80 49 58 2000 I 6 -24" 168 
I 
I 
Ta1,l@ 31. Wfnter VVhe.a:t Phospl\Orm � & F'iJMington County (Wall) 1995. 
TreatrrrenL % Stand % Stand H.ei-91''11 Loa.Gina Te-Set WL Vie Id I L.hl.A. P&J FaH Sf!ring lndms. 1 .. & •  lbl8u BLJIA 
Check 90.0 90.0 39.8 5.0 60.1 51.6 
25 # P20s 90.0 90.0 40.3 5.0 59.9 51.8 I 50 # P20s 90.0 90.0 38.8 5.0 60.0 47.7 
75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 39.3 5.0 59.5 53.4 
1 00 t P1.05 · 90.0 sa.o 40.3 .5.0 58.4 s1_s I 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 39.7 5.0 59.6 51.2 
LSIJ l,05) NA NA NS NA NS NS I 10V NA NA 2.4 NA 2-9 14.S 
Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 
Matter % Salts Lb/A Lb/A Lb/A I 0 - 6" 5.9 1.8 .40 38 84 1200 
6 -24" 164 
• 1 = no lodging. 5 = > 80% lodged. I 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 32. Winter Wheat Phosphorus Starter -Meade County (Bear Butte) 1995. 
Treatment o/o Stand o/o Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. 
Lb/A P20s FaU Spring Inches 1-5 • Lb/Bu 
Check 90.0 90.0 39.8 4.8 58.5 
25 # P20s 90.0 90.0 39.5 4.8 58.5 
50 # P20s 90.0 90.0 39.8 4.S 60.3 
75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 39.5 4.5 60.1 
100 # P20s 90.0 90.0 39.5 4.3 58.9 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 3s.a 4.6 59.3 
LSD (.05) NA NA NS NS NS 
CV NA NA .,_5 1 1 .5 2.6 
Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus 
Matter o/o Salts Lb/A Lb/A 
o - s· 6.4 2.6 .40 15  84 
6 - 24· 168 
Table 33. Winter Wheat Phosphorus Starter -Perkins County (Bison) 1995. 
Treatment o/o Stand o/o Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. 
Lb/A P,Os Fall Spring Inches 1-5 • Lb/Bu 
Check 90.0 90.0 35.0 1 .0 62.9 
25 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.3 1 .0 62.9 
50 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.8 1 .0 62.9 
75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.3 1.0 63.0 
100 # P20s 90.0 90.0 35.3 1.0 63.0 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 35.3 1.0 62.9 
LSD (.05) NA NA NS NA NS 
CV NA NA 1.6 NA 0.8 
Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus 
Matter o/o Salts Lb/A Lb/A 
0 • an 7.0 1 .8 .50 17  54 
6 - 24" 112 
• 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
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Yield 
Bu/A 
64.5 
66.4 
65.3 
65.6 
64.5 
65.3 
NS 
7.2 
Potassium 
Lb/A 
1680 
Yield 
Bu/A 
64.7 
65.5 
68.7 
65.1 
63.7 
65.5 
NS 
6.8 
Potassium 
Lb/A 
970 
Tabre 34. Winter Wheat Phosphorus Starter - Hardina County (Raloh) 1 995. 
Treatment % Stand % Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. 
Lb/A P20s Fall Spring rnches 1·5 • Lb/Bu 
Check 90.0 90.0 29.8 1.0 63.1 
25 # P20s 90.0 90.0 30.5 1.0 63.4 
50 # P20s 90.0 90.0 29.3 1.0 63 2 
75 # P20s 90.0 90.0 30.0 1.0 63.6 
100 # P20s 90.0 90.0 30.3 1.0 63.2 
AVERAGE 90.0 90.0 30.0 1.0 63.3 
LSD (.05) NA NA NS NA NS 
CV NA NA 2.0 NA 0.6 
Soil Analysis pH Organic Soluble Nitrogen Phosphorus 
- Matter % Salts Lb/A Lb/A 
o - e· 7.1 2.1 .40 6 52 
6 - 24· 51 
* 1 = no lodging, 5 = > 80% lodged. 
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Yield 
Bu/A 
34.2 
36.2 
35.3 
36.1 
34.3 
35.2 
NS 
5.9 
Potassium 
Lb/A 
632 
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SDStt :REDUCED TILLAGE CROP ROTATION S'l'O'DY 
BAYES, SOtJTEI DAltOTA 1995 
Objec,tiva•: 1)  To maintain at least 30% residue cover on the soil surface at 
all times . 2 )  Evaluate the net income from each rotation each year. 3 )  Evaluate 
eh.im.gl'!-II" lt:I 1110:il- tilt.tl, v� p::e11an� &rut t:ll.Joa-s-c ac..eu:!:=11t:=a. 
:£:ir.per:lme:qt,al. ·� 'l'ha c::05- "='t&tl� i.n.:ludc S uo-� � m:e3 wh;i...cb ';"111.&:y 
from 2 to S years in duration. The cropping sequences have been maintained from 
L9�1 t.a t;hei p.ceJJ,!tu:� 'f&� �.oUUCJA:!. A�c n:pllcai::ai -l t::u:m11 .in • :ra:ndom.:L� 
c:rcmp.l..ct.e block d.etl.tp'l • 
ftw\'1.q; 'l'he 6.i;ilJ.'tn D.kcr.:a iYbaat: Ccr:m• ss:iao, SilSU ;.qrikult:u.-.11 Expa�t SIC� CJ.'Qfi 
iiQ.Cii S MU Coa.f"&,1:11.c! � Utc�iOA Scc'VJ. ear 
Cooperator: Bonnie Sivage of Hayes, South Dakota. 
Rotation• : 
A 
B 
c 
Winter Wheat 7 Fallow 
� It ��������� 
A combination of herbicides and tillage are being used to maintain a 
30, soil residue cover. 
Winter Jib•at 7 Millet 
"' l.c ��������� 
A continuous cropping rotation planted no-till . This rotation provides 
excellent soil protection. Herbicides are used to control weeds . 
Winter Wheat 7 Cozn , Millet Millet 
� l.c ������������������������ 
A continuous cropping system that includes 1 year of  row crop and 3 
years of  small srains . 
D Winter Wheat 7 Safflower , Millet , Winter Wheat , Fallow 
.E 
� � ����������������������������� � �-
The longest rotation that includes no-tillage methods of growing 
small grains, oil-seed crop and a row-crop as well as a reduced 
till�e summer fallow period. 
Winter Wheat , Corn 7 Millet 
� l.c �������������� 
This 3 year rotation is continuous cropped. The rotation helps clean 
up cheatqrass infested fields . 
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Comments on the 1995 growing season: The growing season was very 
wet from March through June with 1 6 .  55 inches of  total 
precipitation received . This abundance o f  early summer moisture 
allowed the recropped winter wheat yields to be equal to winter 
wheat planted on sl.ll!l:l!.er fallow. 
JBD!ta.Ui:m C!.t__ge Yill!l.� 
A W . Wheat 4 4 . 2bu 
B W.Wheat S5.7bu 
c W.Wheat 44 . 2bu 
I) W.Wheat 47 . 0bu 
E W.Wheat 4 9 . 7bu 
1995 YIELJ)S / Acre 
�R Yic:-d 
Fallow 
Millet 969# 
Corn 58 . 0bu 
Saff. 1272# 
Corn 5 8 . 0bu 
Cao n..lQ 
Millet-a 1060# 
Millet 1154# 
Millet 1134# 
Rotation A 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
�o_g_ "tlud 
Mi.llet-b 922# 
W.Wheat 3 4 . Sbu 
'C:?:Dj!i ¥1,.cld 
Fallow 
7 . 43 -Spray w/12 oz RT + �ditives (Ammonium Sulfate, X-77) - Sept . 1 4 , 94 
22 .57  -Plant to  Arapahoe 1 bu/A plus o gal/A 10-34-0 w/JD610 drill . 
12" row spacing - Sept 14 , 94 
6 . 64 -Spray w/ . l  oz Ally + LV6 @ 5 . 3  oz/A + A-90 8 gal/A rate - May 2 4 , 95 
1 6 . 84 -Ha�vest 44 .2  bu Winter wheat - July 2 5 , 95 
Test weight - 60.0#/bushel 
. 4 0  -Soil Sampling & Analysis 
1 7 . 00 -Land Charges 1995 
1 0 . 8 8  Total Cost o f  Winter Wheat Production 
Cost I A. 
ll. 30 
7 . 47 
4 .  00 
17 . 00 
39 .77  
Rotation A 
WlNTER WBEA'l' / S� FALLOW 
1995 Si.m:::ner Fallow 
-Spray w/ 12 oz RT + add. + Aatrex (90df} @ 1# ai/A - Sept . 14, 94  
-Spray w/Fallow master 32  oz/A rate + A-90 (8  gpA rate) - May 23, 95 
-Under-cut w/ 24 ° wide sweeps - June 1 6 , 9 5  
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Summer Fallow 
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197 . 13 
1 91 . 13 
Rotation A S�Y 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat 
Total Income 
Ex_penses 
7 0 . 8 8  Cost o f  Winter Wheat Crop 
3 9 . 7 7  Cost o f  Fallow 
110 . 65 Total Cost of Production 
$43 .24 (1995) Income per acre 
$38 . 93 (5 yr. ave . )  Income per acre 
Dis0-ussion cf Rctatum A:  llctar:ion 'PT u tll� most stable ie.tCiP, 
r�bt�ion �ith respEet to yield ru::i.d inccme . All �,:.her r�ta�ions at 
this .s-cuiiy had a bet1:.e..r eennnm..1r: .!:e=\! .. t:11 during lS9.= � comp_llrl!d ·ca 
P...oi::ai:lon A.  The only rotatloi: tha.t h.as a sign_fh:-E-11tly bl.u: t:e?: 
ec-onolt!.ic r.at.u.rn on t-he long t:e..::m i:!V�aga is Ro ait" icn B.  (�:i.nt�r 
ffiteac/Mi..llet.J • '?'hA sub-soi� in th.is rctae on W;l.S .g�E.Xa.11.1 
recharged to depths of  more than 40  inches during the fallow 
period.. TtLi.s rot:.a.-cic.m did no1= use all o:! r:.ht! mois-tu.re that:: w.a.s. 
��ored in the aci1 . 
Rotation B 
Cost I A. 1995  Winter Wheat 
7 , 4..3  �-sp.- y �/U Q': RI """" kb!J.t.� �1:mn Sulfim, X-T11 - .Scp,:.H ,, !1,1 
2-2 . 5"1 -t""J.Din'C: � Arapiii.il:06 l bu/A _pl\li E qal/.A l0-3.-0 w/Jtl150 d.d.ll , 
1011 .n:n,.t .spac:..n�t - -fll!p� 2.1, U 
6 , 9 6  -Spray w/ , l  oz Ally + LV6 5 , 3  oz/A + A-90 ( 8  gpA spray rate) - May 
2c·l .. 9� 
ll. l.-ii -H...r..-�t -S:i. 7 bu. ��=e_r W!H!a-t: - July :i�. !5' 
T9•= wei!.�ht: - �ti . �ff-lbu5hel 
. 4 0  -Soil Sampling & Analysis 
! 7 . aq -I..arkd clnl::-gas ���� 
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�1: I A. 
1 1 .  30 
6 . 39 
1 0 . 85 
12 . 00 
. 4 0  
1 7 . 00 
57 . 94 
Income 
248 . 42 
65 . 4 0  
3 13 . 82 
Rotation B 
WINTER WHEAT / MILLET 
t993 Millet 
-Spray w/ 12 oz RT + >.E!ul + X-77 + 1 #  ai Aatrex ( 90df ) /A -Sept . 14 , 94 
-Spray w/ Fallowmaster 24 oz/A rate + A-90 ( 8  gpA rate) -May 23, 95 
-Plant to Sunrise millet at 20#/A, no starter fertilizer, w/J0610 
drill 1 2 "  row spacing - May 3 1 , 9 5  
-Harvest 969# Millet 
Test weight 4 7 . 9#/bushel 
-Soil Testing & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
Rotation B SOM!imRY 1995 
Expenses 
Sale of Winter Wheat 
Sale of Millet 
7 3 . 5 0  Cost o f  Winter Wheat Crop 
57 . 94 Cost of Millet Crop 
Total Income 131 . 4 4 Total Cost o f  Production 
$91 . 19 ( 1995)  Income per acre 
$55 . 97 ( 5  yr. ave . )  Income per acre 
Discussion of Rotation B :  Rotation B was the best money maker 
during the course of  this study. The system used some of  the excess 
moisture to produce a crop during the fallow period . The yields of 
the winter wheat crop was 73% of the yields of  winter wheat planted 
on fallow. The millet crop was a low-cost, low-risk crop that could 
be grown with small grain equipment . The mil let crop allows 
producers an excellent opportunity to grow a crop during most 
fallow periods . The 1 994 millet crop was destroyed because of  a 
problem with grassy weeds . The 1995 winter wheat yield from the no­
till fallow plots in this rotation exceeded the conventional winter 
wheat I fallow of  Rotation A by 1 1 . 5  bushels/acre . 
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Cost I A. 
L43 
2'll.51 
ll .161 
1 6 , 64 
. 4 0 
17 . 00 
7 0 . 88 
Cost I A, 
l! . i9 
3 8 . 54 
.57 
1 6 . 52 
l-9 .  60 
. (D 
l i .  0,0 
114 . 52 
Cost I A. 
6.39' 
I0. 11:'i 
Rotation C 
Winter Wheat I Corn I Millet-a I Millet-b 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Sp��y w/ 12 a: R'1" - &dai�1vc� - s�p�-14 , 9{ 
-Ellan-:. AJ;apaho:e Unl!i/Al p11.lS o iial/,;,. t lC.--3 -QI .S.t...:c:::..c!: Fez:�ll.l.:�:::: 
JD 750 Drill - Sept 2 7 , 94 
-Spi::.y w/ . l :o.� �y ... 1,V6 5- � 3  o,JJJ. ,. .... -tG ll! ypA nt I - Jll.ay :24, !; 
-J:la...>"Ve,,.t 4 .. i b-t.i W��e; Wbeu - .1\,;J.1 �Sr SS 
1'1:1-:!-e Wtiqbt - U. !;!!!-/lntah-..l 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Wheat Production 
Rotation C 
Winter Wheat I �  I Millet-a I Millet-o 
1995 Corn 
-Spn.y wt ·3: 1/21' AJ. Aau.e.x{,Oclf) 
sec-p� • H � :3i 
-Plant to Cargill X2403 corn 24"row spacing ( 90 day maturity) with 
Jt:t15D fi"..1.rJ:e d�l 20, 0-0Q ��r:uIA �liu 6 9aJ./A 10-3{-'l .5t.a.rtcu:- �Di;-l;. . ­
ruy 2.2,ss 
-Spt' y w/ RT' c; lE o:=JA tiid. 1.AmSuJ., X-171 ;;_ q&l/A ;:.a.!:-e. - t!a_y �3. S"!a 
-Spray w/Accent 1/2 oz /Acre + Crop oil 5 oz/A - 8 gal/A spray rate -
.::111y 7, 9-!i 
-H•��•t se� a  bu/A Co.Di - �cc.���5 
T-*6� �qh-.;;: :ie.0�11'u:sbttl 
-�o.i..l .Sar.:pl.ifl:g " A:IAly-.!� 
-i.._an� c� �ip:is 199� 
Total Cost of Corn Production 
Rotation C 
Winter Wheat I Corn I Millet-a I Millet-� 
1995 Millet-a 
-Spr;-ay w Fallownast.oc: 24 au.A - A-.90 • :!  ga!J'Ae �p.c:ay -="'-�) - �y- Z-l;, 95 
�PLl!m�od. �Cl -51.m..f::lse (2Clil1Al No St-a..cte.r -fa.ct.i1i:z.c,j;'. wJ;m 611] dtll-1 
12:" rcJW .5pac.i.n4 - Kay l-1,-95 
-�t ltt6Cti1 mill.at: - Aur;pa-c 21. 95 
TP'.t wtlg� •e�-4� I tuillb:il 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet-a Production 
43 
Cost I 
1 2 . 8 6  
1 0 . 8 5  
12 . 00 
. 4 0  
1 7 . 0 0  
5 3 . 1 1  
Income 
197 . 13 
162 . 40  
71 . 55 
62 . 23 
493 . 31 
A. 
Rotation C 
Winter Wheat I Corn I Millet-a I Mi.llet-b 
1995 Millet-b 
-Spray w/Fallowmaster 24 oz/A + A-90 + 25# N/Acre in form of  28-0-0 -
May 2 3 , 9 5  
-Planted to Sunrise (20#/A) No Starter fertilizer. w/JD 610 drill 
l2 q row spacing - May 3 1 , 95 
-Harvest 922#/A millet - August 2 1 , 95 
Test weight 51 . 0# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet-b Production 
Rotation C s�Y 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat Crop 
Sale of Corn Crop 
Sale of  Millet-a Crop 
Sale of  Millet-b crop 
Total Income 
Ex_penses 
7 0 . 8 8  
114 . 52 
4 6 . 8 8  
5 3 . 1 1  
285 . 39 
Cost of  Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Corn crop 
Cost of  Millet-a Crop 
Cost o f  Millet-b crop 
Total Cost of  Production 
$51 . 9 8  ( 1 995) Income per acre 
$35 . 28 ( 5  yr . ave . )  Income per acre 
Discussion of Rotation C :  Rotation c is a continuous cropped no­
till rotation. The normal sequence is Winter Wheat/Corn/Millet/ 
Barley. Because 1995 was so wet in the early spring, barley could 
not be planted. Millet was planted in its place on May 3 1 , 9 5 .  The 
second year of  millet had more grassy weed problems . 
The income was better during 1 995 than during past seasons . The 
corn crop was replanted to grain sorghum in 1994 due to a poor 
stand of  corn. Rotation c has had difficulty in establishment of a 
row-crop because of wet soil conditions . The lower long-term 
economic returns have been due to row crop failures and poor barley 
yields . 
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Co.st I 
7 . 43 
22 .57  
6 . 64 
1 7 . 4 0  
. 40 
1 7 . 00 
7 1 . 4 4  
Co.st I 
7 . 43  
14. 50 
2 9 . 57 
8 . 57 
1 4 .  70  
• 4 0  
17.00 
92 . 1 7  
Cost I 
18 . 60 
1 0 . 85 
12 . 62 
. 4 0  
17 . 00 
5 9 . 4 7  
Rotation. D 
Winter Wheat-b I Safflower I Millet I Winter Wheat-a I Fallow 
A. 1995 Winter Wheat-b 
-Spray w/ 12  oz RT + additives (�ul, X-77 )  - Sept . 14 , 94 
-Plant to Ai:apahoe l bu/A plus 10-34-0 at 6 gal/A w/JD610 drill 12" 
row spacing - Sept . 14 , 94 
-Spray w/ . 1  oz Ally + LV6 at S . 3  oz prod/A - 8 gal/A - May 24, 95 
-Harvest 4 7 . 0  bu/A Winter wheat 
Test Weight 62 . 7#/bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Wheat-b production 
Rotation D 
Winter Wheat-b I Safflower / Millet I Winter �at-a I Fallow 
A. 1995 Safflower 
-Spray w/12 oz RT + additives (,i\!mBul, X-77) - Sept 1 4 , 94 
-Apply TR-10 granules @ 1# ai/Acre , incorporate w/24" wide sweeps -
Oct . 13 , 94 
-Seed to s-541, 30# I Acre, 12" rows, 6 gal/A 10-34-0 w/JD610 drill -
May 22, 95 
-Spray w/ 1 6  oz RT + additives {,i;,:::Sul, X-77) 8 gal/A rate - May 23, 95 
-Harvest 1272#/A safflower - Sept . 12 , 95 
Test weight 39 . 6#/bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Safflower Production 
l\otation D 
Winter Wheat-b I Safflower / Ki.l.lae I Winter Wheat-a I Fallow 
A. 1995 Millet 
-Spray on 60# N in form of liquid 28-0-0 - May 2 3 , 9 5  
-Plant t o  Sunrise millet a t  20#/A, no starter fertilizer, w/JD610 
drill 12" row spacing - May 3 1 , 9 5  
-Harvest 1154# millet I Acre - August 2 1 , 95 
Test weight 4 7 . 7 #  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
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Cost I 
7 . 43 
22 . 57 
6 . 64 
14 . 90 
. 4 0  
1 7 . 00 
6 8 . 94 
Rotation D 
Winter Wheat-b I Safflower I Millet I Winter Wheat-a I Fallow 
A. 1995 Winter Wheat-a 
-Spray w/ 12 oz RT + additives (AmSul, X-77) - Sept. 1 4 , 94 
-Plant Arapahoe ( 60#/A) plus 6 gal/A ( 1 0-34-0 )  Starter Fertilizer 
w/JD 750  Drill 10" row spacing - Sept 27, 94 
-Spray w/ . 1  oz Ally + LV6 5 . 3  oz/A + A-90 ( 8  gpA spray rate) -
May 2 4 , 9 5  
-Harvest 3 4 . 5  b u  Winter Wheat - July 25, 95 
Test weight - 59 . 3#/bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Wheat Production 
Rotation D 
Winter Wheat-h I Safflower I Millet I Winte% Wheat-a I Fallow 
Cost I A. 1995 Fallow 
7 . 47 
4 . 0 0  
8 . 9 6  
1 7 . 00 
3 7 . 43 
Income 
209 . 62 
139 . 92 
7 7 .  90 
153 . 87 
581 . 31 
-Spray w/Fallow master 32 oz/A rate + A-90 ( 8  gpA rate) - May 23, 95 
-Under-cut w/ 24" wide sweeps - June 16, 95 
-Spray w/Fallow .master G 44 oz/A + A-90 (8 gal/A rate) - July 21; 95 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Swnmer Fallow 
Rotation D SUMMARY 1995 
Expenses 
Sale o f  Winter Wheat-b 7 l .  44  Cost of Winter Wheat-b Crop 
Sale o f  Safflower 92 . 17 Cost of Safflower Crop 
Sale of Millet 5 9 . 47 Cost of Millet Crop 
Sale o f  Winter Wheat-a 6 8 . 94 Cost o f  Winter Wheat-a Crop 
37 . 4 3  Cost of Fallow 
Total Income 329 . 4 5  Total Cost o f  Production 
$ 5 0 . 37 (1995) Income per acre 
$ 3 6 . 33 (5 yr. ave . )  Income per acre 
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Discussion of Rotation D :  1 995 was the first season safflower was 
grown in t:I1..is rot�tion � 'l'ha sa:ff1owe-Y p:lots had f.:!-11 ,.pp1-ied 
"r.re-l!lan a.n6 S1He-ep til!.e9e fo-r incorporation . The plo+;5 were l;Qtj wee 
for spring tillage so they were sprayed with Roundup and planted to 
�aff1.;::>w@-r on May 22 f" 95 _ The: plairt:inq cat:; � late. but: the 
s.a.!flcwer s ill n,ad a yiald ::f 1272 paunds/acra . !'est 'we.ig'ht. was 
over 39  pounds per bushel . 
Trra: fallow wheat yields "1i!rt:! as:ccllent a_ 47 bustr.el:s -pe-r ii.ten:: . 
This w�uld he· an �XC1!-Lli!n= rota�ion zcr �educ.i..n.g annual gx-assy weed 
p.!:.Cb� .. 
Rotation. E 
WINTER WBEA'l' / COM / MILLET 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
7 .�3 -Sp;:-ray wt U a;: � • aQ.dit:ive!: f}.rn5w.,. K-1"1 I - :3�t- H ,:if 
22� 5-i -el1-nt co A::. P4»oe 1 bu1J\ ;ilw l0-3�-o :t:. i c;pu/A lflltl!il'.I �Ul 1.2"' 
row spacing - sept . 14 , 94 
� 1 64 -Sp.my w/ T l  v: Ally LV& � 5-3' o_ prod/A. - 8 gal.IA - MAy '24 .  !i� 
l. 'L !f� -Hu:vo1ri= 'l.9 .  "1 w/A �in,;� �tua� 
Tnat Weight 55. £�/cu.hel 
. 40 -Soil Sampling & Analysis 
17 . oei -Ll'l'l:\1 Char9ecs is�� 
Cost I A.. 
1 3 . 9 9  
le .• !i � 
'8 .  51 
l6a� 
U. 60 
. ,10  
17 . 00 
114 . 52 
Rotation E 
WINTER WHEAT I � I MILLET 
1995 CORN 
-Spray w/ 2 l/2# ai Aatrex ( 90df) + Crop Oil ( 1 0  gal/A rate) -
!cpt. 14, M 
-}'J.&nrt l;o C4�fjli.l )!2-403 CO.CD 24 "�OW �BClJlq (.9C :day JDAt:u1::iJ;y1 'lirl'i�n 
J07lCI llli5:::e tl.t:J..!.:. 20, l:!'°D &l!l!da.lA ,Pll.l.ll -S td/A 1-0-34.-0 3ta� F4'rl_.­
May 22, 95 
-Spnry w/ RT -.re Hi o::/A •dci- rr..:nsu-, �-,,) 8 gt!l/J\ r.ll-Ci1 � .Ma:y 2-3: • .  95 
-spr.ay rw/� l/2 c:i: I� • Crop r:ti.1 !! .S o-r/A - guJA �.!3-¥ cai.11::!!t 
• July 7 , 95. 
-ti.urvu�� :� �a  hu/A Coi:n - o��-l, 95 
Tee. t: we.i;ltt .56. fJc /buahel. 
-sou �l.,uu; £ Anal.yD.!I 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of corn Produe�ion 
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Cost I A. 
6 . 39 
1 0 . 85 
1 2 . 54 
. 40 
17 . 00 
4 7 . 18 
Income 
221 . 66 
162 . 40 
7 6 . SS 
460 . 61 
Rotation E 
WINTER WHEAT / CORN / MILLET 
1995 MILLET 
-Spray w/Fallowmaster 24 oz/A + A-90 ( 8  gal/A spray rate) - May 23,95 
-Planted to Sunrise (20#/A) No Starter fertilizer . w/JD 610 drill 
12" row spacing - May 3 1 , 95 
-Harvest 1134#/A millet - August 2 1 , 95 
Test weight 5 0 . 1 #  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling & Analysis 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
Rotation E SOMMAR� 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat Crop 
Sale of Corn Crop 
Sale o f  Millet Crop 
Total Income 
Expenses 
71 .  98 
114 . 52 
4 7 . 1 8  
233 . 68 
Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Corn Crop 
Cost of Millet Crop 
Total Cost o f  Production 
$75 . 64 ( 1995) Income per acre 
$38 . 8 9  (Syr. ave . )  Income per acre 
Discussion of Rotation E :  This rotation had an excellent economic 
return in 1 995 . The millet was added to the rotation to replace the 
fallow season. The winter wheat grown in 1995 was on previously 
fallowed plots .  I would expect future yields of winter wheat to be 
20  percent lower . This rotation could be used as a flexible 
rotation with the millet replacing summer fallow during wet seasons 
or when millet prices are high . 
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Cost of Inputs - 1995 
PtC'!lpaboc -W!�tac 'trbei1,c • •  �ti. S0/1,1... 
u��i3a Milt� • • • • • •  , • • . • 15/# 
NO-TILL PLANTING CEARGES 
$7 .  65/Acre 
c •• q� xz�03 . . . • . . . . •  ss.90/su reo. ooo 
s-��l sa��lcrJar • • • . • • •  Z-2:.SO/Sa� 
kernels )  LAND CBARGES 
$17 . 00/A.cre 
LIQOIC FERTILIZERS SPBAY APPLICATION FEE 
10-34.-0 . . . . . • . . . . . • • .  $235 . 80/Ton ($1 . 37/gal) 
28-0-0 . . . . . . . . . . • . • .  , , 145 . 00/Ton ( $  . 7 8/gal) 
$ 3 . 00/Acre 
HERBICIDES 
JtounduJ) R'I - . 6 · · · · · · · � · · · �J6, 6l/ga.... 
���'lllll SulfAt� lLi.q\lJ.dl . 3 . �0/aa.1 
X-'77,X-90',J..-'SIO tsu�!J . - .  lc. 50/;Al 
At:: �ne !O� · · · · � - · · · · · - ·  l .42/lb 
1!-a:nva l • • • . . • •  , • � • • • • • • • '7 6 .  =-5 ii l 
��l-cw Haicer . • • • • . . . . . . 1E.t4/gal 
Al.1y .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  2.5.U/o .. 
t'!/o CZ,�D E.s�erl • • • • . . • •  1- 82/g-al 
Til�. , . . . . .. ... . . . .  .- • • •  P- •  • • ! .. 1 .,,. 0�/ga...l 
T.a!Elan :-R-10 9�.a.!lU.l.s� • • •  J.OS/lb 
C�cp Oil . . . . .  . . . . . . . , . . . ' .  90/g.l 
A.i;;c.t:n..:& • • • •  ,. • • • • • • • • • • •  ,. • 2 �� D6/a.1 
$ 4. . 00/Acre 
Total Precip. (in�s} 
March 20-31 . • . • . . . . . .  1 . 70 
April . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .  2 .  05 
May • . • • • • . • • • •  , • • • . • .  5 . 95 
June . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .  6 .  85  
HARVEST CHARGES 
Base is $ 12/A @ 20 bushels.  
$ . 20/bu for yields abo-� 20  bushels 
GRAIN SALE VALOES 
4:'_t-cm Hubbard. Mill a-t: �id !:1ty 1'4ov l, .IJSJ 
�-.;::i;ir •h=�� . l ' . 6  ?�o • .  :t .i6/l:r� 
?r.:J•O M.illeJ:. • • � • ·  • •  • • • • a .75/.:,« 
ec.-� • •  • s •  • •  , • • • • •  • • • • • • •  2. f!�/w 
S�f.lo� • •  t • • · • · · • • •  · · -�• tD/f!'R1;; 
Total. Precip . (inches) 
July • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  55 
August. . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 70 
September . . . . . • . . . . • .  2 . 90 
October 1-24 • • • • • • • • • • 85 
(Accumulative total precip. from March 20 to October 2 4 , 95 is 22 . 55'') 
Rotation 1995 --
A 43 .24 
9 1 . 1 9  
5 1 .  98 
50 .37 
7 5 . 64 
3 yr ave. 
4 1 .  58 
5 3 . 62 
37 .59  
32 , 67 
3 4 . 35 
49 
5 yr ave. 
3 8 . 93 
55. 32 
35 .28  
3 6 . 33 
38 . 89 
SDSO REDUCED TILLAGE CROP ROTATION STO'OY 
WALL, SOOTH DAXOTA 1995 
Objective• : To evaluate the economic returns from the total crop rotation each 
year . 
Funding: The South Dakota Oil Seeds Council and the South Dakota Wheat 
Commission have shared the funding on this crop rotation study. 
Cooperator : Crown Partnership of Wall, South Dakota . 
Procedure• : The land was leased from Crown Partnership in the spring of  1994 . 
The land had been in wheat in 1993 and the stubble was still standing . The 
eleven different crop rotations were established in the spring of 199 4 .  All 
crops in the .rotation are planted each year and the study is  replicated 4 tiMes 
in a randomized complete block lay out. Reduced and no-till crop production 
practices were used to grow the crops in the rotations . The corn, millet, flax 
and the recropped wheat were planted no-til l .  The fallow had l tillage operation 
and 1 to 3 sprayings, depending on the rotation . The sunflower and safflower 
plots had 2 tillage operations to incorporate the fall applied herbicide . The 
crop yields were taken from each plot this season. The crop yields are beginning 
to reflect the effects of the various crop rotations . 
R.ot&tion• and Crop :t'ielcls: 
1 Winter Wheat I Fallow 
67 .7  bu 
2 Winter Wheat I sunflower I Millet 
3 2 . 8  bu 1300 lbs 250 lbs 
3 Winter Wheat l Safflower I Millet 
32 .s bu 905 lbs 1500 lbs 
4 Winter Wheat I Millet 
2 5 . 0  bu 1500 lbs 
s Winter Wheat j sunflower I Spring Wheat 
2 7 . 6  bu 1300 lbs 29 .9  bu 
6 Winter Wheat / Safflower I Spring Wheat 
2 9 . 4  bu 910 lbs 2 8 . 8  bu 
7 Winter Wheat I corn I Fallow 
6 9 . 4  bu 73 .8  bu 
8 Winter Wheat I Sunflowei: I Clover Fallow 
6 5 . 8  bu 1300 lbs 
9 Winter Wheat ' Safflower I Clover Fallow 
5 9 . 5  bu 923 lbs 
10 Winter Wheat I Flax I Millet 
26. S bu 6 . 4  bu 1500 lbs 
11 Winter Wheat I corn I Millet 
3 1 . 1  bu 72 . 7 bu 250 lb.s 
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Cost I A. 
2 2 . 57 
18 . 60 
6 .  72 
2 1 . 54 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
92 . 8 3  
Rotation 1 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate ) w/610 drill at 12" rows + 6 gal/A 
liquid 10-34-0. - Sept . 13 , 9 4  
-Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre rate . - March 21 , 95 
-Spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + S . 3  oz LV6 + X-77 (5 gal/A rate) -
May 17, 95 
-Harvest 67 . 7  bu winter wheat - July 24, 95 
Test weight - 62 . 1# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Rotation 1 
WINTER WHEAT I SUMMER ii\llllW 
Cost I A. 1995 s�r Fallow 
9 . 76 -spray fallow (wheat stubble) plots w/ 3/4# ai Aatrex (90df) + 10 oz 
Roundup plus additives (�nium. Sulfate , X-7 7 )  8 gal/Acre spray 
rate. - Oct . 10 , 94 
0 . 00 -No Nitrogen fertilizer added to fallow. - March 2 1 , 95 
8 . 11 -Sprayed w/Fallow-Master at 32 oz/A + additives (.Ammonium Sulfate, 
K-77)  8 gal/A spray rate. -April 28, 95 
4 . 00 -Under-cut w/24" wide sweeps to loosen ground and control pigeon-
grass. - June 15, 95 
8 . 11 -Spray w/ Fallow-Master at 32 oz/A plus .kmnoniwn Sulfate & X-90 
surfactant. - July 13, 95 
2 3 . 00 -Land Charges 1995 
52 . 98 Total Cost of Summer Fallow 
Rotation 1 S�Y 
Income Expenses 
92 .83  
301 . 94 Sale of Winter Wheat � 
3 0 1 .  94 Total Income 1 4 5 . 8 1  
78 , 06 Income per acre 
51 
1995 
Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of  l!'allow 
Total Cost of P roduction 
in 1995 
Cost I A. 
22 . 57 
18 . 60 
6 . 72 
14 . 56 
. 40  
23 . 00 
85 . 85 
Cost I A. 
1 4 . 5 0  
11.2., 
4 . 00 
13 - 7l 
!1 . 4(1 
19. 82 
. 4 0 
23 . 00 
131 . 59 
Rotation 2 
Winter Wheat I Sunflower I Millet 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate ) w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0 .  
on Sept . 2 1 , 94 
-Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre rate. - March 2 1 , 95 
-Spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + 5 . 3  oz LV6 + X-77 ( 5  gal/A rate) -
May 17 , 95 
-Harvest 32 . 8  bu/A winter wheat - July 2 4 , 9 5  
Test weight - 61 . 6# I bushel 
-Soil Sttrnpling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Rotation 2 
WINTER WH::AT / SUNFLOWER / MILLET 
1995 SUNFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan TR-10 granules to wheat stubble at l# ai/Acre & 
tmde::i;;u'C WI z4 • s,.mop .a,:; l-1"' wf!J!? ;o Uli:01:pO=:A!;Q� - 01:;ti; . lJ,'9·'1 
-Spray 28- 0-0 fill liqgid n=�r�n fa�t.I.li=e� at s��n/A �a;a.-
1.U.r�21, 9S 
-Redisk to final incorporate Treflan granules . - Apr . S , 95 
-.Fluu: co Wrilnq:lc-r [0-_.U-1:.YJH!' ;sun:flova..r:�. li, ooo 3-C.adJi Acxv, .2� "' D.lt.' 
•lil•ci.nr.,. l.3 11 � .!!-pa-e!...eg �llil e qalJAsi:e: .Hl-34-ll ,t:A.der 
i'ertiL!�e=:-. :Ettartced w/ �n:c• ,pl.t1.rtter Hng1::� uni. t:S ari n. JDi30 d.r.Ll.L 
saed �.L-9ht ll&i el:c o'60Q -SC-CC:..:S pc� pound� - �1.1.mt !,, !)S 
...;Jn.da�-cut- .m:I �p::!.ant.ed t:a Wrmig:lecr: ::nm:flo�n due t;o ht!il'lt'J cigt.v,,.,.u::m 
:l.imi&p. !la:ist:�!l .a:t: l.i,.-9QC ..!.eedlJ/.Ae_� v/21'' .ffll,l'!l .  ll" 3J'fil.ciruJ tt1/ �i= 
starter fertilizer. - June 15, 95 
-Sp� y w/ Lo.t:sam -co mtr:el t;U�-Wo_::t:1- l p .. =t/Ar:::c- p.1.11. wati:t' at 8 
.q&llons/luzai! sp.ray .nu;e.. - .7ime. 1!, 9S 
-IDlrv�t 1lll01 I � smclo�r- - Oc-t: 2,. 9.S 
Test weight - 26 .2#  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Chargl!.!! 1995 
Total Cost of Sunflower Production 
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Cost I A. 
7 . 4 3  
22 . 38 
7 . 4 3  
1 9 . 07 
7 . 4 3 
1 0 . 8 5  
1 2 . 00 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
1 09 . 99 
Income 
1 4 6 . 2 9  
130 . 00 
1 6 . 87 
293 . 16 
Co.st I 
22. 57 
1 8 . 60 
6 . 72 
l 4 .  50 
. 4 0  
23 t -OO 
8 5 . 7 9  
A. 
Rotation 2 
WINTER WHEAT I SUNFLOWER / MILLET 
1995 Millet 
-Spray to control pigeon-grass w/ 12 oz/A Roundup plus Ammonium 
Sulfate + X-77 surfactant. 8 gal/A spray rate. on sept . 7 , 94 
-Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer (28-0-0)  at SS#N/Acre combined with 
Fallow-master 32 oz/A plus �nium Sulfate & X-7 7 .  8 gal/A 
spray rate. - April 28 , 95 
-sprayed w/ 12 oz Roundup plus additives (Aml:.onium Sulfate + X-77) to 
control pigeon-grass .  e gallon/Acre spray rate. - June 1 , 95 
-Planted to Earlybird millet w/JD610 drill. w/ starter fertilizer ( l0-
34-0)  at 6 gal /Acre . Row spacing was at 12" .  Seeding rate was at 
20#/A. - June l,95 
-Spray w/l2oz Roundup + additives to kill out pigeon-gras s .  The 
millet stand was excellent but weed pressure was heavy. -June 26, 95 
-Replant to Rise Millet w/JD610 drill at 20#/Acre. 12" row spacing. 
No Starter fertilizer added. - June 27, 95 
-Harvest 250  # Millet - August 2 1 , 95 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Co.st of Millet Production 
Rotation 2 SOMMi\RY 1995 
Expenses 
Sale o f  Winter Wheat 85 .85  Cost 
Sale o f  Sunflowers 131 . 5 9  Cost 
Sale o f  Millet 109 .99  Cost 
Total Income 327 . 4.3 Total 
-$ 1 1 . 42 Income per Acre 
Rotation 3 
of Winter Wheat Crop 
of Sunflower Crop 
of Millet Crop 
Cost of Production 
WINTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER I MILLET 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Plant to Arapahoe { 60#/A rate)w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0.  
on Sept . 21 , 94 
-Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dol:lllant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre rate. - March 21,95  
-Spray w/ l/10 oz  Ally + 5 . 3  oz  LV6 + X-77 (5  gal/A rate ) - May 17,95 
-Harvest 3 2 . 5  bu/A winter wheat - July 24, 95 
Test weight - 6 1 . 9 #  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Co.st of Winter Wheat Production 
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Cost I A. 
1 4 .  50 
1 8 . 60 
4 . 00 
2 6 . 17 
1 6 . 8 5  
12 . 02 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
115 . 54 
Cost I A. 
1 0 . 33 
1 9 .  77 
7 . 43 
1 9 . 07 
1 4 .  00 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
94 . 00 
Income 
144 . 95 
99 . 50 
1 0 1 . 2 5  
345 .70  
Rotation 3 
WINTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER / MILLET 
1995 SAFFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan (TR-10)  granules to wheat stubble at 1# ai/Acre & 
undercut w/24" sweeps at 3-S" deep to incorporate. - Oct . 13 , 95 
-Apply liquid Nitrogen fertilizer 28-0-0 (60#N/Acre) - March 2 1 , 95 
-Disked at 4 "  deep to final incorporate Treflan - April 5 , 95 
-Plant Safflowers w/JD 610 drill (Centennial) 2 0#/A, 20" rows, 
Starter Fertilizer {10-34-01 added at 6 . 8  gal/A. - April 2 7 , 9 5  
-Reseed t o  Centennial safflower. 1st planting crusted in. No Starter 
added. Planted w/ JD610 drill. - May 16 ,95  
-Harvest 905#  I Acre Safflowers - Sept. 1 1 , 95 
Test weight - 37 . 8# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Safflower Production 
Rotation 3 
WINTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER / MILLET 
1995 Millet 
-Spray to control grassy-weeds w/ 12 oz/A Roundup plus additives 
(Ammonium Sulfate + X-77 surfactant) plus 3/4# ai Aatrex {90df) 8 
gal/A spray rate. - Oet . 10 , 94 
-Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer (28-0-0) at 45#N/Acre w/Fallow-rnaster 
32 oz/A plus additives (Ammonium Sulfate,X-77)  8 gal/A spray rate. -
April 2 8 , 95 
-Sprayed w/ 12 oz Roundup plus additives {Ammonium sulfate + X-77) to 
control pigeon-grass.  8 gallon/Acre spray rate. - June 1 , 9 5  
-Planted to Earlybird millet w/JD610 drill. w/ starter fertilizer{l0-
34-0)  at 6 gal /Acre. Row spacing was at 1 2 " .  Seeding rate was at 
20#/A. - June 1 , 9 5  
-Harvest 1500# Millet - August 2 1 , 95 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
Rotation 3 SOMMARY 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat 
Sale of Safflower 
Sale of Millet 
Total Income 
Expenses 
8 5 . 7 9  
115. 54 
94 . 00 
295 . 33 
Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Safflower Crop 
Cost of Millet Crop 
Total Cost of  Production 
$16.79  Income per acre - 1995 
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Cost I A. 
2 2 . 57 
18 . 60 
6 . 72 
1 3 . 00 
. 40 
2 3 . 00 
8 4 . 29 
Cost I A. 
1 0 . 33 
17.27 
8 . 11 
7 . 43 
1 9 . 07 
14 . 0 0  
. 40 
2 3 . 0 0  
9 9 . 61 
Income 
111 .  50 
101 .25  
212 . 75 
Rotation 4 
WINTER WHEAT I MILLET 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate }w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0.  
on Sept . 2 1 , 94 
-Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer (28-0-0)  at 60#N/Acre - March 21 ,95  
-Spray w/ l/10 oz  Ally + S .3  oz LV6 + X-77 (5  gal/A rate) - May 17,95 
-Harvest 2 5 . 0  bu Winter wheat - July 2 4 , 95 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Rotation. 4 
WINTER WHEAT I MILLET 
1995 Millet 
-Spray to control grassy-weeds w/ 12 oz/A Roundup plus additives 
(�nium Sulfate + X-77 surfactant) plus 3/4# ai Aatrex {90df) 8 
gal/A spray rate. - Oct . 10 ,94 
-Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer (28-0-0) at 55#N/Acre - March 2 1 , 95 
-Spray w/Fallow-master 32 oz/A plus additives {.l:lJml.c!nium sulfate at 50 
ml/gal + X-77 at 18  ml/gal) . 8 gal/A spray rate. - April 2 8 , 95 
-Sprayed w/ 12 oz Roundup plus additives (.Ammoniwn Sulfate + X-77) to 
control pigeon-grass . 8 gallon/Acre spray rate. - June 1, 95 
-Planted to Earlybird millet w/JD610 drill . w/ starter fertilizer (l0-
34-0) at 6 gal I Acre. Row spacing was at 12" . Seeding rate was at 
20#/A. - June 1, 95 
-Harvest 1500 # Millet - August 2 1 , 95 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
Rotation 4 SOMMARY 1995 
Expenses 
Sale of Winter Wheat 84 .29  Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Sale of Millet 99 . 61 cost of Millet Crop 
Total Income 183.90 Total Cost of Production 
$14 . 4 3  Income per acre - 1995 
55 
:Rotation S 
WINTER WHEAT I SUNFLOWER I SPRING WHEAT 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
7 . 43 -Spray to control pigeon-grass w/12 oz Roundup RT + Additives 
(Ammonium Sulfate & X-77) - Sept . 1 6, 94 
2 2 . 57 -Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate)w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0 .  
on  Sept . 2 1 , 94 
1 5 . 95 -Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
50#N I Acre. - March 2 1 , 95 
6 . 72 -Spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + 5 . 3  0% LV6 + X-77 ( S  gal/A rate) - May 1 7 , 95 
13 . 52 -Harvest 2 7 . 6  bu Winter wheat - July 2 4 , 95 
Test weight - 61 . 8# I bushel 
. 40 -Soil Sampling 
2 3 . 0 0  -Land Charges 1995 
8 9 . 59 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Cost I A. 
1 4 . 50 
1 8 . 60 
4 . 0 0  
2 3 .  71  
1 9 . 4 9  
9 . 40 
1 9 . 8 2  
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
132 . 92 
Rotation S 
WINTER WHEAT / SUNFLOWER / SPRING WHEAT 
1995 SUNFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan TR-10 granules to wheat stubble at 1#  ai/Acre & 
undercut w/ 24"  .sweep.s at 3-5" deep to incorporate. - Oct . 1 3 , 94 
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N/A rate . -Mar. 21,95  
-Redisk to  final incorporate Treflan granules . - Apr . 5 , 95 
-Plant to Wrangler (oil-type) sunflowers . 1 8 , 000 seeds/Acre, 24"  row 
spacing. 13"  seed spacing plus 6 gal/Acre 10-34-0 starter 
fertilizer. Planted w/ Kinze planter finger units on a JD750 drill.  
Seed weight was at 6600 seeds per pound. - June 1 , 95 
-Under-cut and replanted to Wrangler sunflowers due to heavy cutworm 
damage. Planted at 1 8 , 000 seeds/Acre w/24 ° rows . 13" spacing w/ no 
starter fertilizer. - June 15, 95 
-Spray w/ Lorsban to control cut-wo ..::::.11 .  l pint/Acre plus water at 8 
gallons/Acre spray rate. - June 1 9 , 9 5  
-Harvest 1300# I Acre Sunflowers - Oct 2 , 95 
Test weight - 2 6 . 2 #  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Sunflower Production 
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Cost I A. 
IS.. 6-0 
2i.s1 
1 3 . 99 
. to  
23.Q.O 
82 . S S  
123 . 10 
J.3C!, 00 
136� 0-5 
3 8 9 . 1 5  
Rotation 5 
WINTER WHEAT I SUNFLOWER I SPRING WHEAT 
1995 Spring Wheat 
-!'pray 1:U'i 2-a-0-0 li�d W.'!10 fl1'I !�t.!11�:: llt -60fl�IA rl!Ef!:.-,iai.1; •. U, sis· 
-?_ant: m ::_� iUl!:- l�Oil/A �.n.ct v/iliJ d,Ull .1. i q:!.l/.A U.q_u.u.l LCl�l4i-O. 
�iil ;�W �p&eiili1 - ��.l1S5 
-Harvest 2 9 . 9  bu Spring wheat - July 3 1 , 95 
Tc�� wci�!i&.t: - E�.a-/bu�h4! 
�Soil Sc-:!m !i�g 
-� Qarqc-� !!9; 
Total Cost of Spring Wheat Production 
Rotation 5 S�Y 1995 
Sale o f  Winter Wheat 
FoaLa of Sunilo\\ltlJ:JI 
Sl:lle of :Sp.d.:n� W'heo?t: 
Total Income 
8 9 . 5 9  
112..§.2 
n .:s-s 
3\lS . 06 
Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Co�t o:f sun.flow .r:: CJ:-<ip 
�osc o.f Sprll'lg- Wlteirt Crop 
Total Cost o f  Production 
$28 . 03 Income p�r acre - 1995 
Rotation. 6 
WINTER WHEAT I SAFFLOWER / SPRING WHEAT 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
7 . 43 -Spray to control pigeon-grass w/12 oz Roundup RT + Additives 
(Ammonium Sulfate, X-77)  - Sept . 16, 94 
22 . 57 -Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate)w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34- 0.  
on Sept . 21 , 94 
18 . 60 -Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre. - March 2 1 , 95 
6�1�  -sp�4y w/ 1/10 �� Ally j.3 a= LV� � X-77 J S  ;•1/A �aE.Ot - .MGy 11.,, 
1J .a8 -H.Hvart 25'.� ]m_ ;;.t!.;rt:� �::. - Ju.ly 2 .,Sl:i  
�'es� �h� - 61.S#/b� 
.40  - Soil Sampling 
2 3 . 00 -Land Charges 1995 
92 . 60 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
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Cost I A. 
u . so 
18 . 60 
4 . 0 0  
2 6 . 1 7  
1 6 . 85 
12 . 04 
. 4 0  
23 . 00 
115 . 56  
Co.st I A. 
1 5 . 9 5  
2 6 . 57 
13 . 7 6  
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
7 9 . 68 
Income 
131 . 12 
1 00 . 10 
131 . 04 
362 . 2 6  
Rotation 6 
WINTER WHEAT I SAFFLOWER I SPRING WHEAT 
1995 SAFFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan (TR-10)  granules to wheat stubble at 1# ai/Acre & 
undercut w/24" sweeps at 3-5" deep to incorporate. - Oct . 13 , 95 
-Apply liquid Nitrogen fertilizer 28-0-0 ( 60#N/Acre) - March 2 1 , 95 
-Di.sked at 4 "  deep to final incorporate Treflan - April 5 , 9 5  
-Plant Safflowers w/JD 6 1 0  drill (Centennial) 20#/A, 20" rows, 
Starter Fertilizer ( 1 0-34-0 }  added at 6 . 8  gal/A. (8#N, 27#P205} 
-Re.seed to Centennial safflower. 1st planting crusted in. No Starter 
added. Planted w/ JD610 drill. - May 16, 95 
-Harvest 910# I Acre Safflowers - Sept . 11 , 95 
Test weight - 37 . 2# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Safflower Production 
Rotation 6 
WINTER WHEAT I SAFFLOWER I SPRING WHEAT 
1995 SDrina Wheat 
-spray on 28-0-0 liquid nitrogen fertilizer at SO#N/A. - Mar . 2 1 , 95 
-Plant to Sharp HRS ( 90#/A rate ) w/610 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0 .  
12° row spacing. - Apr . 3 , 95 
-Ha�vest 2 8 . 8  bu Spring wheat - July 31 ,95  
Test weight - 64 . 4#/bushel 
-Soil SAmpling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Spring Wheat Production 
Rotation 6 S�Y 1995 
Sale o f  Winter Wheat 
Sale of Safflower 
Sale o f  Spring Wheat 
Total Income 
Exoenses 
92 . 60 
1 15 . 56 
7 9 . 68 
287 . 84 
Cost o f  Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Safflower Crop 
Cost o f  Spring Wheat Crop 
Total Cost of Prod. 
$24 . 8 1  Income per acre - 1995 
58 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:1 
I 
:1 
I 
I 
[I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cest I A. 
22 . 5'7 
H ..  fi 
6-. 72 
2.1 .  -8 
. 40 
:Z:3 .D_O 
S .23 
Cost I A. 
1 , 5 
. 4 0  
;u . OQ 
Cost I A. 
a .oo 
a .u  
4 . 00 
e . u  
2 3 . 00 
4 3 . 22 
Jtotation 7 
WINTER WHEAT I CORN I FA!.LOW 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-f"l.&nc co A:;apalioc J6U,A n:a, w/olCI o.: • -S -g-allA qu,J.d l1fhJ,i1 ... ,0. 
Ori Scpe. llc r9� 
-Spz:il.y 2B-�-G .l...:..qu.U! :..:..:tri:!�an =. rtlll-.:c oit dornti� win,:11:::: ..theat a� 
4S#N I Acre rate . - March 21 ,95  
-spray "-I 1110 a:% Ally _.. � .  l o�  LV6 ll:-7, LS 9al/� :.s,'t:eJ - 1111!:t :i;'II{ SS 
-�:e,U, iS . "  �u idnux w�� - J'u.1:y 2...C ., �5-
�a:tt 1oteiq�e - tl.S# I D\l:Shol 
-Soil Sampling 
-!..Qn Cha?'; l!!'S l !HI!! 
Rotatioft 7 
1995 CORN 
-5pH:y "lfi11c1:. •'C\lbbt W/ 2 u.2ra-��X t90dL I • ap:pl.y !.:i.J:p.tid 
n,i:tIOCJBl:I mrt:ili.:::r�.c. 2H-o-D f ieifZl f Al: :cl - oi: c:. . 1111 .i14 
-e1an1:ed eo� At io, flOO � .. r:i!_dtf /A i'.:.o ;;;;115 s-o da.y, , 1::11 .1e"Dd is-p eLl'\9J"' 
24"  rows plus liquid Starter Fertilizer Cl0-34-0) at 6 gal/A rate -
K_ y 1i,9S 
-Sp�ay w/Aat::fffl� � 21 l iu. � Ar:u i;rl� � oil A� i;.; o .... �� U!D 
gallon.a- o.f li\'�Le� f� _.. t2, O:��) t-0 co::rt:r:al p.;.go,nt�.c:'.D11 U'ldi b:tf!�d­
!ea!- 1oLecd- . t gg...!ar-3/e.en �_pray 1! t.e. - J't..Dll! 20-, 9S 
-!i4�e.t-e 'i13-. bo;1 Coen � h;.z,a - � .  1, gs, 
To,: wciqhc - 59.o I �tel 
-Soil Sampling 
-tJLnct Ch.A :eg" 1-H or. 
Rotation 7 
WINTER WHFAT I CORN / FALLOW 
1995 Summer Fallow 
-� ll!t=..eog� !.e.n�-.a. ..... a � to !a.11.ov. - !Uze!l· ll.95 
-Sp� y,�d /'E'allow-MA�tu � c J2 o:/A • •ddaf '":i.va,1!1 t.A?mlii3n.i1Jlll" s\J!.l.:pitt-.11!, 
X-i--; 1 S 9&1.JA .spray L&u.-Ap:rl.l. .Zit, 95-
-Under-cut w/24" wide sweeps to loosen ground and control pigeon-
lJ.t 9 11 .  - .,Yn� u .. -9i 
-SpHy wt Fil.l.low-«.urca.r il: 12 o-:JA PW-' Afflmon.1um Sul.u-t , X-3IJ 
:n.t:c:factaJ:l.t:s - S-uly u I �5 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Co3t of S�r Fallow 
59 
Income 
309 . 52 
206 .64  
516 . 1 6  
Cost I A. 
22 .57  
18 . 60 
6 .  72 
2 1 . 1 6  
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
92 . 4 5  
Cost I A .  
1 4 . 5 0  
1 8 . 60 
4 . 00 
2 3 . 7 1  
1 9 . 4 9  
9 . 4 0  
4 . 90 
1 9 . 82 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
137 . 82 
Rotation 7 SOMMA:RY 
Expenses 
8 9 . 23 
Sale of Winter Wheat 126 . 94 
Sale of Corn 43 .22  
Total Income 259. 39 
$85 . 5 9  Income per acre 
Rotation 8 
WINTER WHEAT I SUNFLOWER / 
1995 Winter Wheat 
1995 
Cost 
Co.st 
Cost 
Total 
- 1995 
CLOVER 
of Winter Wheat 
of Corn C.rop 
of Fallow 
Cost of Prod. 
FALLOW 
Crop 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate) w/JD 610 drill + 6 gal/A ofliquid I 10-34-0, 12" row spacing on Sept . 13 , 94 
-Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60# N I  Acre rate. - March 2 1 , 9 5  
-Spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + 5 . 3  o z  LV6 + X-77 { 5  gal/A rate) - May 17, 95 I -Harvest 6 5 . 8  bu winter wheat - July 24,95  
Test weight - 6 1 . 7 #  I bushel 
-Soil Sampling I -Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Rotation 8 
WINTER WHEAT / SUNFLOWER / CLOVER FALLOW 
1995 SUNFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan TR-10 granules to wheat stubble at 1 #  ai/Acre & 
undercut w/ 24" sweeps at 3-5" deep to incorporate . - Oct . 13 , 94 
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N/A. rate . - Mar . 2 1 , 95 
-Redis k  to final incorporate Treflan granules . - Apr . 5 , 95 
-Plant to Wrangler (oil-type) sunflowers . 18, 000 seeds/A.ere, 24"  row 
spacing. 13"  seed .spacing plus 6 gal/Acre 10-34-0 starter fertilizer. 
Planted w/ Kinze planter finger units on a JD750 drill. Seed weight 
was at 6600 seeds per pound. - June 1 , 95 
- Under-cut and .replanted to Wrangler sunflowers due to heavy cutworm 
damage. Planted at 18 , 000 seeds/A.ere w/24 ° rows . 13"  spacing w/ no 
starter fertilizer. - June 15, 95 
-Spray w/ Lorsban to control cut-worms . 1 pint/Acre plus water at 8 
gallons/Acre spray rate. - June 1 9 , 95 
-Broadcast on yellow sweetclover at 6# I acre rate. 
-Harvest 1300# I Ac.re Sunflowers - Oct. 2 , 95 
Test weight - 2 6 . 6# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Sunflower Production 
60 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Co.st I 'A. .  
2 3 . 00 
2 7 . 00 
Income 
2n.n 
130 . 00 
423 . 47 
Rotation 8 
WINTER WHE'AT / SUNFLOWER / CLOVER FALLOW 
1995 Clover Fallow 
-Na 1r.lt:.1:-c�11 t rtil_;c.r 1-:fdtr.1 -:c t&-J.-ow. - � :U,�s 
-Vnde:.:::-cml: 1,r/2{ "  wi-de: �P= t:o lQ:Qi:11:ll -;�.gw-ci. e.;:;11C-..--ol pS.�e�t1-
�� s. t:Erml.Q.aO! q-ro"'1.tuJ Legume. - Jun!!! 15 .. :% 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Summer Fallow 
Rotation 8 S�Y 1995 
S.l.a cf vl:...nt:er Wbea.1;. 
Sale o f  Sunflowers 
Total I ncome 
Ex.eenses 
�"' � s 
1,37.82 
27 . 00 
257 . 2 7  
eo�� _!!:f lf��e:� llhea� c� 
c��c cf s1mflq1.11•r e.:op 
Cost of Clover Fallow 
Total Cost o f  Production 
$55 . 40 Income per acre - 1995 
Rotation 9 
WINTER WHE'AT / SAFFLOWER / CLOVER FALLOW 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
22. . 57 -el.an't. 1;0 .n.ra_pilhoe {E.!lf/A .ra�I w/JD 610 dtl11 f q11l/A ct liquid! 
lD--l-l-0, 1111 .r:c-,,.. ! ptu�.!.� Qt.I se-_pc. u, �-"' 
13 . 11 -Spr=1y 28-0----0 l..!:quid Ni�m;u !c.C'til-� on d.o�?!.t: •.ri'rl'!:e_: ,m .. 11,t .at. 
40# N I  Acre rate. - March 2 1 , 95 
6 . 72 -Spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + ; . 3  oz LV6 + X-77 ( 5  gal/A rate) - May 1 7 , 95 
1 9 . 90 -Harvest 5 9 . 5  bu winter �heat - July 24 , 95 
Test weight - 61 .2#  I bushel 
. 4U -Soil Sampling 
2J .QD -Land Charges 1995 
8 5 . 96 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
61 
Cost I A. 
14 . 50 
1 8 . 60 
4 . 00 
2 6 . 17 
1 6 . 85 
4 . 90 
12 . 10 
.. 40 
2 3 . 00 
120 . 52 
Co.st I A, 
o . oo 
4 . 00 
23 . 00 
2 7 . 00 
Income 
265 . 37 
101 .  53 
366 . 90 
Rotation 9 
WINTER WHF.AT / SAFFLOWER / CLOVER FALLOW 
1995 SAFFLOWERS 
-Apply Treflan (TR-10 )  granules to wheat stubble at 1# ai/Acre & 
undercut w/24 ° sweeps at 3-5" deep to incorporate. - Oct . 13 , 95 
-Apply liquid Nitrogen fertilizer 2 8-0-0 { 60#N/Acre) - March 2 1 , 95 
-Disked at 4"  deep to final incorporate Treflan - April 5 , 95 
-Plant Safflowers w/JD 610  drill (Centennial ) 20#/A, 20" rows , 
Starter Fertilizer (10-34-0)  added at 6 . 8  gal/A. ( 8#N, 27#P205/Acre} 
-Reseed to Centennial safflower. 1st planting crusted in. No Starter 
added . Planted w/ JD610 drill. - May 16 ,95  
-Broadcast on yellow sweetclover at  6 #  I acre rate. 
-Harvest 923# I Acre Safflowers - Sept . 11 , 95 
Test weight - 37 . 8#/bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Safflower Production 
Rotation 9 
WINTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER / CLOVER -1:"ALLOW 
1995 Clover Fallow 
-No Nitrogen fertilizer added to fallow. - March 2 1 , 95 
-Under-cut w/24 ° wide sweeps to loosen ground, control pigeon-
grass & terminate growing legume. - June 15 , 95 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Swnmer Fallow 
Rotation 9 SOMHARY 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat 
Sale o f  Safflowers 
Total Income 
Expenses 
8 5 . 96 
120 . 52 
27 . 00 
233 .48  
Cost of Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Safflower Crop 
Cost of Clover Fallow 
Total Cost of Production 
$44 , 47  I ncome per acre - 1995 
62 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cost I A. 
22 . 57 
18 . 60 
6 .  72 
1 3 . 30 
. 4 0  
23 . 00 
84 . 59 
Rotation 10 
WINTER WHEAT I FLAX I MILLET 
1995 Winter Wheat 
-Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate) w /JD 750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 
10-34-0 on Sept . 2 1 , 94 
-Spray 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre. - March 21 , 95 
-spray w/ 1/10 oz Ally + 5 , 3  oz LV6 + X-77 ( 5  gal/A ratel - May 1 7 , 95 
-Harvest 2 6 . S  bu Winter wheat - July 24 ,95  
Test weight - 60. 9# I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production 
Rotation 10 
WINTER WHEAT / FLAX / MILLET 
Cost I A. 1995 FLAX 
9 . 47 -Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer 28-0-0 (25#N/1'.E:re}  -
Mar . 2 1 , 95 
1 2 . 59 -Spray Roundup 12 oz/A + additives (liquid ammonium sulfate, X-77) 
plus Buctril @ 12 oz/Acre (8 gal/A rate) - April 2 8 , 95 
2 0 . 56 -Plant to Rahab Flax 45#/Acre plus 4 gal/Acre of 10-34-0 w/JD 610 
drill, 10" row spacing - May 1 6 , 9 5  
1 3 , 29 -Spray w/Poast at 12  oz/A plus crop oil at S . 12 oz/Acre ( 64 oz/100 
gal water} 8 gal/Acre spray rate to control pigeon-grass. -
June 20, 95 
12 . 00 -Harvest 6 . 4  bu I Acre Flax - August 1 6 , 95 
Test weight - 53 . 3# I bushel 
, 4 0  -Soil Smrpling 
2 3 . 00 -Land Charges 1994 
9 1 .  31 Total Cost of Flax Production 
63 
Cost I 
1 0 . 33 
1 7 . 2 7  
8 . 11 
7 . 4 3  
1 9 . 07 
14 . 00 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
9 9 . 61 
Income 
118 . 19 
2 5 . 60 
1 0 1 . 2 5  
245 . 04 
A. 
Rotation 10 
WINTER WHEAT I FLAX / MILLET 
1995 Millet 
-Spray to control volunteer flax and grassy-weeds w/ 12 oz/A Roundup 
plus additives (Ammonium Sulfate, X-77 surfactant} plus 3/4# ai 
Aatrex( 90dfl 8 gal/A spray rate . - Oct . 10 , 94 
-Apply liquid nitrogen fertilizer ( 28-0-0) at 55#N/Acre - March 2 1 , 95 
-Spray w/Fallow-master 32 oz/A plus additives (Ammonium Sulfate, X-77) 
8 gal/A spray rate. - April 2 8 , 95 
-sprayed w/ 12 oz Roundup plus additives (�nium Sulfate + X-77) to 
control pigeon-grass . 8 gallon/Acre spray rate. - June 1 , 95 
-Planted to Earlybird millet w/JD6l0 drill . w/ starter fertilizer( l0-
34-0) at 6 gal I Acre . Row spacing at 12 ... Seeding rate was at 
20#/A. - June 1 , 95 
-Harvest 1500 # Millet - August 2 1 , 95 
Test weight - 51 . 8  # I bushel 
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Production 
Rotation 10 SOMMARY 1995 
Sale of Winter Wheat 
Sale o f  Flax 
Sale of Millet 
Total Income 
Expenses 
8 4 . 5 9  
91 .31  
99 . 61 
275 . 5 1  
Cost o f  Winter Wheat Crop 
Cost of Flax Crop 
Cos� of Millet Crop 
Total Cost of  Production 
-$10 . 16 Income per acre - 1995 
Rotation 11 
WINTER WHEAT I CORN / MILLET 
Cost I A. 1995 Winter Wheat 
2 2 . 57 -Plant to Arapahoe ( 60#/A rate) w/750 drill + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. 
on Sept . 2 1 , 94 
1 8 . 60 -Spray 2 8-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 
60#N I Acre. - March 2 1 , 95 
6 . 72 -Spray w/ l/10 oz Ally + 5 . 3  oz LV6 + X-77 ( 5  gal/A rate) - May 17 ,95 
14 . 22 -Harvest 3 1 . 1  bu Winter wheat - July 2 4 , 9 5  
Test weight - 61 . 6# I bushel 
. 40 -Soil Sampling 
2 3 . 00 -Land Charges 1995 
8 5 . 5 1  Total Cost o f  Winter Wheat Production 
64 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Rotation 11 
WINTER WHEAT I CORN / MILLET 
Cost / A. 1995 CORN 
Z5.R -S-Jlnry W'h ;11: :i.�hl - >,r/ 2 1../2� de N-:.:c tJOd-!"l ;uu:s; llqw.:d ni� 
£erti..ll��� 2�-ll-0 150;�/Al:.re, - C��.lOrB• 
38 . 54 -Planted Corn at 20, 000 � /A �io l90� t90 d.yJ , 13� 4eed 9pae..J.n9J 
f,q •• co� plia clJ.q.u.i;i Scu;t : F�t' ,re:::: 1��3 -Di rt � pl/A. : te -
May 16'� �:i 
J-O.all -Sprcy w/ne�c!lt At: 2.J l  nz _p:a..z. � pl..111 e;op c--l- 4t;. 'd• o� .JI'!!'.!!' lOO 
gallons of water ( 5 . 12 oz/Acre) to control pigeon-grass and broad-
1�Af � - � �Allon.:,,/m�tc �p�ey rat�. � 3une 20;9�' 
22. 54 -Ha.cv•:i t 72. 7 bu C'ocn I .A!u• - Oct� ?-. i3 
T�� we-i'}ht: - S.9 • ,Cl;. I bl.atu•l. 
. 4 0  -Soil Sampling 
2 3 . 00 -Land Charges 1994 
130 . 90 Total Cost of Corn Production 
Co.st I A. 
H • .St 
7 . 4 3  
u .. 011 
T.. «3 
10.is 
12 . 00 
. 4 0  
2 3 . 00 
94 . 7 6  
Income 
�-a . 11 
203 . 56 
16�137 
i59 .. ·U 
Rotation 11 
WINTER WHEAT I CORN I MILLET 
1995 Millet 
-Sp""'"'Y- vi �aw-is:s-t� 3:2. -0;1� ]21.us il.ddiUV&� ,�� :Stlllnlte,1 
1;-n � • plu.s !1qu.:..d M.-!:;:0:�11 f�t:!.ll::1!;- 12.a-0-0 I a-t: Z.Sinllu=n -
/..plfil 1"'. ,-5 
-Sprayed w/ 12 oz Roundup plus additives (Ammonium sul fate + X-77} to 
ccn1t?Ol p!gi:an-g CJll!r!I • I gall.an/ Acz:a :spray .tilaCCh "" ,1� l ,  �_s 
-i'-L.mt,ed to �lyb.ud ffiil.i.ct .w/.:nr'ulD �. vi :t'C.ll.cC ;- ertil.izi:.r 1 10-
J.,:-1;1 t 1:P.-t ti cpl I ��. �ow .sp&�g 4'-� .1..2..... • se:S1ilng :t :1"t.-o wiu1 11 t; 
20#/A. - June 1 , 95 
-�::::.-y will a:- l!:o� iO' r::o lull -cue; .:;u.-g on--q.ai�c$. Mi..1.-�-t AS::illf.ld W:IUI 
i::s>eeell�ttl! _butt w� p-=:c5.S-\Ui'O was l'!.12Ny� - June :Hi, 95 
-�1:c t:o RHe mill.ct -at 2.!J .ltJ;..'"C' !l� t&.c:te� �=H 1, 71'!1" .il.d.di!d. 
Planted with JD 610 drill in 12"  rows . - June 2 7 , 9 5  
-Harvest 250# Millet - August 21 ,95  
-Soil Sampling 
-Land Charges 1995 
Total Cost of Millet Prod�ction 
Rot:ation 11 SOMMARY 1995 
Expenses 
Ja.Mi of Winter Wheat 8 5 . 5 1  Cost of Wheat Crop 
Sale of Corn 130 . 9 0  Co.st of Corn Crop 
.!ta.La df t«.1.1.e� H.Ttf CQIC o! �-et: crop 
Tot:al !nCl'm!.e lll.17 '!l)t,a! CCl_st en �zM. 
$15 . 99 Income per acre - 1995 
65 
Cost of Inputs - 1995 
Arapahoe Winter Wheat . •  $6 . 50/Bu 
Sharp Spring Wheat • • • • •  $7 . 00/Bu 
Earlybird Millet . . . . . . . .  . 15/# 
Rahab Flax • • • • • . . • • • . • . .  9 . 00/Bu 
NO-TILL PLANTING CHARGES 
$ 7 . 85/Acre 
Pio 3905 Corn . • . . • • • • • .  8 9 . 90/Bu { 8 0 , 000 
Wrangler Sunflowers • • •  141 . 50/50# 
Centennial Safflowers • .  22 . 50/50# 
Sweetclover . • • • • • • • • • . • . . 40/# 
kernels) LANO CHARGES 
LIQOID F.EJ\TILIZEllS 
10-34-0 • . . . • . • • . • • • . .  $235/Ton ( $ 1 .  37 /gal) 
28-0-0 • • . • . • . • . . • • . . • •  145/Ton ($ . 7 8/gal) 
HERBICIDES 
Roundup RT • . • . • • . . . • . .  $36. 63/gal 
X-77 (Surfactant) • • • . •  1 6 . 50/gal 
Ammonium Sulfate • • • • • • • .  3 . 90/gal 
Atrazine 90df • • • • • • • • • • •  3 . 48/lb 
Crop Oil . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • .  4 . 90/gal 
Buctril • . • • • . • • . . • • • • • .  55 . 00/gal 
Accent • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • •  2 6 . 66/oz 
Ally • . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • .  25 . 12/oz 
Treflan 10% granules • • . •  1 . 05/lb 
LV6 ( 2 , 4D Ester) • • • • • • .  1 9 . 82/gal 
Banvel • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . •  76 .  35/gal 
8ronate . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • •  53.  97 I gal 
Poast • . • . • . • . • • • . • • • .  107. 60/gal 
Fallow Master . • • • . • • • . •  16 . 44/gal 
INSECTICIDES 
Lorsban 4E . . . • • . . • • • • • .  51 . 25/gal 
( From 
$23. 00/Acre 
SPRAY APPLICATION FEE 
$ 3 . 00/Acre 
HARVEST CHARGES 
Base is $12/A @ 20 bushel s .  
$ . 20/Bu for yields above 2 0  bushels 
GRAIN SALE VALtJES 
Dakota Mill at Rapid City Nov l ,  95) 
Winter Wheat-1 1 . 6% pro • . •  $ 4 . 46/bu 
Spring Wheat-12% pro . • • . • .  4 . 55/bu 
corn #2 yellow • . • • • . • • • . • .  2 . 80/bu 
Proso Millet . . . . . . . . • . • . . .  6 . 75/cwt 
Flax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 .  00/bu 
Sunflowers {oil-type) . . • •  1 0 . 00/cwt 
Safflowers (oil-type) . . • .  1 1 . 00/cwt 
SOIL SAMPLING � ANAL�SIS 
S . 4 0 I A.ere 
MECUHICAL TILLAGE C&AaGE 
$ 4 . 00/Acre 
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Winter Wheat Date of Planting & Gustafson Seed Treatment Study. 1993-95 
Cooperators: Kevin Meyers (Draper, SD) 1993-94, Paul Patterson (Draper. SD) 1994-95 & 
Rex Haskens (Hayes, SD) 1993-95 
Objectives: To document percent of ground cover achieved when planting at 4 separate 
planting dates To evaluate insect problems associated with early planting dates. To evaluate 
the insecticide, Gaucho; as a seed treatment to control fall aphids. 
Procedure: Arapahoe and Vista were seeded on 4 planting dates at two locations in western 
South Dakota for 2 consecutive years. The trials were seeded with a John Deere notched 
double disk hoe drill with starter fertilizer (10-34·0) at 6.3 gallons/Acre. Row spacing was at 12 
inches. The plots were evaluated for aphids on October 21, 93. There were virtually no aphids 
found that fall. The plots were evaluated for aphids and sampled on October 20,94. The plots 
were evaluated for percent ground cover produced by the growing winter wheat on October 21, 
93 and October 20,94. Results are listed below in TABLES 3 & 4. 
Seeding rates were increased at later planting dates. A seeding rate of 45# seed/A was used 
on Aug 25 of 93,94; 60lf./A on Sept 8 of 93,94; 75#/A on Sept 22 of 93,94; and 90#/A on Oct 
6,93 & Oct 11,94. 
A winter wheat boarder network was seeded on the first seeding date at Draper and at the 
2nd seeding date at Hayes in 1993. In 1994, the Draper network was planted on August 25. The 
Hayes network was planted on August 26� The intent was to attract various species of 
insects that vector viral diseases to the winter wheat in the trial. All controls and systemic 
insecticide treatments were replicated 4 times in each trial at each seeding date. The 0/0 rate 
(Control) has DQ insecticide. The (1/4) is .5 oz ai/100 lbs seed. The (112) refers to 1 oz ai/100 lbs 
seed. The (1/1) refers to full rate or 2 oz ai/100 lbs of seed. 
The harvested plots measured 24'wide x 52'1ong in 1994. The first 2 planting dates at Hayes 
were harvested on July 13, 94. The first 2 planting dates at Draper were harvested on July 
15,94. The 3rd and 4th plantings were harvested on July 26,94 at Draper and July 27,94 at 
Hayes. In 1995, the 1st two planting dates at Draper were harvested on July 19. The 1st 3 
planting dates were harvested at Hayes on July 21. The last 2 dates at Draper were harvested 
on July 27. The last planting date at Hayes was harvested on July 31, 1995. 
Results: Tables 35 through 42 list results collected from this two year study. 
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TABLE 35 Aphids/sarnple ( 20 .seedlings ) a.s of October 20, 1994 
S"e-Blin.a Dal:J!. 
A:..fi 25, !Ii S-o_pe a:: Sept 22 Oct 11 
Aphids/ Aphids/ Aphids/ Aphids/ 
Insecticide Sample Sample Sample Sample 
V.a_!'.1 e: i:; l Rate (D)  (HI (DI ( H }  (0)  (H)  (D)  (H) 
Arapahoe 0/0 32 . S  4 6 . 0  4 . 9  1 8 . 0  2 . 0  3 . 0  0 0 
A.t'apahoe 1/4 1 7 . 8  4 8 . 8  . 5  2 . 8  0 . 5  0 0 
Arapahoe 1/2 7 . 8  1 6 . 3  1 . 0  l .  0 . s  . 3  0 0 
Arapahoe 1/1 1 0 . 8  5 . 5  6 . 3  1 .  5 . 3  0 0 0 
Vista 0/0 2 4 . 3  27. S . a  1 9 . 5  5 . 8  1 .  0 0 0 
Vista 1/4 13 . 8  2 5 . 8  1 .  0 6 . 8  . 3  0 0 0 
Vhta 1/2  1 0 . e  1 3 . 3  1 . 5  1 .  0 0 . 3  0 0 
Vista 1/1 4 . 8  1 3 . 5  2 . 0  . 3  . 3  0 0 0 
LSD ( 0 . 05 } =  1 5 . 3  3 4 . 2  7 . 0  1 1 . 2  3 . 1  1 .  7 n/a n/a 
C . V . '= 68 . 0  9 4 . 6  2 13 . 4  119 .  5 1 90 . 1  184 . 8  n/a n/a 
( D I =  Draper Location 
(H }=  Hayes Location 
�LE 36 Summary of Combined locations for 1994 & 1995 
(Draper 1994, 1995 plus Hayes 1994 , 1995) 
Insecticide Ave. Bushels/A.ere Ave-. % G.round Cover 
Variet:l Rate 8-25 9-8 9-22 10-6 a-2s 9-8 9-2 2  10-6 
Arapahoe 0/0 3 1 . 5  4 0 . 9  4 1 , 2 35 . 6  57 . 5  33 . 3  13 . 8  0 
A.ca pa hoe 1/4 35 . l  4 1 . 1  4 0 . 6  38 . S  63 . 5  3 4 . 8  15 . 0  0 
Arapahoe 1/2 35.4  4 3 . 0  42 . 3  3 7 . 6  5 9 . 3  3 6 . 3  1 5 . 0  0 
A.t'apahoe 1/1 35 . 4  42 . 2  42 . 3  37 . 9  62 . 0  38 . 3  1 4 . 3  0 
Vista 0/0 30 .3  3 8 . S  4 0 . 7  37 . 8  5 8 . 8  3 5 . 0  1 5 . 8  0 
Vista 1/4 30 .9  3 9 . 6  4 0 . 9  3 1 . 0  60 . 5  2 9 . 5  1 6 . 0  0 
Vista 1/2 34. . 8  4 0 . 5  4 1 . 9  3 8 . 0  64 . 0  3 6 . 5  1 6 . 8  0 
Vista l/1 3 3 . 3  4 0 . 3  4 2 . 3  37 . 8  65 .0  36 . 8  1 6 . 5  0 
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TABLE 37 % Ground Cover as of 
Aug 25 
Insecticide % Cover 
\'ari!rt;y Ra.te { D) (H}  
Arapahoe 0/0 9 0  38 
Arapahoe l/4 94 48 
Arapahoe l/2 78 50 
Arapahoe 1/1 88 48 
Vista 0/0 84 36 
Vista 1/4 84 42 
Vista 1/2 88 4 8  
Vista 1/1 90 50 
LSD ( 0 . 05 } =  10 4 
C .  V, :::r 8 7 
(D) = Draper Location 
(H )• Hayes Location 
TABLE 38 % Ground Cover as of 
Aug: 8;26 
Insecticide '"' Cova.: 
Va.riet:t Rate (D)  (H)  
Arapahoe 0/0 62 50 
Arapahoe 1/4 74 48 
Arapahoe 1/2 63 46 
Arapahoe 1/1  69 43 
Vista 0/0 69 4 6  
Vista 1/4 63 53 
Vista l/2 64 56 
Vista 1/l 67 53 
LSD ( 0 . 05 ) =  11 9 
C.V. = l l  1 3  
(D }• Draper Location 
( H } =  Hayes Location 
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October 20,  1994 
?l.ati. �ins: C9te 
S�t Sept 22 Oct 1 1  
� Co'.•�= I Cover I Cover 
{D I  {H )  ID )  ( H )  'D) (H)  
44 30 1 6  14 0 0 
48 28 18 16 0 0 
so 28 18 16 0 0 
46  42 18 12 0 0 
4 6  2 8  16  14 0 
42 26 18  12  0 0 
48  30  16 1 4  0 0 
48  32 18 14 0 0 
6 8 4 2 
9 16 15 17 
October 21,  1993 
Plott 't1r1.51 l>• t: 1J 
Sipt: : Sep� 2-2 ,Cf!t. 6 
i Cov -:: % Cover % Cover 
(D) (H)  (D)  {H) ( D) (H)  
36 23 16 9 0 0 
35 28 18 8 0 0 
3 8  29 1 5  1 1  0 0 
36 29  15 9 0 0 
36 30 18  1 5  0 0 
36 14 21  1 3  0 0 
38 30 21 1 6  0 0 
37 30 20 14 0 0 
5 6 4 3 
10 14 1 6  17 
TABLE 39 1995 Yield Results at the Draper Location 
l'l- nt.il'lo 11at:e 
Insecticide Aug 25 .s.cpi:; a Sar� l.2. 
Variet::r'. Rate #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A iJ'bu Eu.I.A 
Arapahoe 0/0 57 . 9  19 . 3  5 9 . 8  35 .0  62 . 7 2 9 . S  
Arapahoe 1/4 57 . 8  22 . 1• 60 . 0  37 . 1  62 . 8  27 . 2  
Arapahoe 1/2  57 . 9  25 .0'*  60 . 0  38 . 4  62 . 7  29 . 3  
Arapahoe 1 / 1  5 8 . 7  2 4 . 3• 60 . 1  36 . 0  62 . 4  28 . 1  
Vista 0/0 5 9 . 0  1 9 . 8  59 . 9  3 9 . 3  62 . l 2 6 . 6  
Vista 1/4 58 . 3  2 4 . 7 *  5 9 . 6  40 . 3  61.  7 2 9 . 9  
Vista 1/2 5 8 . 5  2 6 . 3 *  60 . 4  40 . 4  6 1 .  6 2 9 . 8  
Vista 1/l 58 . 7  2 6 . 4• 60 . 2  39 . 4  6 1 .  6 30 . 8  
LSD ( 0 . 05 ) =  1 . 3  4 . 1  . 9  4 . 8  1 . 0  4 . 8  
C.V. = 1 .  5 11 . a  1 .  0 8 . 5  1 . 1  1 1 . 4  
• = Significant yield response due to treatment a.s compared to the 
TABLE 40 1994 Yield Results at the Draper Location 
PlantinQ Date 
Insecticide Aug 25 Sept 8 Sept 22 
Variet:i:: Rate #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A 
Arapahoe 0/0 61 . 8  Cl . 4  63 .2  4 6 . 2  62 . 9  40 . S  
Arapahoe 1/4 61 . 9  4 4 . 6  62 . 3  ,s .3  62 . 6  4 3 . 3  
Arapahoe 1/2 62 . 0  4C . 9• 63 . 0  4 6 . S  6 3 . 2  4 4 .  8• 
Arapahoe 1 / 1  62 . 2  4 4 . 8 •  61 . 9  49 .8  63 . 8  45 .8*  
Vista 0/0 63 . 0  4 1 . ,  63 . 5  C 6 . l  63 . 3  4 6 . 1  
Vista 1/4 63 . l  43 . 8  63 . 0  47 . S  63 . 6  4 6 . 8  
Vista 1/2 62 . 9 4 6 . 0 *  6 1 .  8 48 . 3  62 . 9 4 6 . 9  
Vista 1/l 62 . 4  43 . 9  62 . 6  .C7 . 8  63 . S  4 8 . 6  
LSD ( 0 . 05 ) = 1 .  3 3 . 4  l .  l 3 . 9  l .  l 3 . 1  
c.v. = 1 .  4 5 . 3  1 . 2  5 . 6  1 . 2  4 . 7  
. ;: Significant yield response due to treatment as compared to the 
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Oi;e; 
:!=/bu !Bu/A. 
63 . 5  31,7  
63 . 2  34 . 1  
63 . 2  3C . 6  
63 . 3  32 . 9  
6 1 .  5 29.S  
61 . 9 31 .8  
62 . 1  2 9 . 8  
62 . 3 31 . 7  
1 .  0 4 . 4  
1 . 1  9 . 3  
control . 
Qcl! � 
#/bu Bu/A 
61 . 5  27 . 9  
62 . l  3 4 . 8 *  
6 1 .  8 33. S  
6 1 .  l 31 . 3  
62 . 5  3C .O  
62 . 0 29 . 8  
62 . 9 3C . 3  
62 . 7  2 9 . 7  
1 .  4 6 . 7  
1 . 5  1 4 , 3  
contro l .  
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I TABLE 41  1995 Yield Results at the Hayes Location 
I 
Planting: Date 
Insecticide Aug 2 5  Sept 8 Sept 22 Oet 6 
Variet� Rate #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A 
I Arapahoe 0/0 5 9 . 5  25 . 9  5 7 . 8  32 . 2  6 1 . 5  4 5 . l  6 1 .  9 4 0 . 0  Arapahoe l/4 60 . 6  3 0 . 7  58 . 7  34 . 4  62 . 0  42 . 1  62 . 2  4 1 . 4  Arapahoe 1/2 6 1 . 2  3 0 . 9* 5 9 . 2  3 6 . 0  6 1 . l  44 . 4  63 . 2  3 7 . 9  
Arapahoe 1/1 5 8 . 8  3 0 . 2  60 . 9  3 4 . 6  62 . 0  4 5 . 1  62 . 7  4 1 . 8  
I Vista 0/0 6 1 . 2  2 9 . l  6 1 .  0 3 6 . 8  6 1 . 5  4 7 . 2  62 . 5  42 . 3  
Vista 1/4 6 1 .  9 3 1 . 2  6 1 . 1  4 0 . 2  61 .  9 4 4 . 1  6 1 .  5 3 9 . 4  
Vista 1/2 6 1 . 3  3 3 . 7  6 0 . 0  3 6 . 8  62 . 4 47 . 3  63 . 1  40 . 8  
I Vista 1 / 1  6 1 .  0 32 . 1  60 . 5  38 . 9  61 . 6 4 5 . 8  63 . S  4 3 . 0  
LSD { 0 . 05 ) = 1 . 9  4 . 9  2 . 2  6 . 6  1 . 3  5 . 3  l .  6 4 . 3  
I 
C . V . -= 2 . 1  1 1 . 0  2 . 4  1 2 . 4  1 .  4 8 . 0  1 . 8  7 . 1  
• = Significant yield response due to treatment a.s compared to the control. 
I 
I TABLE 42 1994Yield Results at the Hayes Location 
I 
PlantinSI Date 
Insecticide Aug 2 5  Sept 8 Sept 22 Oct 6 
Variety Rate #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A #/bu Bu/A 
I 
Arapahoe 0/0 62 . a 4 0 . 0  63 . 4  5 0 . 0  61 . 2  4 9 . 6  6 1 . 2  4 2 . 5  
Arapahoe 1/4 62 . S 4 2 . 0  63 . 2  48 . 7  61 . 1  4 9 . 5  60 . 9  4 3 . 6  
Arapahoe l/2 62 . 5  4 0 . 7  62 . 9  5 0 . 7  6 1 .  7 5 0 . 5  6 1 . 2  4 4 .  3 
Arapahoe 1/1  62 . 8  4 2 . 0  63 . 2  4 8 . 1  6 1 .  6 5 0 . l  60 . 7  45. 5* 
I Vista 0/0 63 . 5  3 0 . 8  63 . 9  3 1 .  6 62 . 4  42 . 8  60 . 9  4 5 . 2  Vista 1/4 63 . 5  2 3 . 7  63 . 9  3 0 . 3  62 . 0  4 2 . 8  6 1 .  0 4 6 . 9  
Vista 1/2 63 . 0  3 3 . l  64 . 4  3 6 . l  6 1 . 8  4 3 . 5  60 . 9  4 7 . 0  
I Vista 1 / 1  64 . 3  3 0 . 6  64 . 9  34 . 8  62 . 2  4 3 . 9  6 1 . 1  4 6 . 8  
LSD ( 0 . 0 5 ) =  1 . 2  9 . 3  1 .  0 4 . 7  1 . 0  3 . 2  1 . 1  2 . 6  
I 
C . V. = 1 . 3  17 . 8  l .  l 7 . 7  1 . 1  4 . 7  1 .  3 3 . 9  
. '"' Significant yield response due to treatment as compared to the control.  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 71 
Discussion: The early dates of planting, August 25 and September 8 significantly increased the 
percentage of ground cover. The ground cover of more than 30 percent in combination with old 
crop residue reduced the wind erosion potential. The combination of growing crop plus the old 
crop residue has been used to meet the requirements of conservation compliance. The later 
planting dates, September 22 and October 6 had very little fall growth and did not protect soil or 
crop from wind erosion. 
The earty planting date August 25 promoted the development of aphids on the crop when 
aphids were present in the area. The bird cherry oat aphid transmitted the barley yellow dwarf 
virus disease to the winter wheat crop in the fall of 1994. The virus disease reduced the crop 
yields during the summer of 1995. 
The systemic seed treatment insecticide Gaucho did significantly reduce the aphid populations 
during the fall of 1994 on the August 25 planting date. The yields from the August planting date 
were significantly increased by the use of the Gaucho seed treatment. This insecticide was 
cleared for use on winter wheat in September of 1995. 
The yield of the two winter wheat varieties were effected by planting dates. The highest yield 
due to planting date varied some over the two years. The early and late planting dates generally 
had lower yields than the September 8 and September 22 planting dates. The data collected 
would indicate that aphid population on the winter wheat could be reduced by planting after 
September 8 during the fall of 1994. 
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Conversion of CRP to Cropland 
Cooperator: Dave Finneman of Rapid City, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate tillage practices to convert CRP to cropland. 
Procedure: The CRP field to be used in this experiment was 400 foot by 800 foot. The 
experiment area was mowed with a rotary mower April 1 ,  1994. The conventionally tilled plots 
were disked two times on April 15, 1994. On May 16, 1994 the regrowth of grass and weeds 
on the no..till and min-till plots was sprayed with 32 ounces per acre of Roundup, 24 ounces 
LV6, ester of 2,4·0, and ammonium sulfate. The area was sprayed a second time on June 15, 
1994 with 24 ounces per acre Roundup, 16 ounces/A 2,4-D amine plus additives. The 
minimum tillage plots and the conventional tillage plots were worked with 24 inch wide sweeps 
on June 30, 1994. The no-tillage fallow and millet plots were sprayed again September 20, 
1994 with 1 quart per acre of paraquat. The minimum tillage and conventional tillage plots 
were worked with a tandem disk to prepare a seed bed on September 1, 1994. 
The plots were seeded to Arapahoe winter wheat on September 25, 1994. The no-till and 
minimum tillage plots were seeded with a JD750 no-till drill. The conventional tilled plots were 
seeded with a furrow type drill. All plots had a good stand of winter wheat in the fall of 1994. 
The no-till and minimum tillage plots had more downy brome-grass present than the 
conventionally tilled plots. The downy brome-grass was present in all plots. The experimental 
area was sprayed for broadleaf weeds during the spring of 1995. All plots were harvested for 
yield on August 7, 1995. The yield data is presented in TABLE 43. 
Results: 
TABLE 43 
Production Method Rep I Rep I I  Rep I l l  Rep IV Average 
bu/acre 
No-Till 28.2 28.2 27.3 25.9 27.4 
Conventional Tillage 31 .4 48.5 53.0 44.8 44.4 
Minimum Tillage 35.7 26.7 27.3 31.6 30.3 
No-Till Millet 38.9 34.4 NIA 31 .6 35.0 
Discussion: The Roundup was not effective in controlling the side-oats grama grass in the 
min-till and no-till plots. The min-till and no-till plots had more downy bromegrass present 
during the growing season. The competition from these two grasses reduced the winter wheat 
yields. The cool season grasses were easily controlled with the Roundup application. 
Therefore it will be important for producers to determine the species of grasses in the CRP 
prior to attempting the no-till conversion to cropland. The no-till millet crop was not harvested 
due to poor yields. The summer was very dry after the millet was planted. 
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Chloride & Fungicides on Winter Wheat 
Cooperator: Greg Krebsbach of New Underwood, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate the use of chloride fertilizer and fungicides to control leaf spotting 
diseases on winter wheat. 
Procedure: Winter Wheat had been planted no-till into standing winter wheat stubble in the 
fall of 1994. The 1995 crop of winter wheat had a good potential for the development of leaf 
spotting diseases. Three rates of potassium chloride were applied during the spring tillering 
stage of the winter wheat crop. The fungicide treatments were applied tater at the early flag­
leaf stage of growth. The fungicide treatments were applied alone and in combination with 
earlier applied potassium chloride. The potassium chloride treatments were weighed out and 
applied by hand to each plot. The fungicides were applied with a sprayer applying 17 gallons 
of spray solution per acre. 
Results: 
TABLE 44 
Treatment Test Wt Yield 
Lbs/bu Bu/A 
Control 62.9 44.7 
50# KCI 63.1 46.9 
1 00# KCI 61.4 47.8 
Folicur 62.7 50.4 
Tilt 64.0 50.0 
Tilt + 50# KCI 62.3 52.1 
Tilt + 100# KCI 63.2 53.8 
LSD(0.05) = 1 .7 7.4 
CV = 1 .5 8.4 
Discussion: The grain yields did show a small positive response to the chloride application. 
The response was not significant with only a 2 to 3 bushel increase in yield. The soil test 
indicated 60 pounds per acre chloride was present in the top 2 foot of soil. This level of 
chloride would generally be considered adequate for wheat production. Two experiments were 
established in the fall of 1995 to evaluate the response of chloride on soils testing less than 20 
pounds per acre. 
The application of foliar applied fungicides in combination with the chloride treatments did 
significantly increase the grain yield over the check plot. The greatest response was due to the 
fungicide application. 
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Fungicide Application on Winter Wheat 
Test Location: Hayes & Wall Rotation Studies 
Objectives: To determine if fungicide applications made at early flag-leaf stage could increase 
grain yields. 
Procedure: Winter wheat plots in two crop rotation studies were split and one half of each plot 
was sprayed with fungicide. Tilt fungicide was applied in 17 gallons per acre of spray solution. 
The treated half of the plots were harvested seperately and grain yields were compared to the 
non-treated portion of the plot. The study was replicated 4 times at each location. 
Results: 
TABLE 45  
HAYES ROTATION STUDY 
Fungicide Rotation Rotation Rotation Rotation Rotation 
Treatment A B c D-1 D-2 
Tilt (yield) 5 3 . 4  bu 63 . 3  bu 5 6 . 6  bu 40 . 8  bu 50 . 1  bu 
Tilt ( test wt) 6 0 . 8 #  61 .  5 #  62 . 6# 60 . 1 #  62 . 9# 
Control (yield) 4 4 . 2  bu 5 5 . 7  bu 44 . 2  bu 34 . S  bu 47 . 0  bu 
Control (test wt} 60 . 0# 60 . 6# 6 1 . 9# 59 . 3# 62 . 7# 
TABLE 46  
Fungicide 
Treatment 
Tilt (yld} 
Tilt (tw) 
LSD ( 0 . 05 )  � 1 . 6#/bushel for test weight and 1 6 . 6  bu/Acre 
CV = 1 . 8  for test weight and 2 3 . 3  for yield. 
WALL ROTATION STUDY 
Rot Rot Rot Rot Rot Rot Rot Rot 
1 2 l ,if 5 0 7 8 
7 5 . 9  32 . 1  32 . 2  3 0 . 7  2 8 . 4  3 0 . 2  73 . 9  7 1 .  7 
62 .  3 61 . 4 61 . 3 61 . 0 6 1 .  5 6 1 .  0 62 . 9  62 . 0  
Rot 
9 
65 . 9  
61 . 0 
Rotation 
E 
53 . 1  bu 
60 . 0# 
4 9 .  7 bu 
59 . 6# 
for yield. 
Rot Rot 
10 11 
3 0 . 1  34 . 3  
6 1 .  3 6 1 . 3  
Control ( yld) 67 . 7  
Control (tw) 62 . 1  
3 2 . 8  32 . 5  2 5 . 0  27 . 6  29 . 4  69 . 4  65 . 8  59 . 5  2 6 . 5  31 . 1  
61 . 6  6 1 . 8  6 1 . 3  61 . 8  6 1 . S  61 . 5  61 . 7  61 . 2  60 . 9  61 . 6  
LSD ( 0 . 05 }  
CV 
1 . 3#/bushel for test weight and 7 . 8  bu/Acre for yield. 
= 1 . 4  for test weight and 1 2 . 2  for yield .  
Discussion: The results indicate that during the summer of 1995 winter wheat with yields 
greater than 50 bushels per acre did respond favorably to fungicide applications. 
The response by rotation was very different at the 2 locations. Hayes was a very wet location 
with sub-soil well supplied with moisture. The recropped wheat at Hayes had similar yields to the 
fallow wheat and the response from the fungicide application was excellent. 
The Wall location had good surface moisture but the sub-soil was limited in the recropped 
plots. The grain yield increases at Wall were limited to the winter wheat crops planted on 
summer fallow. The increased levels of sub-soil moisture in the summer fallow plots increased 
the yield potential of the winter wheat crop. 
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Cheatgrass Contror in Winter Wheat 
Cooperator: Dave Finneman of Box Elder, SD 
Objectives:  To evaluate various herbicides for Downy bromegrass control in growing winter 
wheat. 
Procedure: The herbicides listed below were applied with a 4 wheel A TV sprayer. Sprayer 
speed was at 3.5 mph using 8002XR nozzles at 20 psi. The spray rate was at 8 gallons/acre. 
The wheat crop was 1/3 emerged, 1/3 germinated but not emerged, and 1/3 non-germinated. 
Soil temp was at 68 degrees F. Air temp was at 80 degrees F. on September 29, 1994 at time 
of application. Stand counts were taken on April 24, 1995. Percent control ratings of Downy­
Brome Grass were taken on May 10, 1995. Treatment, Stand counts of winter wheat, and % 
control of Downy-Brome are expressed in TABLE 47. 
Results: 
TASLE 47 Aer , 2 4 , 95 Ma::t:. 1 0 , 9 5  
Type of Lbs . ai Date of Stand D-Brorne 
Treatment Formulatirm_ ,� S-fH1__� PlanuLl' CoUol 
Control (check) 4 6 . 3  1 . 0  
Frontier 7 . 5  0 . 5000 Sept . 2 9  2 3 . 0  4 6 .  7 
Frontier 7 . 5  1 . 0000 Sept . 2 9  1 9 . 0  5 3 . 3  
Frontier 7 . 5  0 . 5000 Sept . 29 4 2 . 7  65 . 0  
Finesse 75WG . 0188 
Frontier 7 . 5  1 . 0000 Sept . 2 9  2 2 . 7  7 1 .  7 
Finesse 75WG 
Finesse 75WG . 0188  Sept . 29  41 .  0 4 0 . 0  
Frontier 7 . 5  0 . 5000 Sept . 2 9  2 3 . 0  68 . 3  
Sencor 7SWG 0 . 1250 
Frontier 7 . 5  1 . 0000 Sept . 2 9  2 1 . 7  7 5 . 0  
Sencor 75WG 0 . 1250 
Sencor 75WG 0 . 1250 Sept . 2 9  39 . 3  5 8 . 3  
Frontier 7 . 5  0 . 5000 Sept . 2 9  30 . 0  8 5 . 0  
Sencor 75WG 0 . 1250 
Finesse 75WG . 0188  
Sencor 75WG 0 . 1250 Sept . 2 9  3 0 . 0  7 5 . 0  
Finesse 75WG . 0188 
LSD ( 0 .  05)  = 1 0 . S  12 . 4  
CV = 20 . 1  12 . 5  
Discussion: The use of the com herbicide Frontier is !lQ! cleared for use on winter wheal This 
is an experimental use only herbicide and shouldn't be applied to a commercial wheat field. 
Sencor is also not cleared in South Dakota for cheatgrass control. Herbicide application 
relative to stage of development of winter wheat & cheatgrass is very critical. For optimum 
cheat-grass control, the winter wheat should be sprayed post-emerge but before emergence of 
the cheatgrass. Moisture is needed to carry the herbicide into the soil. These timing conditions 
are sometimes impossible to achieve. 
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Winter Wheat Sensitivity to  Frontier Herbicide 
Cooperator: Jim Madsen of New Underwood, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate Frontier herbicide for Downy bromegrass control in growing winter 
wheat. 
Procedure: Frontier herbicide was applied with a 4 wheel A TV sprayer using 8002 nozzles at 
a rate of 8 gallons/acre. The rates of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 pounds active ingredient per acre were 
applied pre.emergence, delayed pre-emergence, (coleoptile just emerging from soil), early 
post emergence (2 leaf stage of growth) and late post emergence (4 leaf stage of growth). 
Stand counts were taken November 10, 1994 and April 24, 1995. Grain yields were taken on 
July 21,95. Stand counts crop yields, and test weights are expressed in TABLE 48. 
Results: 
TABLE 48  Nov . 10, 94 �E;· 24 ,  95 Juli 2 1 , 1 995_ 
Oz prod Timing of Date of Stand Stand Test wt Yield 
Treatment /Acre 1't!tt:f: 1 LC� t:i.n_rt SE Uly:t.r:tq P:l.i1aN ' lll.mts/4 ' lbs/bu bu/A 
Control ( check) NIA N/A 4 7 . 3  4 6 . 7  62 . 1  32 . 7  
Frontier 8 . 5  Pre Sept 26 3 6 . 7  4 0 . 0  63 . 5  2 9 . 4  
Frontier 1 7 . 0  Pre Sept 26 2 6 . 7  2 4 . 4  63 . l  28 . 6  
Frontie.r 34 . 0 Pre Sept 26 2 0 . 7  1 7 . 7  62 . 3  22 . 6* 
Frontier 8 . 5  D-Pre Sept 28 2 9 . 3  3 5 . 6  63 . 5  3 3 . 2  
Frontier 1 7 . 0  0-Pre Sept 28 2 9 . 3  2 6 . 7  62 . 4  3 1 . 2  
Frontier 34 . 0 D-Pre Sept 28 2 2 . 0  12 . 4  61 . 6  2 1 . 1* 
Frontier 8 . 5  2-leaf Oct 3 3 8 . 7  26 .7  63 . 0  2 9 . 3  
Frontier 1 7 . 0  2-leaf Oct 3 4 3 . 3  2 6 . 7  62 . 7  27 . 5  
Frontier 3 4 . 0  2-leaf Oct 3 3 1 .  3 1 4 . 7  61 .  6 1 9 . 4 *  
Frontier 8 . 5  4-leaf Oct 19 4 8 . 7  4 6 . 7  64 . 3  3 5 . 3  
Frontier 1 7 . 0  4-leaf Oct 19 4 6 . 3  37 . 7  6 3 . 9  3 7 . 5  
Frontier 3 4 . 0  4-leaf Oct 19 4 1 .  3 35 . 6  63 . 4  3 4 . 3  
LSD ( 0 . 05 )  = 6 . 9  5 . 3  1 . 4  6 . 1  
,c 1 1 . S  13 . 8  1 .  4 1 2 . 3  
• ',a: Yields signi ficantly different from the control.  
Discussion: The use of  the com herbicide Frontier is !!Q! cleared for use on winter wheat. This 
is an experimental use only herbicide and should not be applied to a commercial wheat field. 
The crop injury was greatest from the eany pre-emergence application. The 2.0 pounds/acre 
rate appears to reduce stand & grain yield at the first 3 stages of growth. 
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Grassy Weed Control in Summer Fallow 
Cooperator: Jim Madsen of New Underwood, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate Roundup formulation and additive for the control of downy 
bromegrass and volunteer winter wheat. 
Procedure: The 10 foot by 50 foot plots were sprayed May 4, 1995. The herbicide treatments 
were applied in a 10 gallon per acre spray solution with an 8002 flat fan nozzle at 30 psi. The 
spraying conditions were good with a day time high temperature of 65 degrees F and a soil 
temp of 57 degrees F. There were high thin clouds with a wind at time of application of 4-5 
mph from the south east. The soil was wet and the plants were actively growing. The 
application was made just before dark. There was a heavy dew the morning after spraying. 
There was no rain for 1 8  hours after spraying. 
The downy bromegrass was in the 1 to 5 leaf stage and the winter wheat had 3 to 5 leaves. 
There was a very thick stand of both downy brome and wheat. Weed control evaluations were 
made 14 days after application and 39 days after application. The data is presented in Table 
49. 
Results: 
TABLE 49 
PERCENT CONTROL 
OzJA Mav 18. 1995 June 12. 1995 
Herbicide 
Roundup 
Roundup 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Roundup 
Am-Sulf (2%) 
Roundup 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Am-Sulf (2%) 
Roundup 
Roundup 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Roundup 
Am-Sulf (2%) 
Roundup 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Am-Sulf (2%) 
Product 
8 
8 
8 
8 
12 
12 
12 
12 
Roundup 12 
2.4-D amine 16 
Down_y Brome 
33 
54 
AS 
79 
51 
66 
53 
79 
45 
Table 49 continued on next page. 
Vol. Wheat 
78 
45 
64 
53 
86 
60 
76 
64 
86 
55 
Downy Brome 
30 
69 
a:e 
84 
49 
80 
40 
88 
43 
Vol. Wheat 
38 
71 
48 
91 
59 
ea 
50 
90 
53 
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TABLE 49 Continued 
PERCENT CONTROL 
02JA - May 18J995 June 12. 1995 
Herbicide Product Downt Brome Vol. Wheat Downl Brome Vol. Wheat 
Roundup 16 49 60 50 60 
Roundup 24 66 75 59 68 
Mon 77124 8 40 50 50 55 
Mon 77124 12 50 60 48 58 
Mon 77124 12 56 64 63 71 
2,4-D amine 16 
Mon 77124 16 65 76 63 70 
Mon 77124 24 66 74 78 88 
Mon 77125 8 30 40 33 40 
Mon 77125 12 59 70 50 60 
Mon 77125 12 58 68 61 69 
2.4-0 amine 16 
Mon 77125 16 58 68 59 66 
Mon 77125 24 71 80 75 85 
Roundup 6 55 68 54 63 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Am-Sulf (2%) 
Roundup a 59 79 73 81 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Am·Sulf (2%) 
Control 1 , 1 1 
LSD(0.05) 16 16 13 12 
CV 21 17 16 13 
Discussion: The Roundup rates of 8, 12, 16, and 24 ounces of product per acre were 
applied. The rates were applied alone, with surfactant, ammonium sulfate, and in combination 
with surfactant and ammonium sulfate. 
Roundup applied alone even at the higher rates was not as effective as applying the 
Roundup with surfactant or ammonium sulfate. The best weed control was obtained when 
Roundup was applied with surfactant and ammonium sulfate. 
The weed control ratings at 14 days after spraying gave a good indication of weed control 
30 days after application. The treatments that had Roundup plus surfactant and ammonium 
sulfate looked slightly better after 30 days. The 90 percent control plots had no plants 
producing seed heads 39 days after spraying. 
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Kochia & Wild Buckwheat Control 
Cooperator: Kent Kjerstad of Wall, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate control of kochia and wild buckwheat with Roundup herbicide 
combinations in summer fallow. 
Procedure: The 10 foot by 50 foot plots were sprayed May 18, 1995. The herbicide 
treatments were applied in a 10 gallon per acre spray solution with an 8002 flat fan nozzle at 
30 psi. The spraying conditions were good at a pm with no wind. The day time temperature 
was 75 degrees F. The soil temperature was 66 degrees F. and the field was very wet. 
The kochia was 1/4 to 3/4 inches tall and in the rosette stage. The wild buckwheat was in the 
cotyledon to 2 leaf stage of growth. 
Results: 
TABLE 50 
Herbicide Oz!A June 26. 1995 June 12�. 1995 
Kochia Wild Kochia Wild 
Buckwheat Buckwheat 
Roundup 8 42.5 52.5 12.5 30.0 
Roundup 12 47.5 52.5 28.8 28.8 
Roundup 8 65.0 68.8 26.3 32.5 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Roundup 12 56.3 60.0 66.3 52.5 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Roundup 8 76.3 75.0 70.0 70.0 
Act·90 (.5%) 
Am Sulf(2%) 
Roundup 12 67.5 73.8 75.0 75.0 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Am Sulf(2%) 
Mon 65005 8 47.5 48.8 27.5 40.0 
Mon 65005 12 58.8 57.5 55.0 57.5 
Mon 65005 1 6  61.3 66.3 56.3 57.5 
Mon 65005 20 66.3 67.5 58.8 57.5 
Roundup 12 73.8 70.0 46.3 57.5 
2,4-D amine 16 
Roundup 12 67.5 65.0 58.8 56.3 
Act-90 (.5%) 
2,4-0 amine 16 
Table 50 continued on next page. 
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I TABLE 50 continued. 
I Herbicide Oz/A June 26. 1995 June 121 1995 Kochia Wild Kochia Wild 
Buckwheat Buckwheat 
I Roundup 12 75.0 75.0 71.3 55.0 Act-90 (.5%} 
Am Sulf(2%) 
I 2,4-D amine 16 Mon 65005 8 50.0 56.3 17.5 37.5 
2,4-D amine 16 
I Mon 65005 12 62.5 63.8 32.5 50.0 2.4-D amine 16 
I Mon 65005 16 73.8 71.3 30.0 52.
5 
2,4-D amine 16 
Mon 65005 20 66.3 75.0 52.5 63.8 
I 2,4-D amine 16 Roundup 12 92.5 91.3 85.0 85.0 
Banvel 8 
I Roundup 12 91.3 91.3 91.3 91.3 Banvel 8 
I 
Act-90 (.5%) 
Roundup 12 92.5 91.3 91.3 88.8 
Banvel 8 
I Act-90 (.5%} Am-Sulf (2%) 
Mon 65005 8 90.0 90.0 91.3 88.8 
I Banvel 8 Mon 65005 12 90.0 88.8 85.0 82.5 
Banvel 8 
I Mon 65005 16 91.3 90.0 92.5 92.5 
Banvel 8 
I Mon 65005 20 94.8 94 8 92.5 91.3 Banvel a 
Control 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
I LSD(0.05) 12.4 9.0 13.9 16.4 
CV 12.6 8.9 17�0 18.9 
I 
Discussion: The Roundup alone in combination with 2,4-D amine was not very effective at 
I controlling Kochia or wild buckwheat. Roundup in combination with Banvel was very effective at control of the small kochia and wild buckwheat. Kochia is difficult to control when it is still in the rosette stage of growth. The kochia is better controlled by Roundup and 2,4-0 after it is 1 
I 
to 3 inches tall. 
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Gaucho Rates on Winter Wheat 
Cooperator: Paul Patterson of Draper, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate the systemic insecticide Gaucho to determine its controlling 
capabilities on grasshoppers and aphids. 
Procedure: Four rates of Gaucho treated Arapahoe (1, 1.5, 2, & 4 oz per 100 pounds seed) 
plus an Arapahoe control (non-treated) were planted with a JD 610 drill. A start.er fertilizer of 
6.1 gal/A of 10-34-0 was applied at planting time. Seeding rate was at 60 pounds per acre. 
The trial was planted on September 8, 1994. This trial was positioned next to a grass water­
way to attract grasshoppers. Plots were 24' wide x 30' long. An 8 foot boarder of TAM 107 was 
planted on either side of the treated Arapahoe test plots. The trial was harvested on July 19, 
95 to evaluate grain yield & test wt. 
Results: 
TABLE 51 
Treatment Oz/100# Test Weight Yield 
of seed lbs/bu Bu/A 
Control ncme 56.9 33.6 
Gaucho 1.0 59.2 35.9 
Gaucho 1.5 57.2 34.1 
Gaucho 2.0 58.8 31.0 
Gaucho 4.0 58 9 36.1 
LSD(0.05) = 2.7 5.8 
CV = 2.4 9.1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Discussion: The experiment was initiated to determine what levels of Gaucho were needed to 
I control grasshoppers that migrate into a wheat field. Grasshopper populations were high in the early fall. Grasshopper populations declined rapidly after planting and did not damage the 
crop. The slight increase in yields in TABLE 51 were due to controlling aphid populations and 
virus diseases. I 
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Gaucho Rates on Winter Wheat 
Cooperator: Rex Haskins of Hayes, SD 
Objectives: To evaluate the systemic insecticide Gaucho to determine its controlling 
capabilities on grasshoppers and aphids. 
Procedure: Four rates of Gaucho treated Arapahoe (1 ,  1.5, 2, & 4 oz per 100 pounds seed) 
plus an Arap-ahoe ccntrot (ncm-treatedl were p-lantBG wfth -a JD 610 drill. A starter fertilizer of 
6. 1 ge!IA cf 1Q.34.0 ,vas apfJI� at planting time. Se:etifng, rats was at 60 pounds per acre. 
The 'lnal was �Jantes. on Sapt:embar B, 1 994. Tiu$ trial � -positioned next to a grass water­
'"Ha'1 tai attract grasshcppers. Plots were 24' wide x 30' long. An 8 foot boarder of TAM 107 was 
planted on ffiltmr:sida;. of the treated Arapahoe test plots. The trial was harvested on July 31,  
95 ito &"'t"alua.te qrain yreld & test wt. 
Results: 
TABLE 52 
Treatment Oz/100# Test Weight Yield 
of seed lbs/bu Bu/A 
Control none 60.4 30.3 
Gaucho 1 .0 60.6 33.7 
Gaucho 1.5 60.7 35.2 
Gaucho 2.0 61.5 34.8 
Gaucho 4.0 61.3 38.5 
LSD(0.05) = 1 . 1  4.9 
CV = 1 .0 7.6 
crs:aussicm: Toe- experlme-nt was- initiated to detem'Jine � l&ials of Gaucho were needed to 
eon1rOJ gmesoopµuta lhat m!gfllte low a wheat field.. Gras.sncpper pcpula.Cions were high in the 
early· fall. GrasshopJ)er p-opulatfons declined rapidly aftar planing and dfd not damage the 
crop. Greenbug & bird cherry oat aphid populations were heavy ·in the fall of 1994. The 
increased yields in TABLE 52 were due to controlling aphid populations and virus diseases. 
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c:cu 
Barley(f�) 
Barley(m&lting) 
81Jekwheat 
Corn(grain) 
Flax 
Oats 
Rye 
Sorghun(mi lo) 
Soybean 
Wheat(spring) 
Wheat(winter) 
Alfalfa 
(estebl ished) 
Alfalfa-Grass 
(establ ished) 
All al fa 
(new seeding) 
Cornes i t  age> 
Grass 
Ctstabl ished) 
Suden9ress 
NUTRIENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Soft Testing laboratory 
Revised 
OF CROPS GROl,IN IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
- South Dakota State Unlversfty 
Septeri>er 1994 
N 
�llu 
1 .  7xYG·STN 
1 .SxYG·STN 
2.ZxYG·STN 
1 .2xYG·STN 
3.0xTG·STN 
1 .311YG·STN 
2.5xYG·STN 
1 . 1xYG·STN 
none 
2.SxYG·STN 
2.S>tYG·STN 
nont' 
none 
none 
10.4xYG·STN 
25xYG 
25xTG·STN 
Hutl"i ent .Rcqui rements/Bushet 
P205 
i/po 
.785xYG·.039xSTPxTG 
.785xYG·.039xSTPxYG 
1 .320xYG·.066xSTPxYG 
.700xYG·.035xSTPxYG 
t .  170xYG· .058xSTPxTG 
.644xYG· .032xSTPxYG 
1 . 071xYG·.054xSTPxYG 
.666xYG·.033xSTPxYG 
1 .SSOxTG· . 100xSTPXYG 
1 . 071xYG·.054xSTPxYG 
1 . 071xYG·.054xSTPxYG 
K20 Conmonly accepted 
•ta -rm !fl I R!tr r•a:21 
1 .286xYG·.0085xSTICXTG 48 
1 . 286xYG· .008SxSTKxYG 48 
1 .860xYG·.0166xSTKxYG50 50 
1 . 16611YG·.0073xSTK11YG 56 
2 .200xYC· .0140xSTKxYG 56 
1.2777xYG·.0086xSTKXYG 38 
2.71xYG·.017xSTKxYG 56 
0.875xYG· .0058xSTKxYG 56 
2.200xYG·.0183xSTKXYG 60 
2 .71xYG·.017xSTKxYG 60 
2.71xYG · .017xSTKxTG 60 
Nutrient Requi rements/Ton 
P205 
Vlcm 
K20 
•1r;n 
60 
40 
Grass 25xYG 
18.57xYG· .9lxSTPxYG 
18.57xYG·.93xSTPxYG 
18.57xYG· .93xSTPxTG 
5.62xYG· .28xSTPxYG 
45.0·2.SxSTP 
11.0xYG·.533xSTPxYG 
45.0-2.SSTP 
55.71xYG·.38xSTICxYG 
55.71xYG-.38xSTKxTG 
55.71xYG· .38xSTKxYG 
9.5xTG·.06xSTKxYG 
80.0·. 53xSTK 
43.0xYG· .3xSTICxTG 
9.5xYG· .06xSTICJIYG 
(new seeding) 
Cll'Cl:I 
Edible Beans 
Mil  let 
Safflower 
Sunflower 
Crop 
Cenola 
Potatoes 
i, ow 
Garden 
Lawn 
(established) 
Lawn(ICent.Blue) 
(new s-oding> 
H •,l.i 
.05xYG·STN 
.035xYG·STN 
.OSOxYG·STN 
.OSOxYG·sn• 
N 
ti/Cwt 
6.SlltYG·STN 
0.4xYG•STN 
N 
none 
3.5· .03,cSTN 
4.0·.04xSTN 
2.0·0.025xSTN 
Nutrient ltequi rements/Pound 
P205 K20 Comnonl
r 
ac:c:,ted 
•l!l;! ·l�i , t!,t � !.Shi ' l:U!a 
.0231xYG·.0011xSTPxYG .03460xYG-.00042xSTK11YG 
.0171xYG·.00085xSTPxYG .03xYG·.00018xSTKxYG 
.027xYG·.0014xSTPxYG .048xYG·.0003xSTKxYG 
.0225xYG·.0011xSTPxYG .041xYG·.00027xSTKxYG 
Nutrient Requirements/Cwt 
P205 
#/Cwt 
3.6xTG· . 17xSTPxYG 
0.5xTG·.026xSTPxYG 
5 .40xYG· .034xSTKxYG 
0.85iYG· .0057xSTKxYG 
Nutr-i ent Requi rements/Ac:re 
P205 K20 
f �Cl'!! • IC 
none none 
3.6·.18xSTP 5 .4· .03xSTIC 
2.5· . 125xSTP 5.0·.0286xSU: 
5.0-.25xSTP 5.0-.0286xSTK 
60 
50 
45 
22 
50 
u 
��I st-iOllli tli -= rf 11lrt.l pt{J fllJ ,r p fl tn1 ft{ tJ'llllll'I C 1)-P JI Ll:s./ ,.i;:re: 
5TP' :r nil itWs1 IBY ,, flflaa�01� CJIID); $11; "' Kti°l. teal' pot:1ah110-6li tppn) 
Seeding Rate 
i,,un;f!\tl! W--
72 
72. 
50 
12 
56 
76 
56 
3·6 
60 
90 
60 
Seeding Rate 
PN'lftt•:sc, 
6 
Seeding Rate 
�cvmLl!t'!'L 
60 
20 
20 
2·3 
5·7 
20 
Note: A saq:>l i ng d.Jte adJustrnent and prevl ous crop N c:redi t should be subtracted from the N rec011111endati onwhen 
appropriat•. 
For Soil Sairplin11 ba;e end •ny further soil sel11)l ing lnstructfons, contact the Extt'naionAgent in your county. 
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1994-1 995 PREVIEW 
The following experiments are currently in process or soon will be. Data will be collected 
through the following year and presented in next years Annual Report. 
Cheatgrass control in Winter Wheat 
This trial utilizes varying rates and timing of Frontier herbicide and other herbicides to control 
Cheatgrass in seedling winter wheat when applied in the fall 
Aphid Control in Winter Wheat (Hayes, SD) 
A systemic insecticide on winter wheat seed is being utilized at various rates to evaluate 
control of aphids that vector virus diseases. 
Winter Wheat response to Chloride 
This trial evaluates use of chloride to control leaf spotting diseases of winter wheat. This 
experiment looks at numerous varieties of winter wheat and their responses to additional 
chloride in soils known to be deficient 
Methods of Converting CRP back to Crop Land 
This trial was initiated in the spring of 1994 It looks at conversion of CRP (Crop Reserve 
Program) Land back to farm land by use of Conventional, Minimum, and N o -tillage methods 
These plots were seeded to winter wheat in the fall of 1994 Agronomic differences and yield 
were evaluated in the summer of 1 995 Treflan was appl:ed in the fall of 1 995 Safflower will 
be planted in the various blocks in 1996. 
SDSU Reduced TiUage Crop Rotation Study at Hayes, SD 
This 4 acre trial was initiated in the fall of 1987. This trial has 5 various cropping sequences 
of winter wheat and other cereal grains. This trial has emphasis on maintaining 30% crop 
residue at all times. These rotations are evaruated annually for economics, changes in soil tilth, 
and weed and disease occurrences. The effects of specmc cropping sequences at this rotation 
study are becoming more evident 
SDSU Wheat and Oilseed Crop Rotation Study at WaU, SD 
This 10 acre trial was initiated in the spring of 1994 There are 11 cropping sequences that 
are currently being evaluated. This rotation study looks at the economics, sustainability, and 
conservation compliance of wheat when grown in combination with minor oil seed crops 
(safflower, sunflower) 
CPT Testing of Winter Wheat and Spring Grains (7 locations) 
There are currently 7 Crop Performance Testing (CP1) sites for evaluation of winter wheat. 
This year has 37 varieties of winter wheat at each location. There are trials at: Bison, Bear 
Butte, Hayes (min-till & conv-till), Wall, Oelrichs, and Martin Spring grains such as oats, barley, 
spring wheat, durum, and millet will have on-going evaluation at various test sites this spring. 
CPT Testing of  Oilseed and Specialty Crops 
Safflower variety trials, field peas. garbanzo beans and other specialty crops will be evaluated 
throughout the 1996 growing season. 
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QUi!sllon & Aniwor Pa,9,• 
� Old tungli:ide sppllealkin on wlnliel'Wllij;I pay In 1SflS? 
0: PoB1 th• ��IUon or st,µtir f�rt, l,;zar lnCj!11-wfntsrwhea1 yr olds? 
A: See P29"" $ . 38 
Q How do you conr,ol sm4Q, kdehla In ,ummer rallow'I 
Q; l;)oosft pny to &lid lll!1mon,um sulhlla & 1"'1� to RoundU!I hotbliliao? 
A, See pags 71!: 
Q: How <!DU ntnower fftlnl<> a wlolttr w1>001...,tatlon? 
Q; Far O(lllit'IUffl r.in grawu, aott B'IOlllllr>e• of i!Rl>llls, wt,nt � ltla but dallt of pl'!TILi"I for, 
'11morwtre;1l? 
a: When carwerllng CRP ground bilck to wirr1ar Wh�l 1""1 grQUnd. what 1, !he tTM>SI 
b!i!l•ficral malhod of pr.pa�llQ 1ha _so\l'? 
A: Seti page 73. 
